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Preface
Scientists are cold remote people who do their research collaboratively, but
remain emotionally independent. At least that is the impression you get from
popular films and scientific publications. It just happens not to be true. Another
impression you may get is that scientists are a bit weird. That may be true, so I’ll
go back to talking about emotional detachment. One of the figures that
dominated my reviews of the literature on ecology during the 1970s and 1980s
was Eric Pianka. He had published some of the most cited papers in community
ecology and used his extensive experience to write one of the most widely used
ecological textbooks1. The papers were heavily laden with mathematics that I
would only come to understand many decades later, and none of them indicated
that the writer was a human being like the people around me.
In 1989, I met Eric at the World Congress of Herpetology in Canterbury. He
was tall, imposing, with a bushy white beard like the one you see in photos of
Charles Darwin as an old man. I don’t remember what we talked about, but
I remember thinking “I hope he doesn’t get annoyed, I’m sure he has better things
to do than to talk to a junior researcher.” Later, I was sitting in the cafeteria with
my family, when I saw Eric looking around and appearing sort of lost. When he
saw us, his face lit up and he came over and sat with us, apparently happy to have
found familiar faces in the crowd. I hadn’t imagined someone of his stature
actually needing company.
I had rented a car and a few days later Eric suggested that we take some time
off from the conference to visit Charles Darwin’s house, which was within easy
driving distance. The big brick house was much as I had imagined it, nestled in
farmland beside a country lane, but we arrived on the only day of the week that
the house was closed to the public. Eric was stricken and the most poignant image
I have of that day was Eric Pianka hanging off the pantry window sill trying to
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drag himself high enough to at least get a glimpse of the inside, like a schoolboy
trying to peek into the girls’ locker room.
I would later read Eric’s book, The Lizard Man Speaks2, which overflowed with
the love he had for field work in his old Landrover and for his first wife, Helen;
the science seeming to flow out of a cauldron of emotions, but losing all its
warmth in the process of getting to the journal pages.
I was impressed by Harry Greene’s book, Snakes: the Evolution of Mystery in
Nature3; the name seeming to capture the mystique of serpents. The photographs
by Michael and Patricia Fogden were superb, even though they made me feel
inadequate because of my limited photographic skills. However, none of that gave
me a glimpse into the personal world that was revealed in his other book, Tracks
and Shadows4, which followed him from child to mortician’s assistant to fanatical
hunter.
There are many people who are not scientists and many apparently haphazard
events that lead to scientific discoveries, but there isn’t enough space in scientific
articles to acknowledge all of them, or even the other scientists who contributed
indirectly. I have written quite a few papers about lizards and snakes, but my
papers, like those of Eric Pianka and Harry Greene, do not tell of any of those
people or events. This book is an attempt to fill some of the gaps.
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Forward
Just imagine if every day were Christmas, such that a pile of presents awaited
you each morning. This is exactly what it is like to be a field-oriented biologist,
and Bill Magnusson’s life story is a great example of how the series of discoveries,
questions asked, and answers found can extend childhood curiosity. A small
subset of children becomes completely fascinated with snakes, lizards, spiders,
scorpions, and nearly everything alive. An even smaller subset effectively never
“grow up,” and they ultimately join the scientific community in search of new
information about these organisms—what they are, how they live, and how they
interact with different individuals of their own and other species. This is, for all
practical purposes, the proverbial Fountain of Youth.
Bill has a keen eye for interesting and often hidden phenomena, and like all
good scientists, he goes where the data take him, regardless of what he might
think at the outset. The example that always comes to my mind is his observation
that juvenile and adult lizards were eating basically the same set of insects, but
getting them in different places—a result that involved measuring carbon
isotopes in the lizards. Stories like this reveal the
detective-like workings of the mind of a scientist.
This book bridges the gap between how science is
done and how it can be presented to the public via
real science woven into interesting life stories. Bill
Magnusson blends the challenges of life as an adult
with the curiosity of a child (in my opinion, the
best of both worlds), and I commend him for
bringing it all together so that the rest of us can live
some of his fascinating life experiences.

Laurie J. Vitt
George Lynn Cross Research
Professor, and Curator Emeritus, Sam
Noble Museum, Oklahoma
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A striped forest whiptail, Kentropyx calcarata, similar to the one Jeni followed as
a child. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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My daughter, Jeni, was ten years old when she went with her parents on a
field trip to Reserva Ducke on the outskirts of Manaus in the heart of the
Amazon jungle. Her mother, Albertina, and I were busy looking after university
students who were collecting animals along a dirt road through the forest, and
Jeni was entertaining herself watching the katydids, spiders and other little
creatures that she found on the bushes overgrowing the road. She was crouched
over a log that had fallen beside the track some years before and was now
covered in mosses and ferns. I walked over to see what she was doing and found
her following a lizard along the log. It was a bit thicker than my thumb and the
rich brown color on its back was broken by three green stripes that ran from its
nose down the middle of its back and along its sides5.
The lizard ignored Jeni, whose nose was only a hand span above it, and it
flicked its forked tongue into crevices in the decaying log as it moved along
with jerky movements. She had followed it for several meters when an
arrow-head viper6 struck and swallowed the lizard up to its back legs. Curled up
on the log, the snake had appeared to be a bunch of fallen leaves and, like the
lizard, ignored Jeni‟s presence to guarantee its next meal. Jeni gave a little
squeal and backed off momentarily, but then leaned forward to watch the snake
swallow the wriggling lizard from a distance that would have made me nervous
if the snake hadn‟t had its mouth full.
Apart from being concerned about having my daughter so close to a very
venomous snake, the incident catalyzed my thinking about snakes and lizards
and how they interact with humans. Most people, except those who live in very
cold places, such as the Arctic, or aboard seagoing ships, are used to seeing
lizards regularly. However, seeing a snake is always reason for comment, even
by people who have no irrational fear of them. Our collective experience would
seem to indicate that lizards are common and snakes are rare.
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Photo 1.1 Arrow-head vipers, Bothrops atrox, are common in Reserva Ducke, but are
rarely seen because they look like a bunch of dead leaves when curled up.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I am using the names snake and lizard as though they refer to different
biological groups, but that doesn‟t make sense in terms of evolution. Many lizards
lack legs, but we only call some of the legless lizards snakes. Many typical lizards
with legs are much more closely related to what we call snakes than they are to
other lizards. Snakes are therefore just one or a few of the evolutionary lines
within the lizard radiation. So, why do we treat them so specially?
The first answer to this question is usually that some of them are sufficiently
venomous to pose a threat to humans. However, that doesn‟t seem to be enough
to explain their uniqueness. As a biologist, I recognize that snakes are special,
even though I know that they are just one group of legless lizards7. They
represent about 40% of lizard species, but usually less than 1% of lizard
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sightings. In Reserva Ducke, where Jeni encountered the lance-head viper, there
are about 35 species of what we conventionally call lizards, and about
66 species of lizards that are called snakes8. However, at Ducke, I probably see
ten lizards for every snake. I don‟t have the data to prove it, but I suspect that
there are not only many more species of snakes in Reserva Ducke, there are also
many more individual snakes than there are individual lizards. It is as though
the snakes occupy a parallel universe and only come into our world for brief
moments before returning to somewhere beyond our understanding.
Lizards have been described as model organisms for scientific research9, but
that gives the impression that we study them only for convenience. This is
certainly not true for those species conventionally called lizards, and even less so
for snakes. It is as though they attract us and command us to study them. I have
been fascinated by lizards, and even more by snakes since I was a small child, and
I certainly then had very little idea of what science is about. Nevertheless,
I followed that call, and this book is about the journey it took me on.

One of the few things I remember from the time I was a toddler was holding
my mother‟s hand and watching a blue tongue lizard10 in the garden below our
kitchen window. Blue tongues are big as lizards go, and they can be as thick as
a child‟s forearm with a head the size of a pear. To a three-year old, they are
massive powerful creatures. My mother was not afraid of the lizard, but did not
try to catch it as it pushed itself into a tangle of small plants with its short legs,
which seemed much too small for its thick body. Blue tongues are still found in
many Sydney gardens, where they do good service eating snails. I can‟t imagine
how they avoid the domestic dogs and cats that Australians maintain at
ridiculously high densities in urban areas. When threatened, they open their
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mouths to show their bright blue tongues, but their bite is relatively weak and
they must have other survival tricks we know nothing about.

Photo 1.2 The blue-tongued lizard, Tiliqua scincoides, is one of the largest of the
Australian skinks. Individuals are common in east-Australian gardens,
where they help control garden pests. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Blue tongues were not the only or the most abundant lizards in our back yard.
Four species, the weasel skink11, the three-toed skink12, the common garden
skink13 and the grass skink14, I had encountered as far back as my memory goes.
The weasel skinks and two-toed skinks were usually hidden under leaf litter or
other objects, but the garden skinks and the grass skinks skipped around on the
paths, rocks and leaves, and I could often find several in a square meter. As an
old man and a trained ecologist, I am astounded that so many species of lizards
can be found in Sydney gardens. However, familiarity breeds contempt, and as
a child I took them for granted.
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Sydney is cold at night and the lizards crawled onto paths or rocks to warm in
the morning before starting to fossick under leaves for tiny insects. If they spent
too long in the shade, they would move back into the sun to warm up again.
This behavior is called shuttling, and the lizards were using solar energy to fuel
their foraging. I would study that behavior as an adult, but when I was a child it
was just what lizards do, and I never thought about how wonderfully complex
their habits might be.
Strangely, the only tiny skink that aroused my interest while I was in primary
school was the fence skink15. We often visited my grandparents in the suburb of
Hurstville. The old brick house was surrounded by concrete paths and well-kept
lawns that did not support the species of skinks I watched in our garden.
However, even this environment close to the inner city supported fence skinks.
They scuttled across the hardwood-paling fence and never let a curious child
push his nose up close, as did the garden skinks. The tiny black lizards had
bright white stripes down the side and stood out on the grey planks and red
bricks. When I got close, they disappeared around the other side of whatever
they were climbing on.
The fence skinks were as agile as they were pretty, but it would be many
decades before I would make the link between bright colors and agile
movements in lizards. I was much too young to even think about sex, and it
never crossed my mind that the bright colors might be related to reproduction.
They were just wild creatures that saved me from the boredom of the family
discussions going on inside.
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Photo 1.3 The garden skink, Lampropholis guichenoti, is one of the commonest species
of lizard in Sydney gardens, individuals often occur at high densities and many can be
seen basking close together on cold mornings. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

My primary school was just one block away from Kiwong Street where I
lived, and I could hear the kids playing when I was home sick. The suburb of
Yowie Bay had been pristine bushland when my parents bought their block and
there were still patches of forest among the fibro-cement clad houses that were
springing up in the district. The school was modern, with substantial brick
buildings and well-kept grounds, but the park behind it was still
semi-natural heathland and low eucalypt forest. The deputy headmaster showed
us snakes he had found in the bush behind the toilet block and cut in half with a
shovel. When he sent them to the Australian Museum, the curator replied that
they were Burton‟s legless lizards16 and no threat to children. I looked for the
legless lizards, but it would be some time before I caught one.
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The few hectares of bushland behind the school had somehow escaped the
development around it and were representative of much of Yowie Bay‟s
original vegetation. The higher ground consisted of a rock platform covered by
a thin layer of sandy soil and two- to three-meter high heathland plants with
prickly leaves. Water seeped over the rock, forming shallow pools that were
breeding grounds for many species of frogs. The lower areas had deeper soil
and taller trees that dropped copious leaf litter to make a haven for many species
of lizards, including copper-tailed skinks17 with orange tails and contrasting
black, white and brown lines along the body. As a child, I didn‟t know their
official name and we called them speedo lizards because they were much too
fast for us to capture with little hands and no experience.
Bushland in the Sydney suburbs was quickly degraded because most was
surrounded by houses. The suburban people used the natural areas as a dump for
garden refuse and rubbish that didn‟t fit into their garbage bins, but “my” patch
of bushland was protected on one side by the school playgrounds and on two
other sides by roads. Its neighbors on the remaining side were unusual urbanites
who never threw rubbish over their fences. Playing in almost pristine bushland
was one of the delights of my childhood, and it seemed that many generations
of children would have access to it as an introduction to the natural world. This
was not to be, and the bush would be destroyed by a little white lie, but I‟ll
leave that story till later.
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Photo 1.4 Fence skinks live on walls and posts and can even be found in the inner city.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

We spent my father‟s annual holidays camped at Narrawallee on the south
coast of New South Wales. Our tent was always pitched away from other
campers and close to the bush that surrounded the open ground cleared for the
holiday makers. My father fished in the sea and we ate fish three meals a day,
but while I was too young to fish, and when we weren‟t swimming, I explored
the camp ground. Not far from our tent and just on the bushland side of a
barbed-wire fence was a sheet of corrugated iron. I lifted it carefully and found
a beautiful black snake18 with a vivid red underside curled up in the grass. It
was as thick as a garden hose. The snake did not move as I lifted the sheet metal
and it just watched as though waiting to see what I would do. I carefully
lowered its cover into place and went running back to the camp to tell everyone
about my find.
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My father said “A snake! Where?” I could see that he was not as thrilled as I
was, but I said that I would show him if he promised not to kill it. He had no
sooner lifted the corrugated iron than he grabbed a stick and struck the snake in
the middle of its coils. I don‟t know if he mortally wounded it because the grass
took some of the impact, but the snake uncoiled and disappeared into the bush.
I was heartbroken. I ran after my father calling him “Dirty murderer, dirty
murderer!”, then sulked away. Now, as an adult, I can appreciate his carrying
out what he considered his duty when he found a snake he believed to be deadly
poisonous close to where children play. The snake was not deadly poisonous,
and I have never heard of anyone dying from a blacksnake bite, though it is said
to be excruciatingly painful. But that is just adult justification for not killing the
snake. As a child, all I knew was that I had the privilege of seeing something
beautiful from an alien world, and a beloved adult had betrayed my trust and
taken it away from me.

When I was about eight years old, my father gave me a bike he had
reconstructed from parts people had discarded. The frame was from a machine
that had 28-inch wheels, but he fitted it with 26-inch wheels so that it was a bit
like modern mountain bikes, but much heavier. He painted it black and red, and
I was very proud of it, especially because I generally won competitions with my
friends along the rough bush tracks on the abandoned lots where we played.
However, I wasn‟t that social and I valued it most for the extra mobility it gave
me.
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Photo 1.5 Red-bellied black snakes, Pseudechis porphyriacus, are common in the bush
and in farmland. Although they have a bad reputation, they are
generally inoffensive. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I much preferred the bush to interacting with people. My sister says “Every
weekend when you were a little kid you would disappear off into the bush or
exploring the district and only return when it got dark. My memories are of
stressed parents needing to visit relatives on the weekend and having no idea
how to find you. When you finally appeared there would be trouble and you
would promise not to do it again. You apparently had a very short memory, the
whole performance would be repeated the next weekend, and I would bunker
down to weather the storm.”
The remaining bushland was mainly around streams and I visited many
within a few kilometers of my house. As I walked along the rocky bank of a
small stream, I saw a copper-colored lizard with dark markings along its side
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moving agilely near the water. When it saw me, it dived and swam under a
small rock. I sat and watched for several minutes before it swam back and lay in
the shallows with just its head above water. I was intrigued that it could spend
so much time underwater because I knew that a mammal or bird would have
drowned if submerged for so long.
I caught the lizard, which I recognized as a baby water skink19. Because I was
so intrigued by its ability to hold its breath, I devised an experiment. I made an
underwater enclosure of flat stones and imprisoned it there for twice as long as
it had stayed underwater voluntarily. When I lifted the top stone, the lizard
swam vigorously for the bank. I was astounded and repeated the experiment,
this time keeping it underwater for about ten minutes. When I lifted the stone,
the lizard just remained limp. It seems strange looking back, but it had not
occurred to me that I could only determine its diving limit by drowning it.
I was heartbroken by my stupidity and cried as I pedaled with its limp body
stretched out on the handlebar. It had been so beautiful and was now so pitiful
lying on its back. After a few hundred meters, my bleary eyes registered a tiny
movement of the lizard‟s belly and I dismounted. The lizard started to breathe
again, and after a few minutes it could right itself. I was so happy that it is hard
to describe. A child‟s world is one of ecstasy and agony very different from the
controlled behavior of adults.
That was my first scientific experiment, and it surely would not have been
approved by an ethics committee. However, for me it was a concentrated
introduction to experimental design, comparative physiology, and animal rights.
The fact that I can remember it so vividly after more than 50 years testifies to
how much it affected me.
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Photo 1.6 Water skinks, Eulamprus quoyii, live around streams and dive into the water
if they are threatened. They will often remain underwater for several minutes before
venturing timidly back onto the bank. Photo by David Kirshner.

I had a different relationship with my bike than my friends. Their bikes were
status symbols and they got great pleasure from cycling almost anywhere. The
pleasure came from pedaling, and the distance they went was more important
than the destination. For me, the bike was just a means of transport. When I got
older, I found that my relationship with cars differed from those of my friends
in the same way.
One day, I pedaled to a stream a few kilometers from my house that was near
the local shopping center. I left the bike propped against the bridge pylons and
explored upstream for about fifteen minutes. When I returned, the bike was
gone. Someone had stolen it. I was sorry to have lost it, but I could walk as far
as I could ride. My greatest sorrow was at disappointing my father, who had so
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painstakingly constructed the bike for me. I should not have left the bike, but if
I hadn‟t, how could I have explored the stream? To this day, I am ambivalent
about how equipment liberates you, but restricts you at the same time. I guess
that‟s why I‟ll always be a natural historian rather than a scientist. Many years
later, an American from that part of North America sandwiched between
Mexico and Canada told me that he was an ecologist and I replied “So am I.”
He responded “No Bill, you‟re not an ecologist, you are just a quantitative
natural historian.” That‟s true, but I am a very happy quantitative natural historian!

We often visited my uncle, who lived at Sans Souci on the northern bank of
the Georges River. Getting there on the barge from Taren Point was fun for kids,
but sitting around the kitchen table talking about chickens or politics wasn‟t. I
fossicked in the abandoned lots beside my uncle‟s property and found
black-bellied swamp snakes20 under discarded sheets of corrugated iron. I kept
them in my room in a cage adapted from a leaky aquarium. The largest snakes
were only about the thickness of my little finger, but they were a delicate
olive-brown color, with a fine white line along the side of the head and white lip
scales.
Most of my friends‟ parents would not have let them keep even a harmless
snake, and I will always be grateful that my parents let me do things my way. I
was expected to excel, but it didn‟t matter at what. My father once said “I don‟t
care if he wants to be a garbage collector, as long as he wants to be the best
garbage collector in the World.” After I started collecting snakes, which many
people would think is worse than garbage collecting, some of my mother‟s
friends never visited her again.
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Photo 1.7 The black-bellied marsh snake, Hemiaspis signata, is a common
mildly-venomous snake from eastern Australia that eats small
skinks and frogs. Photo by Adam Stow.

The cage only received the early-morning sun for a few hours each day, and
the snake always had cool places to avoid overheating. The little swamp snake
was very pretty, and I was fascinated by its eye, which seemed to be taking in
everything, even though the snake spent most of its time curled up in a corner.
I fed it garden skinks, and I could see its body tense when I threw a lizard into
its cage, but it didn‟t move until the lizard crawled into just the right position
for a strike, which usually took it at mid body. The lizard would roll and distort
the snake‟s body, sometimes twisting around and biting the predator. However,
the snake just held on, clamping down rhythmically and driving in venom for
several minutes until the lizard went limp.
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The little snake then untangled its body and dragged the lizard back a few
centimeters before starting to inch its jaws along its victim‟s body, which was
as thick as its own. Each jaw moved independently. First, the teeth on the upper
jaw on the side closest to the lizard‟s head would be pushed forward and up to
release their hold, then driven in further along the body. The teeth on the lower
jaw on that side would repeat the process on the underside of the lizard and the
teeth on the other jaws followed in the same pattern, three jaws always firmly
anchored while the fourth was inched along the body.
When the snake reached the lizard‟s head, it swung it around and used the
same creeping jaw movements to pull the lizard into its mouth and down its
throat. By the time the snake got to the belly of the lizard, its head was stretched
to what looked like breaking point, with only ligaments connecting the upper
and lower jaws. Rhythmic contractions of the snake‟s body slowly pushed the
lizard into its stomach, and the snake yawned and flexed its jaws back into
position. I knew that snakes could swallow things much bigger than their heads,
but I had never before seen the process close up.
I was fairly sure that the snake could have subdued the lizard without using
venom, but I could see that injecting saliva into the lizard was important to
ensure that it was digested before the internal organs started to rot. Presumably,
venom first evolved to aid digestion, and only later was called upon for
dominating prey and intimidating predators. After feeding, the snake spent
much more time basking in the sun, which raised its temperature and speeded
up absorption.
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Photo 1.8 A beached yellow-bellied sea snake. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

When I was about eight, the camp ground at Narrawallee was sold for
housing development and we started to holiday at the council grounds at
Redhead, about 10 km further north. Redhead was even more spectacular than
Narawallee, and the camp ground was situated at the back of a headland that
was covered in natural bushland. It was a wild place and I liked to sit on the
cliffs over the sea and watch the storm fronts we called southerly busters
sweeping up the coast after particularly hot days.
The beaches were strewn with flotsam after strong storms, and I walked
along the strand line searching for marine life, such as leafy sea dragons and
box fish that had been washed up with tangled masses of kelp. The wind and
overcast skies made the isolated beaches seem wild and untainted by the
artificial contrivances of civilization, though occasional lengths of gill net and
fishing buoys were testimony to the influence of humans even in the open ocean.
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I sometimes found dead yellow-bellied sea snakes21 washed up on the beach,
and one of my principal reasons for patrolling the beaches was the hope of
finding a live one. However, the only live snake I found was in its last feeble
attempts to crawl and died in my hands.
The snake was only a couple of finger widths deep at the widest part of its
vertically flattened tail, and it tapered from the tail to the tiny head that was only
the size of the first joint on my index finger. It was dark black on the back, which
contrasted with the bright yellow of its sides. There were irregular black markings
on its flattened oar-like tail. The species is pelagic, and individuals spend their
whole lives at sea capturing fish that take refuge under their floating bodies. As
the species is mainly tropical, the snakes I found may have been washed up due to
their inability to swim strongly in the cold southern water.
Yellow-bellied sea snakes were the only aquatic snakes I found as a child.
They are a member of the Elapidae, a family of snakes that has its main
radiation in the Australian region. However, most elapids spend almost all their
time on land, and those in the subfamily Hydrophiinae that evolved for life in
the sea only occur in tropical regions. Perhaps it is not strange that there are no
primarily aquatic freshwater Australian elapids, because Australia is the driest
of the habitable continents.
The heath on the top of the headland was home to rabbits and small wallabies,
and I sometimes found a big diamond python22 curled up in the sun in the early
morning. I could get very close to the pythons, but they just ignored me. Their
glossy black backs were studded with brilliant yellow spots and they had deep
pits along their lip scales that gave them an old gnarled appearance, but I knew
that those were heat-sensitive pits that allowed them to catch animals that were
hotter than the background, such as nocturnal mammals and birds, even in
complete darkness. The largest of them were thicker than my arm and I thought
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about taking them home as pets, but I didn‟t want to have to breed rats to feed
them.

Photo 1.9 A diamond python, Morelia spilota. This is the largest snake in southern
Australia. The pits along its lower lips are used to detect prey that is warmer than the
background, such as birds and mammals at night. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I wandered long distances through the bush looking for lizards and snakes,
but the best hunting was in the dunes behind the beach to the south of the
headland. Jacky lizards23 sat on the pine-like leaves of the casuarinas or perched
on low trees. They were about as thick as my thumb and members of the family
Agamidae, which Australians call dragon lizards. Mottled grey, with rough
scales, the lizards were well camouflaged on the flaky bark of the low trees.
I occasionally saw one run after a flying insect that landed on the casuarina
needles, but they usually only moved because I got too close. In fact, I generally
only detected them if they ran. I was seeing a combination of cryptic color,
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infrequent movement and a diet of active prey that would only make sense
many decades later. As a child, I just watched them because they were beautiful.
The only large trees that grew directly behind the dunes were coastal banksias,
which had sparse serrated leaves and thick trunks with corky bark. When they
died, their trunks rotted from the inside out, making crumbly galleries occupied
by many animals, including small-eyed snakes24. These snakes are dark grey to
almost black with with cream or pink bellies. As their common name implies,
their eyes are small and just as black as the rest of the body. Like many snakes
that spend most of their time in leaf litter, underground or in rotting trunks, their
scales were shiny, smooth and almost iridescent. I broke open the banksia
trunks and caught the small-eyed snakes, but they were hard to hold because of
the smooth scales and muscular movements they used to push through tiny
underground cracks.
The small-eyed snakes were not much bigger than the marsh snakes, and I
kept several in a large aquarium on a desk at the foot of my bed. My room was
on the eastern side of our house, which was good because it caught the early
morning sun. However, it was separated from the part of the house where
everyone else slept by a large dining room and a long corridor. It was
sometimes a lonely place for a small child to sleep. I must have been about eight
when I had a nightmare in which I was covered in wriggling snakes. Still young
enough to seek comfort from adults, I went into my parent‟s room, woke my
mother, and told her I was having a nightmare.
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Photo 1.10 Eastern small-eyed snake, Cryptophis nigrescens, is a secretive snake that
was once considered to be harmless, but is now listed as
highly venomous. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

My mother took me back to my room and shook my tangled blankets so that
I could get into bed. Out fell three of my small-eyed snakes. I had not closed
their cage properly and they had climbed into my bed, perhaps seeking warmth
on the cold autumn night. I had been awake and it was no nightmare. At that
time, people thought that small-eyed snakes were relatively harmless to humans,
but since then there have been reports of serious consequences of envenomation
by the species. We are lucky that most snakes avoid biting people, even when
we give them plenty of reason to do so!
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I had just started high school when a friend told me about a man who kept
snakes as a hobby. His name was Merv Hay and he lived in a
recently-established housing estate with modern red-brick houses. Although the
estate was only about a fifteen-minute walk from my new school, the houses
were very different from the fibro-cement clad dwellings of Kiwong Street.
I went with my friend to visit Merv Hay the following weekend, but I was
apprehensive that he would not want to spend time talking to inexperienced
school kids. I need not have worried. He immediately invited us to see his
menagerie of lizards and snakes.
Merv was of average height and rather thin, with dark hair swept back in
1950s style. His fingers were tobacco stained from the cigarettes he rolled and
smoked regularly. He worked night shift and often slept during the day, so his
skin was pallid and rarely tanned. Although he came from a city background
very different from that of my father, who had been a bushman and now worked
in the construction industry, they had a lot in common. They were a generation
apart, but still came from a time before everything was mass produced and they
could lend their hands to any practical task, whether it be fixing a car or
building a new room for the house. Merv was in his thirties when I first met him.
The menagerie was better organized than many zoos. The first enclosure,
with huge windows facing the north and east, was the size of a small sitting
room and housed many species of lizards that climbed on the ornamental logs or
scuttled across the floor. The dominant animal in that area was Old George, a
water dragon25 that must have weighed a kilogram, which Merv had captured
more than 20 years before.
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Photo 1.11 Merv Hay as a young man before Bill met him (inset) and in the 1990s
when the only reptiles he kept were pond turtles. Photographers unknown.

Large glass vivariums occupied a second room, slightly smaller than the first.
There, Merv kept a variety of snakes, including deadly death adders26 and
brown snakes27, and species that are harmless to humans, such as black headed
pythons28, diamond pythons and green tree snakes29. I had a copy of Eric
Worrell‟s Reptiles of Australia30. Like most members of my and Merv‟s
generations, it was Worrell‟s book that allowed us to identify reptiles. However,
seeing the animals close up was very different from seeing pictures in a book or
getting a fleeting glimpse as they disappeared into the undergrowth.
The last enclosure was open on top and enclosed only by chest-high
fibro-cement walls. There, Merv kept lace monitors31 and sand goannas32. The
largest animal was about as long as I was high, and Merv treated him with
respect. Monitor lizards33, which Australians call goannas, have sharp teeth that
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can cause nasty wounds. Some of them, such as the Indonesian Komodo
dragons, are also thought to have venom glands that aggravate the deep
lacerations. Merv‟s biggest lizard was perched almost vertically, with its tail on
the ground and its head lying on the top of a meter-high stump. It stared at us
imperiously, as though defying us to enter its territory.
A few people have had profound effects on my life, and Merv was one of
them. I visited him often, and one day he offered me a baby copperhead from a
clutch that one of his females had produced. Copperheads34 are very venomous
snakes, though they have been responsible for few deaths, and I was pretty sure
that my parents would not be happy about me keeping it.
The copperhead was small, only about the thickness of a knitting needle and
didn‟t look very intimidating, but I assumed that if I told my parents that Merv
had given it to me they would tell me to give it back. Therefore, I told them that
I had caught it in the bush behind the school, and I housed it in a small wooden
cage with a glass front that was about the size of a one-liter ice-cream container.
I didn‟t have the copperhead long before it died, probably because I had to
continually move the cage from the desk in my room outside to where the snake
could bask, and that led to its death, either because it overheated or because
I did not give it enough sun. Unknown to me, my mother told the school
teachers that a baby copperhead had been caught behind the school, which
implied that there must have been adults of the deadly species as well. The
headmaster contacted the local council, which sent a bulldozer to destroy the
bushland. Today the area is just covered in short grass with isolated trees, and
the heathland, frogs, copper-tail skinks, and most of the other native wildlife are
gone forever, victims of a little boy‟s white lie.
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Photo 1.12 Bill Magnusson in 2017 contemplates the barren lawn the council used to
replace the complex heathland behind Yowie Bay Public School because of
his little white lie 55 years before. Photo by Albertina Lima.

The first big snake that I kept was a red-bellied black snake a bit over a meter
long. I caught it while on holidays, and Dad let me bring it back in a large can
with hessian tied over the open top. I am surprised that it didn‟t escape and
roam around the car on the four-hour trip home. I fed it marsh frogs and water
skinks, but it needed better conditions than I could provide in my room and Dad
helped me convert a shed he had constructed for his chickens into a reptile
menagerie. I made glass fronted vivariums and arranged them on waist-high
benches. The black snake was calm and I could move him around by picking
him up at mid body and carrying him slowly. He would sometimes swing
around and investigate my hand by flicking out his forked tongue, but never
attempted to bite.
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I have mixed feelings about keeping snakes and lizards as pets. Few species
breed regularly in captivity and taking them from the wild may threaten some
local populations. Often, we do not know what the animals need and they may
suffer before finally dying. However, it is the children who keep reptiles who
grow up to be researchers and conservation biologists, fighting to save species
and habitats that most people do not know exist.
I no longer keep captive animals and I am sometimes sad about the suffering
that my pets may have endured, but many people are much better keepers than
I was. Some researchers who started their carreers as reptile collectors still keep
animals they obtained as children. Laurie Vitt had a Gila monster for 27 years,
Adam

Stow35

has

two

Children‟s

32 years ago, and Anthony Stimson
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pythons

he

got

as

hatchlings

has had a Cunningham‟s skink that he

captured as an adult for 36 years. David Kirshner has had a lace monitor he got
as a hatchling for 17 years and you can see his YouTube video of how it has
adapted to life in an apartment37. It is a shame that there are now so many
restrictions on keeping reptiles as pets, and I fear for the species in the wild
when the last of the reptile-collector generation dies out and there will be no one
who has spent enough time with lizards and snakes to understand what truly
wonderful creatures they are.

Sydney Reptiles

2

An eastern water dragon surveys its territory. The species is common around
Sydney. Photo by David Kirshner.
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Once I had reasonable living conditions for the animals, I could diversify my
collection. The problem with keeping snakes was that they were carnivores, and
many refused to eat dead prey. I therefore had to hunt for them. We collected
lizards from under sandstone slabs, always being careful to put the rock back
with a minimum of disturbance. Sydney was built on an area of exposed
sandstone, with little or no soil in many places. Heating by the sun and erosion
by wind and water cause slabs to split off from the parent rock, which make
excellent cover for reptiles. However, many reptile collectors just turned the
slabs, leaving whatever was sheltering underneath exposed to the hot sun, and
often they let the rock drop, shattering it.
The upper surface of the rocks was dark grey with patches of bluish lichen,
but we would often find an outcrop with yellow-white scars where the slabs had
been. In the 1960s, it became fashionable to use bush rock in home gardens and
landscape gardeners stripped the surface rocks from large areas. Sydney is
surrounded by many national parks, and what saved the areas were the rocks
and infertile soils, which made them unsuitable for agriculture. In the 1950s, it
would have been difficult to predict that competition with humans for rocks
would one day pose a grave threat to the reptiles of the region.
Although I mainly kept snakes, having to catch food for them made me
familiar with most of the lizards in the district. The most obvious lizards were
the copper-tailed skinks. These fast-moving lizards that I had called speedo
lizards as a child were a bit thinner than my little finger, and their black and
white stripes combined with an orange tail made them stand out as they foraged
in the leaf litter. They were in almost constant movement, and it was difficult to
catch one once it had warmed up in the early morning sun. We usually caught
them by turning rocks while they were still cold and lethargic. Catching them in
winter was relatively easy, but the snakes weren‟t eating then.
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Photo 2.1 Coppertail skinks around Sydney forage on sandstone outcrops and retreat
under flat slabs of stone when it is too cold for activity.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

By this time, I knew more about physiology and understood why there were
so many lizards among the sandstone boulders and so few mammals. Because
the lizards used solar energy to heat up, and didn‟t have to burn food to stay
warm, they could get by in areas with extremely poor soils where plant
productivity was very low. The copper-tailed skinks would crawl out from their
rock shelters to catch the sun‟s first rays. When they reached temperatures
similar to those at which mammals operate, they would start foraging by poking
their noses into crevices, under leaves, or into loose soil in search of insects and
other invertebrates. They used their tongues and Jacobsen‟s organs in the roof of
their mouth to detect chemical signals much the way we use our sense of smell.
If the lizards spent too long foraging in the shade, their temperature would
drop and they would have to sit in a patch of sun to warm up again. With their
bright colors and constant movement, they were easy to see, but even
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fast-moving predators, such as birds, found it difficult to catch them. One of the
common predators in the area, the yellow-faced whip snake38, seemed to
specialize on them. These thin grey snakes, not much thicker than their prey,
were well camouflaged on the leaf litter, and their huge eyes surrounded by a
yellow comma were always on the lookout for lizards. Whip snakes have a
lightning-fast strike, but they have to be very close to catch a copper-tailed skink.
It was impossible to outrun an active copper-tailed skink, and we used a
strategy similar to that of the snakes to catch them. Seeing a lizard foraging
along a rock outcrop, we would circle around, squat with one hand held close to
the ground, and wait for the lizard to come into striking distance. We were
rarely successful, the lizard passing too far away or the strike being too slow.
I was only catching food for my snakes, but a pattern was emerging that I will
return to later in this book. A fast-moving forager had bright colors and was
mainly susceptible to predators that sat and waited for it to pass.

Some of the lizards of the rock outcrops were not very active foragers.
White‟s skinks39 lived in the rock crevices and only moved away from their
refuges to sun or catch insects that landed on the rocks. These lizards were
much bigger than the copper-tailed skinks; about the thickness of my thumb,
and much more heavily built. Their colors were subdued - broad stripes of
indistinct grey and brown on the back and white spots circled by black on the
sides. They were much rarer than the copper-tailed skinks, and I did not feed
them to my snakes. I also found a colony of coastal Cunningham‟s skinks40
living in cracks in a rock outcrop. The adults were as thick as my wrist, and
beautiful with dark grey, almost black backs and orange bellies. The family of
skinks I found was in a National Park and I did not collect any.
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Photo 2.2 Velvet geckos, Amalosia leseurii, live in cracks in rocks or under flat stones.
Although they are probably the most common geckos around Sydney, they only come
out at night and are rarely seen. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Under the rock slabs, we found velvet geckos41, lizards that were thicker than
the copper-tailed skinks, but much shorter, with broad heads, huge eyes and soft
velvety skin. They presumably came out to forage at night, but I never saw any
that were active. All of the snakes that ate copper-tailed skinks also ate Leseur‟s
geckos. We also found fat little wood geckos42, but they were much less
common than the velvet geckos and we rarely used them as snake food. All the
geckos had broad tongues that they used to clean the scales over their eyes,
which do not have moveable lids as in most other lizards.
There were southern leaf-tail geckos43 in cracks in the larger boulders near
streams. These geckos were prickly and had flattened tails that gave the
impression of a dried leaf. Much bigger than the velvet geckos, some were
longer than my hand and twice the width of my thumb. They were so
spectacular that I never thought of feeding them to snakes.
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Another big gecko also lived under the stone slabs. Thick-tailed geckos44
were as large as the leaf tails, but their bodies were more rounded, and they
were imposing when they stood up on their spindly legs. Their body colors were
pinkish brown with yellow markings, and their unbroken tails had broad bands
of black and white. If they lost their tail to a predator, they grew a new one, but
it was drab grey. Their spectacular colors were probably cryptic at night, except
for the tail. Geckos lose their tails easily, and it is probably one of their
principal strategies to avoid being eaten - better to lose your tail than your life!
I did not think much about the diversity of night-active geckos around
Sydney until I moved to the Amazon where, in most places, there is only one
gecko that comes out at night, but several that forage during the day. Because
they were active at night and I couldn‟t watch them, I didn‟t give the geckos
much time when I lived in Sydney. Today, I would be able to study them with
starlight magnifiers or infrared lights and I would love to have time to go back
and find out what they are doing.

Photo 2.3 Thick-tailed geckos wave their distinctive tales if threatened by a predator.
Losing the tail is costly, but much better than the alternative.
Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.
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One line of Australian geckos produced species that are active during the day,
but they are so different from other geckos, in fact from most other lizards, that
they are generally put in a family of their own, the Pygopodidae. They are the
Australian legless lizards. In fact, most are not legless, but have tiny flat hind
legs with no toes that are kept pressed against the body, and they are sometimes
called flap-footed lizards. Unlike snakes, whose tails are usually short,
pygopodid tails are much longer than the head and body. Most eat invertebrates
and have typical lizard-like heads attached to elongate snake-like bodies and
tails, but one species, Burton‟s legless lizard45, has a long snout with flexible
jaws, and it eats other lizards.
The Burton‟s legless lizards that had lived behind my school were long gone,
but I caught several in other areas and I was surprised at the variation in colors.
Some were uniform grey, some had black lines on the grey, and others were
brick red. The first one I kept was in a large cage with plenty of space to move
around, but it spent most of the time curled up in the leaf litter with only its
head exposed. I dropped a copper-tailed skink into the cage and the legless
lizard raised its head slightly, but made no other movements. It was about the
thickness of my index finger at mid body, but its head and tail were only about
as wide as the copper-tailed skink that was exploring the cage. Although it
hunted during the day, the legless lizard had large eyes with vertical pupils
similar to those of nocturnal geckos, so I presume that it also hunted at night. Its
snout was long and tapering, so that its jaws were many times longer than the
width of its head. It was more like the beak of a bird than that of a lizard or snake.
The copper-tailed skink came towards the legless lizard and was in a position
that would have been perfect for a forward snake strike, but the legless lizard
waited until its prey started to pass to one side and grabbed it with a sideways
sweep of the head that was almost too fast to see. The long jaws wrapped
around the lizard at mid body and squeezed down, squashing so hard that it
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looked as though the skink might be broken in half. The powerful bite seemed
to be as effective as snake venom and the skink only gave a few halfhearted
contortions before lying still. The legless lizard lifted its fore body off the
ground, using its weight to keep its head pressed down on the lizard and the
ground. Unlike snakes, which crawl their jaws along their prey, the lizard
opened and closed its mouth as though nibbling the lizard along its length. It
released its hold only for milliseconds and each successive bite squashed the
lizard more and moved the bite closer to its victim‟s head.
By the time the legless lizard reached its neck, the copper-tail was obviously
dead. The predator turned its victim around and swallowed it by dragging it
down with alternate movements of the sides of its jaws, much as a snake would.
Most geckos have short bodies, well developed legs, and eat small insects.
Therefore, it is surprising that the Gecko lineage could have produced
flap-footed lizards, which are convergent on snakes, right down to the elongate
body and jaws that can be disarticulated to swallow prey as wide as the predator.

Photo 2.4 A Burton’s legless lizard eating a grass skink. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.
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The only member of the other radiation of pygopodids found near Sydney was
the scalyfoot46. The heads of scalyfoots look like those of typical lizards, though
perhaps slightly deeper than most. People told me that they loved banana, and that
was the best food for them. I kept a scalyfoot in a cage in my room, and it really
did like banana. I left small pieces on a log and it crawled over and ate them
quickly. Soon, it was taking chunks of banana directly from my finger. However,
despite eating regularly, it became thinner and thinner and something was
obviously wrong. I put grasshoppers in with the banana, but it just ignored them.
It seemed that I would have to release it, but I tried one more experiment.
I fasted the lizard for a week, not giving it banana, and when I threw in a
grasshopper it grabbed the insect immediately and broke it into pieces to
swallow. It made quite a mess eating the grasshopper, but used its broad tongue
to lick the grasshopper juice off its eyes. From then on, I gave it only
grasshoppers and it regained weight and remained healthy until I finally
released it. I never imagined that, just like humans, lizards might develop bad
food habits when artificial foods are available, even to the point of death. Many
years later, I read that the principal food of scalyfoots in the wild is burrowing
spiders47. Even a diet of grasshoppers probably had not been very natural.

I was lifting a rock looking for geckos when I saw one of the most beautiful
snakes found near Sydney. It was glossy black with tiny yellow dots forming
rings around its body and blotches on its head. It wasn‟t much thicker than my
index finger. The rock was big and I was off balance, so the snake could easily
have escaped if it had made a run for it. However, it just curled up and assumed
a striking stance typical of many highly venomous snakes. It was a
broad-headed snake48, a species with potent venom. They are now considered
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rare because of destruction of their rocky habitat49. In fact, they mainly use the
rocks in winter time, probably for protection and warmth, and spend most of the
summer months in trees hunting small mammals and birds50.

Photo 2.5 Broad-headed snakes, Hoplocephalus bungaroides, live in trees during the
summer months, but hide under rocks during winter. The species is endangered by rock
collectors. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

I carefully pinned the snake with a stick, grabbed it behind the head and
threw it into the cotton pillow case I was carrying. It would have pride of place
in my collection, and several other collectors offered to buy it or trade it for
other species. However, I didn‟t have commercial intentions or want to have a
large collection. I kept the snake because it was incredibly beautiful.
The Broadhead ate velvet geckos, but it was hard work catching enough for it
and I tried to feed it white mice that I got from Merv. However, the snake just
ignored the mice and I concluded that the story that the species ate mammals
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was a myth. I generally didn‟t leave mice in the snake cages because they would
gnaw holes in the wire and sometimes attacked the snakes, gnawing at wounds
until the snake died. Why the snakes didn‟t use their potent venom to kill mice
that were annoying them I can‟t imagine, but they usually avoided biting other
animals unless they wanted to eat them.
I had left a white mouse overnight in the broad-head‟s cage in the hope that
the snake might eat it. However, in the morning, the mouse was outside the cage
and the snake was nowhere to be seen. I hadn‟t closed the cage properly.
I searched the room carefully, but after about an hour I concluded that it must
have escaped the shed. We kept rabbits in a pen nearby, and they had shallow
burrows and pieces of board to hide under. I lifted a board and dug into a
burrow. There, curled up at the end, was the broad-headed snake, with a bulge
in its stomach that could only have been made by a mouse. Although it ignored
the white mice, it had eaten one of the feral mice that entered the pen to feed on
the rabbit food. From that time on, I fed it wild-caught mice, and it did very well.
There were obviously subtleties to the chemical world of the snakes, and
what we considered a mouse was not recognized as such by the snake. Many
species, especially those that are active a night, can “see” with smell, not just
the way the world is now, but who passed hours or days before. Snakes and
many other animals51 probably make smell maps in their heads that tell them as
much or more than the visual maps we are familiar with. We have become so
dependent on our eyes that we cannot imagine how the World appears to
animals with a keen sense of smell, or in the case of snakes and lizards, of taste.
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There are also worlds within worlds. We concentrate on flowering plants and
vertebrates, but most of the organisms in the world are too tiny for us to see. It
has been estimated that there are more bacteria in a single human body than
there are humans on Earth. Many of these microorganisms are essential for our
survival, but we generally only note the microscopic creatures when something
goes wrong. Merv started to have heart problems and the doctors told him he
had contracted a disease from the mice he bred for the snakes. He had to feed
his animals on other things afterward, and only bought rats and mice from
others when he had to.

Photo 2.6 Death adders, Acanthophis antarcticus, are almost impossible to see when
curled up under leaf litter. They twitch the tips of their tails to attract their prey,
primarily lizards, to within striking distance. Photo by David Kirshner.

Merv‟s death adders also suffered from parasites. The baby death adders his
female produced loved coppertailed skinks and grew well. Merv gave me one of
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the babies and I was enthralled the first time I saw it hunt. The snake lay with
its tail in front of its nose and, when I dropped in a lizard, it waved the flat
yellow tip of its tail in a good imitation of a meal worm. The lizard ran across to
grab the grub and the death adder struck faster than the eye could see,
swallowing the lizard down to the front legs before it knew what was happening.
Several of the baby death adders, including mine, died while still small. The
snake would contort, as though trying to disgorge something, before finally
dying on its back with mouth open. We dissected the snakes and found large
linguatulid worms52. These worms are really degenerate arthropods without legs
that have evolved for life as internal parasites. The snakes get the worms from
the lizards they eat and the adult worms migrate into the snake‟s lungs, where
they often block the airflow and kill the snake. I was starting to learn that many
of the things that make the world go round are mostly invisible to our senses.
I would later find that lizards are subject to a wide range of parasites, but we
know very little about their effects on wild animals.

Highlands and Islands

3

Herpetologist Fred da Rocha with Helena Bergallo at Charlottes Pass in 2010. The
cold of the Australian highlands restricts the activity of lizards and snakes. Photo
by Bill Magnusson.
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When we didn‟t go to the south coast for holidays, we went to the southern
highlands. There are no high mountains in Australia, but the southern highlands
near Canberra are high enough to be bitterly cold in winter. There, dad fished
for trout with great success. However, trout fishing requires skill and patience,
neither of which I had enough of, and I spent much of my time searching for
reptiles.
Around the streams, I found southern water skinks53. These agile skinks, the
largest of which were the thickness of my thumb, live on rocks near water in the
highlands. They were very similar to the water skinks that live around
lower-elevation streams along the east coast. The lizards basked in sunny spots
for a few minutes, then jumped from rock to rock searching for insects until
they got too cold and had to bask in the sun again. Watching the little ones, I
was reminded of my disastrous experiment with the baby water skink in Sydney.
I climbed the low hills, leaving the sparse forest and moving into pasture
mowed low by cattle. Round granite outcrops were scattered across the field
and the winter cold had fractured many of the rocks, resulting in deep crevices.
I saw a large black lizard clinging to a nearly vertical rock face. It was about the
thickness of my wrist, and had a short tail covered in spikes. When I got close,
it scurried into a crack.
The crevice was not deep and I could touch the lizard‟s hard spiky scales with
my hand, but it inflated its body with air and I couldn‟t dislodge it. The next one
I found was in a slightly better position, and I was able to slide a stiff stick
behind it and nudge it out. The size of a large carrot, it was hard and very strong,
with spiky scales on its tail that made it feel like a pine cone. I released it back
into its crack and investigated other rock outcrops. Each had two large lizards
and several smaller individuals. These were Cunningham‟s skinks, and I would
learn later that they live in family groups54. Each adult pair controls a rock
outcrop and the babies live with their parents until they are large enough to look
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for their own crevices. Unlike most of the lizards I was familiar with,
Cunningham‟s skinks eat a lot of plants, which probably explains why they did
so well in the pasture.

Photo 3.1 Cunningham’s skinks, Egernia cunninhami, live in family groups in rock
crevices. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

My preconceptions about lizards were starting to crumble. Some were
predators, some were insectivores, and some even ate flowers. There were
species that hunted at night and species that foraged during the day. Some lived
on the surface and others underground. Rather than pets, I started to see them as
parts of complex ecological-interaction systems.
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Around the southern part of Sydney, the only really dangerous species of
snake you are likely to come across is the eastern brown snake. However, they
are fast, and flighty, so you are unlikely to get close to one. Tiger snakes55 occur
around La Perouse on the northern edge of Sydney Harbour, the site of George
Cann‟s famous snake shows56, but for some reason don‟t occur in the southern
suburbs, even though they are found in the mountains to the west and many
areas further south. To find high densities of copperheads, brown snakes and
tiger snakes, Merv went to the sheep and cattle grazing country in the southern
highlands, and I sometimes accompanied him.
The highlands are bitterly cold in winter and may be covered in snow. In
summer, they are hot and dry. We generally went in early spring, and Merv also
used the opportunity to collect mice, especially after he couldn‟t breed them
because of his heart complaint. The farmers stored bales of hay in stacks or
open sheds, which were perfect breeding grounds for feral mice. We could
sometimes find a dozen under a single bale of hay.
The mice attracted brown snakes and it would have been easy to catch one,
but I wasn‟t interested in keeping them. The biggest I found was about a meter
and half long, and thicker than a pick handle. It was on grass that had been
cropped low by cattle and it reared up in an S shape with a third of it body off
the ground. I circled around it, keeping several body lengths away, and it turned
to keep facing me. Its neck was flattened, its mouth slightly open, and its tongue
kept flicking. Its eyes appeared to be watching mine, but I put that down to
imagination because I knew that snakes were too stupid to respond to such
subtle cues.
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Photo 3.2 An eastern brown snake opens its mouth slightly to show that it is not happy
about being disturbed. Photo by Bill Magnusson and Anthony Stimson.

My circling must have taken me out of its preferred path and it suddenly
dropped to the ground and shot for a blackberry thicket. It moved fast and I lost
sight of where it went because my eyes tried to follow its mid body, but I didn‟t
realize that my focus was losing ground until its tail flipped out vision and the
rest had gone. It was one of the snakes‟ vanishing tricks. It is hard to follow
long objects because our eyes don‟t focus on any particular part of the body, so
our vision ends up going more slowly than the snake. If it were the same size,
but round like a football, we would not have that problem.
I didn‟t like getting close to the brown snakes because, if you cornered one, it
could turn from flight to fight mode, giving multiple strikes before rushing off.
The snake is so fast that it is essentially impossible to avoid being hit and you
have to hope it will hit loose clothing or give a “dry bite” with its mouth closed
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just as a warning. In captivity, they never seem to adjust to an enclosed space
and spend a lot of time circling the walls and investigating any weakness that
might allow them to escape. It is much better to watch one in the wild than see
them distraught and frustrated in a cage.
There were big black snakes in the mountains, and I would often sit and watch
one poking its nose into crevices, probably hoping to find a frog. I once sat on a
log as one approached and it didn‟t realize that I was there until it had started to
nose up the leg of my trousers. I guess my shoes and socks were so dirty it didn‟t
think a human could be in them, but when its tongue flicked my bare leg it drew
back into an S shape and flattened its body. It must have spent ten minutes tongue
flicking until it realized that I wasn‟t a threat and continued on its way.
I never saw any interesting behavior by the other species. The copperheads
just looked like overinflated bicycle tires with an undersized coppery head on
the end. They always seemed to be just curled up in the sun. Perhaps they had
caught a lot of frogs during the night and were only interested in digesting their
meals or, perhaps, many were gravid females with too many babies in their
bellies to be able to swallow food.
Tiger snakes are one of Australia‟s most venomous snakes and responsible
for a large proportion of snake-bite deaths. It was easy to see why. In the early
morning, they lay flattened in the sun, usually near the bank of a stream. Their
yellow and dark brown bands made them obvious against the green grass, but
they would probably be well camouflaged against a background of rocks and
leaf litter in natural bushland. The problem was that they seemed to expect you
to see them and avoid them, and often would not move even if you trod very
close. Sometimes they would flatten their bodies and hiss, but you could easily
miss even this if you were a farmer striding along intent on seeing what was
happening with your livestock. It is no wonder that they are often stepped on.
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Photo 3.3 Tiger snakes, Notechis scutatus, are common in the southern highlands of
Australia and it is easy to tred on one when it is basking because they tend to ignore
humans and expect you to step aside. Photo by David Kirshner.

I rarely kept common tiger snakes, but Merv asked if I was interested in
going on a trip to Hopkins Island off the South Australian coast to catch black
tiger snakes that at that time were considered to be a different species, Notechis
ater, though today they are generally just considered a variety of the common
tiger snake57. Someone had given him the name of a fisherman who took people
to the island. I was interested in seeing the island tiger snakes because they were
legendary. Living on small islands that have been isolated from the mainland
for thousands of years, they have had to adapt to a specialized diet. There are no
frogs

on

the

majority

of

the

islands,

which

are

covered

in

dry-adapted plants. The baby snakes have to get by on small lizards until they
are large enough to eat mutton-bird chicks.
Mutton birds are shearwaters58, which like most seabirds require isolated places
to nest. During a short period of the year, the mutton birds raise their chicks in
burrows on the islands. The chicks thrive on the rich diet of fish brought by their
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parents, grow quickly and their flesh is rich in oil. Commercial and recreational
harvesting of mutton birds, mainly for their oil, is still undertaken in Australia and
New Zealand. The snakes, like the humans, have to take advantage of the
seasonal excess of food to carry them over to the next mutton-bird nesting season.
Merv and a naturalist friend, Ken Griffiths59, planned to drive to South
Australia in two days, which would require continuous driving. We would
spend two days on the Island, making the whole trip last about a week, the most
time that Merv could get off from work. I was also interested because we would
go through the arid country of inland NSW and Victoria and would probably
find other snakes on the road.
We headed west to cross the Blue Mountains and then headed south along the
western plains in the direction of South Australia. Merv drove the first leg across
the mountains where the road had many treacherous curves, but once onto the
plains we took turns to drive along the long straight roads. There were often cattle
and sheep on the road, but it was the kangaroos that were the greatest concern.

Photo 3.4 A red kangaroo, Macropus rufus, is beautiful in the wild, but can make a
mess if it hits a car going 100 km per hour. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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Running into a cow at high speed would be very dangerous, but the cows
generally just stood still and you could swerve around them. The kangaroos
were beautiful as they ran parallel to the road, appearing as red or grey arrows
streaking past the blue-grey vegetation. However, especially where there was a
fence along one side of the road, they changed direction unpredictably and often
shot directly in front of the car. It was a maneuver that probably saved their
lives when being chased by dingoes, but was a bad choice when the potential
predator was a car travelling at 100 km per hour.
I kept to about 80 km an hour at night, because it was impossible to avoid the
kangaroos at higher speeds, and tiredness increased our reaction times. On one
occasion we changed drivers after one of us fell asleep and drove off the road.
I had been dozing in the front passenger seat when I was awakened by a loud
bang and the car shuddered, as though it had been struck by a bullet from a high
caliber rifle. Ken pulled over to the side of the road and steam was spurting out
from under the crumpled hood.
It was two in the morning, and Merv and I stumbled around to the front of the
car rubbing sleep from our eyes. The kangaroo‟s almost dismembered head was
lying on the hood and it had lost the lower parts of its hind legs. The rest was
jammed into where the radiator had been. We pulled it out and inspected the
damage. The fan had been pushed back into the radiator, which was a tangled
mess. The only way to get the car going again was to replace the radiator, and
the nearest town that might have spare parts was over 100 km away.
Someone would have to catch a ride to town, buy a new radiator and then
catch a ride back. It was 6 a.m. before a truck passed and Merv could get a lift
to Wilcannia with the remains of the radiator. Ken and I remained with the car,
and in the early morning it was interesting looking for lizards among the low
bushes that gave the only cover in that arid landscape. However, that pastime
lost its appeal as the sun rose higher. We had gotten little sleep on the hard red
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earth the night before and probably would have dozed if we could have found
somewhere comfortable, but the only shade was from the car. Its interior was
soon too hot for comfort and we crouched against the wheels, trying to keep as
much of our bodies as possible out of the burning sun. We had several gallons of
water, but we were economizing it because we didn‟t know whether Merv would
be able to get back that day and, in any case, we needed it to fill the new radiator.
Ken eventually got a lift into Wilcannia to find Merv, but passed him on the
road and had to find another lift back. Sweat was pouring off me, the flies
jostled to get into my eyes, and I was scrunched up against the side of the car to
get out of the sun, when a truck pulled up at two in the afternoon and Merv
climbed down with a new radiator. We had lost 12 hours and might not make
our rendezvous with the fisherman, but now we drove even slower and we tired
much more quickly from the strain of keeping watch for kangaroos.

Photo 3.5 The islands off South Australia are very scenic, but can be demanding places
for humans or snakes to live. Most have no freshwater and much of the nutrients come
from seabird colonies. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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We had planned to sleep overnight before meeting the fisherman, but we got to
the coast at 5 a.m., and barely had time for breakfast. Fortunately, the fisherman
was still willing to take us to the island. His boat was seven meters long, with a
high prow and partially covered cabin to be able to plow through choppy seas. It
was powered by a 100 hp outboard motor. He expertly backed his car down the
loading ramp, placing the boat in waist deep water. The boat seemed big and
overpowered to me because I was used to boating in my father‟s tiny plywood
dinghy. The gentle ripples in the embayment hardly rocked the boat.
Once out of the bay, I changed my mind about the boat being oversized. The
waves towered over us and the boat bucked as the powerful engine jumped us
from one to the other. Hopkins Island is about 30 km south of Port Lincoln, but
only a few kilometers from the uninhabited mainland and I hadn‟t realized how
small it was. The fisherman took us to the leeward side of the island, where we
could jump into shallow water and wade to shore. Sea lions swam around us or
lay sunning on the warm rocks. We climbed off with our small bags of
provisions and the fisherman said “I‟ll be back to pick you up tomorrow
afternoon, if the weather permits.”
It was then that I realized how vulnerable we were, marooned on a desert island
crawling with deadly snakes with provisions for only two days. If something went
wrong, such as a snake bite, we had no way to contact the mainland, and bad
weather could prevent us from getting off the island, even by helicopter, for a
week or more. I decided that I was going to be very, very careful.
We pitched camp behind the strand line and started looking for snakes. There
were no trees on the island, and it was small enough to walk across in a couple of
hours. The ground between the waist-high bushes was mined with mutton-bird
burrows. We scrambled over rocks, fossicked among bushes, and even tried to
reach the ends of the burrows with forked sticks, but found no snakes that day.
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It was colder at night, especially in the sea breeze, but it was warm enough
for temperate reptiles to be out and about. I directed my flashlight under a bush
and two big black eyes stared back at me. I crouched closer and saw that it was
a thick tailed gecko. As long as my hand, it stood high on its spindly legs and
seemed unafraid. Its tail was unbroken and the black and white bands stood out
in the torchlight. I grabbed it and I could see its internal organs through the
semitransparent belly skin. It seemed much too delicate to live on a desert island
inhabited by one of the World‟s deadliest snakes, but a world of mutton-bird
burrows and the myriad insects that feed on seabird guano are probably much of
what a lizard could wish for.

Photo 3.6 Thick-tailed geckos look to be too fragile to live on desert islands crawling
with tiger snakes. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

We slept well, probably because of the lack of sleep on the trip down, and the
next day dawned sunny and calm. I sat on a rock overlooking the sea, munching
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a biscuit and appreciating the scenery. The water was clear blue, but of a
different tone to the sky, which sported scattered white clouds. Female sea lions
frolicked in the water or sat in groups around the big bulls. I had no camera, but
it was the sort of sunny day combined with spectacular coastal scenery that is a
photographer‟s paradise. I had little time to spend appreciating the scenery,
however, because we only had about nine hours before the fisherman was due to
pick us up. We spread out and started across the island.
It wasn‟t easy walking in the low heathland riddled with mutton-bird burrows,
and I was careful to watch where I stepped, remembering how easy it is to step
on common tiger snakes. It was about 10 a.m. by the time we reached the
highest point on the island and I was beginning to despair of finding a snake
when I saw a black tube covered in large scales. I carefully edged around until
I could see the snake‟s head, which was a little wider than my thumb. I was
carrying a stick to pin snakes, but I could not reach the head without touching
bushes that were in contact with part of its body. I was in a quandary. If I went
too slowly, it might disappear down a mutton-bird burrow before I got within
pinning distance. If I went too fast, I might not pin it properly and would risk a
bite. I decided to take it slow.
I carefully placed my feet between the bushes, balancing first on one, then on
the other. The snake didn‟t move and I knelt within a few feet of it and carefully
pinned it behind the head with the stick I held in my left hand. I expected it to
writhe and try to escape, but it just lay there and I grabbed its neck with my
right hand. It then tried to pull its head out of my grip, but it was weak and I had
no trouble dropping it into a bag.
Further up the hill, I found a larger snake, well over a meter long, sunning in
a patch between the bushes. Just like the first one, it ignored me until I had it
pinned, then tried only weakly to pull through my fingers. It did open its mouth
and I could see its fang sheaths, but only momentarily. I now had as many
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snakes as I could keep and both Merv and Ken had also caught two each. I was
very happy because I felt that I could take a bit of this mystical isle back to
Sydney with me. I now know that animals lose their mystique when you take
them out of the world that defines them, and I would now never dream of doing
more than observing them where they live. However, I was only 18 years old
and still had a lot to learn.

Photo 3.7 Bill holding a Hopkins Island tiger snake. It is good that the snakes are weak
and inoffensive. If not, he would not have lived to have written this book.
Photo by Ken Griffiths.

The weather held and the fisherman picked us up as planned. The trip back
was more spectacular than the trip out, mainly because we were flushed with
success and the magic of the island. The incident with the kangaroo was all but
forgotten and we kept an eye out for snakes on the road on the way back. At
night, we caught a De Vis‟ banded snake60, a beautiful little desert snake with
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bands that made it stand out on the black bitumen. If my memory is correct, and
it was that species, it would have been a range extension because the species
was not officially known from the area until decades later. The only snake we
saw during the day was a western brown snake61.
Thin and whip like, the western brown snake shot across the road in front of us.
Merv slammed on the breaks and the car fishtailed to a stop about a meter from
the snake, which was about an arm length long. We bundled out of the car and
surrounded the snake, Merv and Ken on one side and I on the other. The only
place it could escape to was under the car, and that is what it did. There was no
cover on the bitumen road, but the snake shot up into the engine compartment.
Merv opened the hood, and we crowded around, worried that the snake would
be burned by the hot exhaust. The snake was jammed under the air filter and
there was no way to pin it, so Merv grabbed quickly for its head - not quickly
enough. As his fingers closed around its neck the snake twisted and drove one
of its fangs into his finger. Merv didn‟t let go, but just repositioned his fingers
behind its head. As soon as the snake was in the bag, we focused our attention
on Merv‟s finger. Western brown snakes are potentially deadly, and we were
hours from the nearest hospital.
Merv held up his finger and stared at it, apparently waiting for the
life-threatening symptoms, which fortunately never came. He had a little pain
and tingling around the puncture, but it was apparently a “dry bite” and the
snake had injected little venom. Although we were hours from a hospital, Merv
was probably in no great danger, even if the snake had given a full load of
venom, but it was a good reminder of how things can go wrong unexpectedly,
and how foolish we had been to risk our lives on Hopkins Island with much
deadlier snakes and no way of getting medical help.
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Photo 3.8 DeVis’ banded snake, Denisonia devisi, a small inoffensive snake from the
arid regions of southeastern Australia. Photo by David Kirshner.

The black tiger snakes did not do well in captivity. They basically refused to
eat and became very thin. Within six months, Merv‟s specimens had died. I had
put my pair in my biggest vivarium, which was a meter and a half long and
occupied most of one of the benches in my snake shed. I tried live and dead rats,
but the snakes just ignored them.
I was distraught, and did not know what to do. If I had been able to, I would
have released them, because I knew that captivity made snakes much more
susceptible to disease than they would be in the wild, where they could use
behavior to fight their maladies. I remembered one of Merv‟s tiger snakes that
had developed a disease called canca by snake enthusiasts. It caused white puslike exudations in the mouth and stopped the snake from eating. Antibiotics can
be used to treat it, but these didn‟t work on this snake, and it became so thin that
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its backbone stuck well out of its debilitated body and it developed sores that
left a network of scars along its entire length. He probably should have killed it,
but instead Merv released it into the wild on one of our trips to the mountains.
When he recaptured it a year later, it still had the network of scars, but it was fat
and had no signs of the disease.
Unfortunately, there was no way that I could get back to the island, but
I remembered the incident with the broad-headed snake. Therefore, I trapped
some native bush rats62 and put them with the black tiger snakes. The first rat
had not gone two steps when the snake struck, and it was dead before it had
taken another two hops. Both snakes soon regained weight on a diet of bush rats,
but I didn‟t want to have to keep catching native rodents. Therefore, I killed a
bush rat and tied a white rat onto its rump. The tiger snake swallowed the bush
rat and did not stop its jaw crawl until the white rat went down its throat as well.
After doing this three times with each snake, they learned that white rats are
edible and they lived on them for years.
My mother looked after my snakes when I travelled, but she didn‟t open the
top of the cage to give the black tigers water, she just poured it threw the wire
mesh. I never worried about taking the top off the cage because the black tigers
were the calmest snakes I had ever seen. One day, I had lifted the top off the
cage and had it propped against the top of my head while I was concentrating on
cleaning the water bowl, which had become fouled with snake poo. I was so
concentrated on the task that I forgot the snakes until I felt one crawling along
my shoulder. It had climbed onto the lip of the cage and then up onto my
shoulder. I felt it sliding across my neck and then it turned back in the direction
of the cage. I now had one of the World‟s deadliest snakes draped over my
shoulders and it turned its head towards my face, its tongue flicking my cheeks
and nose. I looked into its black eyes, felt its relaxed body across my neck, and
sensed nothing in its behavior except calmness and curiosity.
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Photo 3.9 Tiger snakes (Notechis scutatus) have toxic venom, but are very calm in
captivity. The southern varieties are shiny black rather than banded.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I very carefully slid one hand under its body, lifted the cage top with the other,
and gently lowered the snake back into the cage. It licked my hand, but showed
no signs of distress. I had become part of its world, an object of curiosity, but
not of fear or fight. Those snakes taught me a lot, but not in any technical sense.
I had simply started to feel for them. I had seen that they live in a complex
natural world with good things and dangers that we cannot imagine, and they
sense that world in ways that are also beyond our conceptions. I had the
privilege of seeing that because I tried unsuccessfully to mimic all that they had
in the wild, at great cost to them. When we put snakes in steel and glass boxes
we limit our ability to see how complex and beautiful they really are; I wonder
how much that applies to humans as well!

4

Lessons from Captive Reptiles

Jeni being introduced to a captive olive python, Liasis olivaceus, by Anthony
Stimson. Captive animals can start a life-long fascination, as happened with her
father. Photo by Albertina Lima.
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One of my few scientific papers based on captive reptiles was about
reproduction in file snakes63. There are now known to be three species of file
snakes, but at the time, only two had been described64. All three have the same
body plan, which apart from being long and attached to a head with extendible
jaws, is very unsnake like. The skin seems to be several sizes too big for them,
making them look like badly filled cloth door stops, and their scales are tiny and
do not overlap, much like the raspy skin of sharks. Someone had brought a lot
down from northern Australia, but they refused to eat and all had died except one.
I put the snake in a large aquarium with water hyacinths and gave it live gold
fish to eat. It did not eat the goldfish, and I assumed that it would eventually die,
but I remembered the other snakes that did not recognize domestic animals as
prey and I caught a large freshwater mullet for the snake. My mother recounted
how happy she was when she entered my room a few hours later and saw the
snake using body coils to push the fish down its throat. It probably would have
started feeding much sooner if I had thought to use different species of fish. The
goldfish I gave it were probably like white mice and had lost much of the
chemical signals of fish in the long process of domestication.
The snake seemed ungainly and at first I couldn‟t imagine how it caught fish,
but one day I watched it catch a freshwater mullet. The snake was loosely
curled among branches near the top of the tank and the mullet bumbled into it at
mid body. Loosely draped coils instantly formed a tight bag and engulfed the
mullet, whose struggles just pushed it further into the middle of the ball. The
snake‟s head then slowly moved back investigating the coils until it found the
front of the mullet and started to swallow it. I have never seen any other snake
capture prey without biting it.
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Photo 4.1 File snakes, Acrochordus arafurae, and other species in the genus are
different from most snakes in that they have loose baggy skin covered
in granular scales. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I could now see the reason for the bag-like raspy skin and another possible
reason that it had not caught the goldfish I had given it; they were just too small
to catch by its preferred method. Once we found that the snake did not require
free-swimming fish to stimulate it to eat, we started feeding it on fish we caught
or that were sold by the local seafood shop. I spent about eight months a year in
northern Australia during my Ph.D. studies, and my father looked after the file
snake when I was away. It learned to come to us when we approached the
aquarium and we could even feed it on fish fillets. It got so fat from all the fish
my father gave it while I was away that I usually starved it for the four months
I was in Sydney.
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The way it caught fish was not the only strange thing about the file snake.
Seven years after it was given to me, it had convulsions and died. When I
autopsied it, I found nine undeveloped eggs and a fully formed embryo. Either it
had stored sperm for 7 years, or it had produced the embryo by parthenogenesis,
the process by which some animals can reproduce without mating65.

I liked to travel, which is not compatible with dedicated animal husbandry, so
I had to impose on family members to look after the snakes while I was away.
The following passage was written by my sister.
“Mum, Dad and Bill, who was still a school student, were going on a holiday.
As I had to work and couldn't go with them, it was my responsibility to take
care of his snakes. Despite my protests, it was decided I must stay with our
grandparents. This arrangement required me to rise early enough to drive
Bill‟s old car from Gran‟s house to our home, feed and water various snakes,
and return to Gran‟s in time to shower and change before catching a train to
work in the city. Inexplicably this was considered the safest most practical
option.
Grandma accompanied me on several days. Being an avowed city girl, she
was always immaculately dressed and had never voluntarily interacted with
the natural world. On one occasion, being too afraid to lift the lid of the tank
that contained a small tiger snake, I tried to fill its water container by pouring
the water through the wire mesh top. I accidentally spilled most of the water
into the tank, submerging the surprised snake. Wonderful Grandma
steadfastly guarded the lid of the tank as I tried to rescue the snake and we
succeeded in safely scooping the water out and replacing the lid.
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Photo 4.2 Bill’s grandmother, Nellie Webb, when she was 84 years old and went
shooting the rapids in a jet boat in New Zealand. She also helped care for
his snakes. Photo by Dorothy Magnusson.

I was fairly stressed by this time and I had still forgotten to fill the water
container. Again, I tried to pour the water through the lid and again inundated
the poor creature - repeat performance!
Another day, we found the beautiful file snake had spectacularly defecated in
her large fish tank. I gingerly lifted her out of the water, placed her on a towel
and handed her to a calm, fascinated Gran to look after while I cleaned the
tank.”
I was only able to keep my animals because of dedicated helpers. I will be
eternally grateful for the friends and relatives I don‟t deserve!
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My father was typical of most people who had lived in rural and wilderness
areas in the early part of the twentieth century and basically believed that the
only good poisonous snake was a dead one. However, he carefully looked after
the few snakes that I still had when I was a post-graduate student and had to be
away from Sydney for long periods. One of those snakes was a king brown
snake66, one of the largest and deadliest of the Australian elapids. King browns
are a bit like black snakes in general shape, but tend to have wider heads, and
their coppery-brown color is much more like that of the eastern brown snake.
They are generally placid and responsible for few deaths because you usually
have to do something fairly drastic to make one want to bite you.
I kept the king brown, which was as thick as my wrist, in a large aquarium at
the foot of my bed. The aquarium lid was made of heavy timber and mesh, but
the snake easily lifted it by pushing up with its nose, so I put house bricks on
the corners. The snake lifted the lid and the bricks, so I had to use large
sandstone blocks to keep the cage closed. The king brown was almost as placid
as the black tiger snakes and generally just lay with its head resting on its coils,
looking toward the door. My father became strangely attached to the snake and
when I returned from an eight-month absence he asked “You know that snake
knows who‟s family?”
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Photo 4.3 A king brown snake in captivity in Taronga Park Zoo. These
highly-venomous snakes are generally docile and attentive to their keepers.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I was used to bush tales about snakes and had learned to contain a smile when
some old bushy told me that snakes can grab their tails in their mouths and bowl
like hoops, or that they can outrun a horse. However, this was the first time I
had been told about supposed intellectual capabilities. I was inclined to explain
to my father that snakes have relatively small brains that lack the convoluted
grey matter that makes us so smart, and that there was no evolutionary gain in
snakes being able to identify individual humans. Containing my skepticism,
I asked “How do you know?”
My father led me to the door of my room, pointed at the snake and said
“There!”
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The snake was lying in its habitual position with its head on its coils and
I replied “But it didn‟t do anything”.
My father said “Yes, now I‟ll call the neighbor - you watch the snake.”
I stared at the snake as my father invited our next-door neighbor to stand in the
doorway. Instantly, the king brown lifted its head off its coils. The movement
was only about 2 cm, but it was unmistakable. We repeated the experiment
many times. When a family member, independent of the clothes they were
wearing, stood in the doorway, the snake didn‟t move. When a stranger moved
into the doorway, even for only a few seconds, the snake lifted its head. The
snake must have been recognizing people from facial features, and over a
distance of more than two meters, almost instantaneously. Laurie Vitt has a
similar story about a prairie rattlesnake he kept when he was 9 years old. Birds67,
octopuses68 and probably fish69 can recognize human faces, and even tortoises
follow the gaze of other tortoises70, so why not snakes?

The stories my parents told me about snake behavior had already started me
thinking about how a snake interprets human intent. My father described a time
he was walking along the bank of a stream when he encountered a large eastern
brown snake. He immediately picked up a stick and advanced on the snake to
kill it, which responded by raising its head high off the ground and circling him.
He assumed the snake was trying to get behind him and he circled with it.
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Photo 4.4 An eastern brown snake in defense position. Photo by Bill
Magnusson and Anthony Simson.

The hunter had turned into the hunted and my father did not know what to do
because it would have been impossible to stop the snake if it had rushed at him.
After circling him, the snake dropped to the ground and slithered off so quickly
that he couldn‟t overtake and kill it. The snake may have been circling to get an
opportunity to attack, but it may just have been keeping the predator‟s eyes in
sight until a slight flicker of inattention meant that it could make good its escape.
In any case, the snake had obviously decided that its survival depended on
confronting the enemy for a while rather than immediate flight.
My mother described a similar encounter with a brown snake that had a
different outcome. She was fishing beside the stream when she saw a brown
snake moving along the bank towards her. Instead of picking up a stick, she just
stood still watching the snake. When it was an arm length away it detected her
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presence, but instead of rearing up in a strike position, it threw itself into the
stream and swam to the other side. Some 70 years later, my mother still speaks
with wonder of the beauty of the snake as it swam with its head several hand
spans above the water and its body completely submerged.
Snakes can not only recognize people, they can probably recognize fear in
unfamiliar humans. This was brought home to me by an unplanned experiment
carried out by my mother. My aunt had a phobia about snakes and trembled just
at the thought of being near one. My mother often looked after my snakes and
knew that they are placid and basically ignored humans. After much cajoling,
she convinced my aunt to enter the snake shed and see how unfrightening they
were. My mother and I had been walking among the snakes several times a day.
As soon as my aunt passed the doorway, the normally placid black tiger
snakes both reared up and started striking at the glass. When my aunt turned and
ran out screeching expletives that my mother didn‟t know she knew, the snakes
returned to their lethargic state almost immediately. My mother figured that my
aunt‟s sudden appearance must have startled the snakes, so she cajoled her into
entering the shed again, this time moving very slowly and keeping away from
the tiger-snake cage. She was barely in the shed when the tiger snakes started
striking at the glass again and my aunt ran out never to venture near the place
again. The snakes did not respond that way to any of the dozens of other people
we took to see them over the years. How did they detect her fright so quickly and
why did they react the way they did? I don‟t know, but ever since I have been
unable to look at a snake without wondering what it is thinking as it looks back.

Tropical Lizards

5

To really understand how lizards control their temperatures, you have look inside
them and follow their blood vessels. Photo of Bill in the early 1970s by
Gordon Grigg.
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During my Ph.D. research, I worked with Grahame Webb in Arnhem Land
Aboriginal Reserve in the Northern Territory of Australia. Most of the time we
weren‟t studying lizards and snakes, but Grahame had done his Ph.D. on
temperature regulation in reptiles71, and had published a paper on the morphology
of reptile hearts72. He had equipment for studying thermoregulation in lizards,
including thermocouples. These are constructed from very thin wires of different
metals. The resistance across the point where they are soldered together depends
on how hot they are, and measuring that resistance can give a very precise
measure of temperature. Grahame said that we could study how tropical lizards
used blood flow to regulate their temperature by warming the lizards under a heat
lamp with thermocouples on or in different parts of their bodies. We would also
be able to study the morphology of their circulatory systems by killing them and
injecting different colored latex into their veins and arteries.
This was all very new to me. I enjoyed natural history, watching animals, and
inventing just-so stories about why they behaved the way they did. However,
controlling the situation, making careful measurements and actually testing your
hypotheses was something that I had only encountered in second-hand reports
of other people‟s research. The thought of being able to go deeper by
experimentation intrigued me, but at the same time left me feeling somewhat
inadequate because of my technology phobia.
The aboriginal people we worked with also had a different perspective on the
natural history of lizards and snakes; the larger species were valued food items.
Two of the people that I spent most of my time with were Dick Nuggarboi and
his son Oscar Nalawade. I will use the aboriginal part of their names, rather than
the epithets given them by the missionaries. Nuggarboi was accomplished with
a spear, but had not fully mastered the new technology represented by shotguns.
Nalawade was more familiar with the new technology, but had lost most of his
fingers and toes to leprosy. When they were travelling with me in an outboard
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boat, they usually didn‟t take their long spears, which meant that they were
dependent on shotguns to bring down game.

Photo 5.1 Floodplain monitor: Varanus panoptes. Photo by David Kirshner.

Often, when they had shot most of the bark off a tree surrounding a mangrove
monitor73 that was over a meter long and as round as my forearm, they would
ask me to shoot it. I was a fair shot, but have to admit that I preferred to see the
lovely darkly-speckled monitor lizards alive. After shooting the lizard, my first
thought was to cut it open to see what it had eaten, but my aboriginal friends
were adamant that that would make it unfit to cook. If I wanted the stomach, it
would have to be pulled out through a small hole in the neck. The whole lizard
was put into the ash from a fire and allowed to cook in its own juices.
Hunger is one of the best sauces for any food, but even so the dusty goanna
did not look very appetizing when it was pulled from the fire. The skin had
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become hard and clunked when Nuggarboi hit it with a stick to remove the ash.
A sharp knife split the center of the tail and the succulent white flesh contrasted
with the dry skin. It was the best tasting wild food that I have eaten, before or
after, and I understood why the aborigines so often hunted the large lizards.
Mangrove monitors lived in the forest along the rivers and spent most of their
time in the trees, or gliding through the water with their heads held high on their
long necks, propelled by graceful strokes of their flattened tails. Floodplain
goannas74, lived behind the mangroves on the floodplains. They were more
drably colored than the water monitors, but grew much bigger, some being as
thick as my calf. Their flesh was almost as good as that of the water monitors.
Lizards are not only predators in their own right; they also support complex
food chains that sometimes even include us.
The complexity of these chains is shown by the effects of the introduction of
the cane toad, Rhinella marina (formerly Bufo marinus). Australian goannas
had never been exposed to bufonid frogs before the cane toad was introduced in
1935, and so never evolved aversion to their deadly toxins. There is evidence
that the Australian freshwater crocodile suffered because adults eat cane toads.
However, the cane toads had a devastating effect on the floodplain goannas,
which previously ate most of the crocodile eggs, and the crocodiles may have
benefitted from the introduction of the toads75. Other species of lizards and
snakes probably play keystone roles in regulating the densities of other
organisms, but it generally takes a disaster for us to perceive this.
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Photo 5.2 A Richardson’s mangrove snake eating a fish. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

There are several species of goannas around Sydney, but these rarely enter
mangrove forests, and there are no aquatic reptiles in the southern estuaries.
Many species of snakes occur in the estuaries of northern Australia, and I would
often sit in a boat at night with a light, watching as they foraged in the shallow
water and the tide ran out exposing wide mudflats. Mudskipper fish and a
variety of crabs crawled around on the exposed mud, but the snakes generally
remained in the shallow water. The most common species were Richardson‟s
mangrove snakes76 and bockadams77.
The mangrove snakes were a dull olive green with irregular black lines across
the back. Their eyes were fairly high on the head and they were a little pudgier
and less streamlined than similar-sized land snakes, but they did not appear to
have any extreme adaptations for aquatic life. The bockadams had similar, but
more reddish, coloration and appeared to be more adapted to an aquatic lifestyle;
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their snouts were short and narrow compared to the thick neck and back of head.
This, combined with prominent eyes placed high on the head, has earned them
the name of dog-faced snake. Both species must have been among the major
predators on the small fish of the shoreline.
I also collected a little file snake78. This species is related to the Arafura file
snake I had kept as a pet, but generally occurs in brackish or salt water. Snakes
are common in estuarine and fresh waters throughout the tropical World, but
most are colubrids, a family of snakes that is relatively rare in Australia and
restricted to northern areas. The three species of file snakes are in a family,
Acrochordidae, all their own and, as far as I know, it is the only family of
snakes that only has aquatic species. My ideas about snakes were beginning to
change as I learned about the variety of species and habitats, but I remember
relatively little of the individual snakes I caught during my studies in northern
Australia, probably because I was very comfortable around them and they did
not stimulate my subconscious enough to form long-term memories. However,
others were probably more affected by my captive snakes. Below I reproduce a
passage from an email sent to me by Chris Moran 40 years later.
“Do you remember that bloody file snake you had in the caravan we shared in
Maningrida? You put a small python in the tank with it and then accused me
of letting the python go, not knowing that I wouldn‟t dare touch either of the
snakes. A day or two later, as I walked out of the caravan, something rolled
under my foot and it was the bloody file snake which had somehow
clambered out of its tank, probably dying but certainly helped along that way
by me walking on it. When you dissected it, your little python was inside the
file snake!”
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Photo 5.3 The brown tree snake, Boiga irregularis, is common in northern Australia.
This species exterminated many species of birds when it was inadvertently introduced to
the island of Guam. Photo David Kirshner.

I don‟t remember the incident, but from my notes I assume that it was a
Richardson‟s mangrove snake and not a little python that was eaten by the file
snake. I very likely also had a Children‟s python in one of the aquariums in the
caravan we shared. Field biologists tend to be messy, and I am no exception.
I never thought about how my slovenly habits might be stressful to Chris until one
day when I saw him diligently cleaning the stove in the caravan that we never
used and realized that laboratory biologists need to keep much higher standards
than field ecologists. Chris ended up having a distinguished career as Professor of
Animal Genetics in the Faculty of Veterinary Science at Sydney University.
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I found quite a few snakes by searching the bush near the caravan, and even
found a spectacular black snake with an orange band along each side that
I thought was an undescribed species, but just turned out to be a secretive
snake79, also known as the northern small eyed snake. It is a close relative of the
small eyed snakes I kept as a child, even though it does not have particularly
small eyes. A friend also brought me a northern death adder that she had
chopped in half when she found it on her front step. It was good to see the
snakes in hand close up, but I couldn‟t outrun the black whip snakes80 that lived
around the base. They were well over a meter long and lived up to their name
by being very agile. The easiest way to catch many species was to inspect small
trees from a boat when the monsoon rains flooded the Liverpool River. It was
not only the aquatic snakes that needed to know how to swim. The snakes of the
floodplain had to swim and climb trees when the river overflowed its banks.
On my first trip up river during a flood, the seven-meter aluminum boat
swayed in the flood eddies and the 50 hp engine sometimes made little headway
where the water funneled through narrow canals between the mangroves, only
the tops of which were above water level. I found many whip snakes in the trees,
which were easy to catch as they had nowhere to go, and I also caught several
species that would later become famous because of the many papers written
about them.
I saw a rat swimming agilely from the strip of mangroves on one side of the
river to the other, and we would have caught it if the eddies had not put us off
course. I recognized it as a dusky rat81, a species that generally moves from the
floodplain to higher areas when the lower areas are flooded. I also found many
water pythons82 curled in the forks of the exposed trees. Thomas Madsen and
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Rick Shine would make the ecological relationships between dusky rats and
water pythons one of the best known examples of the abundance of prey
determining the growth and reproduction of a predator83. However, even though
I saw both species on the same day, I never imagined how much the water
pythons depended on the rats.

Photo 5.4 The dusky rat, Rattus colleti, is a critical food source for water pythons on
the floodplains of northern Australian rivers. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

The other species of which I caught many individuals when the floodwaters
were high was the brown tree snake84, a rear-fanged colubrid that occurs
throughout much of Southeast Asia and Northern Australia. They are easy to
catch but do not like humans, biting repeatedly if you are silly enough to get too
close. We caught them with Pilstrom tongs, which are basically pincers on the
end of a long shaft, like those used by cleaners to pick up rubbish in public
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parks, and we pushed the snakes into cloth bags before they could use their
sharp teeth on us.
No snakes occurred on the Pacific Island of Guam, so the native birds did not
evolve the defense strategies that allow birds to coexist with snakes in most of
the World. When brown tree snakes got to Guam, possibly as stowaways on
boats transporting bananas, they achieved much higher densities than they attain
anywhere else, and drove most of the native birds to extinction85. Enormous
efforts to control the snakes have been unsuccessful.

Undoubtedly, the most unusual lizard in Australia is the frillneck86. It has
folds of skin on either side of its neck that it can extend to make a disk many
times larger than the width of its body, or fold back along its back so that it
appears to be enclosed by a cape. It was obviously the model for the dinosaur
that killed the villain in the first Jurassic Park movie. Combined with red
coloration and a gaping mouth, opening the frill constitutes one of the most
spectacular displays in the animal kingdom.
Many species of lizards have folds of skin that they can unfold to show bright
colors during aggressive interactions between males or to impress females.
However, these are usually limited to small flaps on the throat that are rarely
much larger than the animals head. When folded, the flaps of a Frillneck cover
most of its body, and the lizards use the open frill to deter predators, including
humans. I was impressed, and photographed the lizards, but I did not think
about the other consequences of the huge frill until Grahame Webb asked “But
what is the importance of that frill for heat regulation?”
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Photo 5.5 A water python in defensive position. The population dynamics of the species
are closely tied to fluctuations in densities of dusky rats. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

Humans control blood flow to different parts of their body to help control
their temperatures. When we are cold, we restrict blood flow to our extremities,
which can result in frostbite and the loss of fingers and toes due to lack of
oxygen when we are in very cold places. When it is hot, we direct blood to the
skin, making us flushed and sometimes swelling our fingers and feet. However,
these responses usually only have a small effect on our temperatures, and rather
than gaining or losing heat that is available for free in our environment, we
mostly use energetically-expensive heat generation based on burning the large
amounts of food we eat.
Lizards are much better at gaining and losing heat to their surroundings and
they do not do this passively. By controlling blood flow from the center of the
body to the skin, they are able to heat quickly when external sources are
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available, and to retain that heat much longer than would be possible if they
were just passive heat conductors. In fact, simple conduction from warm or cold
surfaces is often only a minor component of lizard thermoregulation. They are
able to use radiant energy from the sun, which generally comes as light rather
than heat, convert the light to heat energy at the skin surface and then transport
the heat deep into the body using veins and arteries.
One of the earliest and most impressive detailed descriptions of lizard
thermoregulation was made by Oliver Pearson for the small Andean lizard,
Liolaemus multiformis87. He showed that the lizards left their burrows shortly
after 7 a.m. when the air and soil temperatures were below zero and they
attained temperatures 20°C above those of air within an hour of starting to bask.
At times, their temperatures were 30 degrees above air temperature, which
never got much above 12°C, even in the hottest part of the day. Whereas air
temperature is critical for us, and the reason we are always trying to predict it
from the weather report, air temperature is almost irrelevant for many lizards, as
long as they have access to sunshine.
Being able to use solar energy is not the only trick that lizards can use to
conserve energy. We are dependent on our constant high temperatures, and if our
core temperature drops even a few degrees below normal we will enter a coma
and die. Although some lizards depend on high temperatures to reach maximum
performance, all species can survive temperatures tens of degrees lower than their
activity temperatures. They simply slow down their metabolism, a process
analogous, but less costly in terms of energy, to our sleep. In this way, they can
wait until conditions are again adequate for activity. In fact, if activity is limited
by something else, such as lack of water or food, the lizards can seek a cool spot
to slow down metabolism and conserve energy. We, in contrast, have no choice
but to find food to burn or we begin to waste away and ultimately die.
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Photo 5.6 The collar of the frill-neck lizard is not only used to intimidate predators; it
is probably important for maintaining the lizard at its desired temperature.
Photo by David Kirshner.

Although I had heard about lizard thermoregulation, it was completely
different seeing it happen. We heated a frillneck lizard with heat lamps,
sometimes with the frill covering its body and sometimes without. The
thermocouples registered the differences in blood flow as the lizard first heated,
then directed blood to avoid overheating. However, it was when Grahame Webb
injected a dead lizard with colored latex and digested away the tissue to show
the vascular system that I really started to understand the complexity of the
system. By injecting into different parts of the heart, he was able make the
arteries, which normally carry oxygenated blood, red, and the veins, which
carry deoxygenated blood from the muscles to the lungs, blue.
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The thin, apparently dry, skin of the frill was interlaced with a complex
network of veins and arteries. Rather than a simple cloak, it was obvious that it
was a sophisticated heat-transport system. Injecting latex was a simple
technique, but just seeing the lacework of blue and red latex made me realize
how inadequate my mental image of lizards as balls of muscle at the mercy of
air and ground temperatures had been. We are only just starting to realize how
important it is to use renewable sources of energy, such as solar panels and
wind turbines, rather than inefficient internal-combustion engines, to generate
electricity. The lizards had it worked out long ago!
Other things came up and we never finished the thermoregulation
experiments, nor did we publish the results. However, my mental model of the
World had changed, and that would affect the ecological studies I would do on
another continent, decades later.

6

The Snake in the Toy Box

Anne Magnusson teaching six-year-old Jeni to drive a tractor on her farm in 1999.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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Lizards have always been one of the reasons I like to travel. I am not a ticker
in the sense of birdwatchers who want to tick off all the species of birds in an
area, but I am always interested in seeing the lizards that are typical of each
place I go. At first, I thought that I would need to travel into pristine bushland to
see different species, but this may have been because I was so used to seeing
lizards around Sydney that I no longer appreciated them. Many lizards and
snakes live around houses.
Most of my time in Australia was spent well south of the Tropic of Capricorn.
Even Brisbane, the capital of the State of Queensland 1000 km north of Sydney,
is relatively cold in winter. Albertina, Jeni and I spent a year there in 1979. We
found large water dragons almost everywhere there was a stream running through
the suburbs. Nearby reserves also had bearded dragons88 with heads as big as
Jeni‟s hands, which were impressive for a five-year old. Lace monitors stalked
around picnic areas looking for handouts, and we often came across northern
leaf-tailed geckos89 at night in the rainforest of Lamington National Park, just
west of the city. The rainforest also had land mullets90, the biggest skinks in
Australia, which were shiny metallic grey and as thick as my forearm. Jeni and I
spent a lot of time trying to creep up on the illusive lizards, but they generally just
shot off into the undergrowth as soon as we were close enough to take a photo.
Perhaps it was because of Jeni that I started to see urban lizards again. As we
get older, we become accustomed to the wildlife around us and cease to
appreciate it. A five-year-old is not jaded and can still see the wonder in the
World. I remember the excitement she radiated when she was holding a
blue-tongued lizard or watching a black snake in the Lamington National Park
passing within meters of unaware picnickers. Perhaps we need a child beside us
to rediscover the child that lives within us.
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Photo 6.1 Jeni with a blue tongue lizard in 1999. A child’s curiosity can reignite our
sense of wonder about the creatures around us. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

By the time I was a teenager in the early 1970‟s, I had become so accustomed
to seeing the lizards and snakes around Sydney that I had started to lose some of
the wonder. However, just a few short trips and the experience of others brought
it back. When I finished my last exams at high school, my parents took me to
northern NSW. I had always lived in that state, but Sydney was halfway down
its coastline, just south of the line that separated the temperate species from the
subtropical species. In part, the trip was a present after the stress of the exams,
but it was also because we were scouting possible farmland for sale. Anne, my
sister, and her partner Peter were looking for somewhere near bushland where
they could live a rural life style and raise their children. Peter was a bureaucrat
in the national capital and Anne did secretarial work. Neither enjoyed their
work or the artificiality of the relationships in Australia‟s most political city.
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I thought that it would be nicer to live in the subtropical region because of the
climate, so my parents and I traveled along the north coast of NSW.
Unfortunately, most of the land near the coast had been cleared for sugar cane
and we decided to look for sites further up the mountains. The country was not
very appealing, cold, and much like the overgrazed highlands to the south of
Sydney. However, I found lizards about the thickness of my thumb living in
cracks in the granite rocks. In form, they looked just like the White‟s skinks I
had seen around Sydney, and they behaved like their Sydney cousins, but these
were a uniform bluish grey with fine longitudinal lines running down the body.
I was ecstatic because I thought I had found a new species and I knew little
about the process of describing new species and the difficulties that being
overanxious can produce. I would now look for the contact zone between the
two forms to see whether they intergraded before deciding that they were
distinct, but at that time I just thought that the fact that they looked different
would do.
Soon after we returned to Sydney, I took the lizards to the Australian Museum
and showed them to Harold Cogger, Australia‟s foremost herpetologist at the time.
He looked at them and said “Yes, it probably is a different species, Egernia
modesta, but it has been recognized before.” Well, better late than never!

Anne and Peter bought a farm nestled between a block of State forest and
Wallis Lake, which is north of Sydney, but just as cold. Fortunately, they are
much tougher than I when it comes to temperature. The previous owner had
cleared about half the land for cattle grazing, but it still had mangroves,
eucalypt and temperate rain forests. The State forest has since been incorporated
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into a National Park. I loved to walk through the rainforest looking for southern
angle headed dragons91. These lizards have bizarre crests on their head that
make them look prehistoric. They sit on tree trunks and rarely move unless
catching insects or hiding from a potential predator. If you walk near them, they
just move around to the other side of the tree, usually before you have seen
them.

Photo 6.2 Southern angle-headed dragon, Lophosaurus spinipes, in Lamington
National Park. These lizards usually remain motionless on trees and are hard to find.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The local council put up all sorts of impediments to their building a
conventional house, so Anne and Peter have lived in a corrugated iron shanty
associated with caravans and sheds for the last 40 years. That isn‟t as bad as it
seems as their home is very cozy country style and surrounded by gardens that
have grown into a rainforest over the years. There is a sort of continuum from
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the house to the garden to the chicken pens that makes it a great place to see
wildlife. I reached up to take something off the shelf over the kitchen sink and
part of the wall moved back slightly. In fact, it wasn‟t a wall, but a diamond
python that often comes into the house. That‟s good for controlling rats, but
must give some visitors a surprise.
Living around humans isn‟t always good for snakes, and I didn‟t realize how
dangerous ordinary chicken wire can be for them. Anne told the story of the
diamond python‟s brush with death.
“After a few weeks away from the farm, we discovered our resident diamond
python had tried to go through the chicken-wire garden fence. It had
obviously become stuck and in an attempt to find traction had chosen the
deadly decision to thread itself through another small hole further along the
fence. It was trapped in two locations and had literally skinned a large portion
of its body.
We used wire cutters and eventually freed the body till only the head had to
be released. I was trying to hold its head still and could feel it becoming
agitated. I gently released the pressure till it was virtually lying in my hand
and it stopped struggling and quietly let us cut the remaining wire. Finally
free, it slowly and painfully eased its way across the lawn and dragged its raw,
damaged body up a smooth round pole and disappeared into the roof. I was
dreading the anticipated death and decay of the large creature in the ceiling.
She survived and healed and is still with us. When we were renovating the
house, she took up residence in the exposed ceiling rafters and wall studs.
Every day, while Peter was noisily hammering and drilling the new
corrugated iron roof, she came out and lay on the roof near him, curiously
watching him work for some time before moving off on private snakey
business.”
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Photo 6.3 Jeni points to a diamond python, Morelia spilota, curled up beside the
kitchen sink in Anne’s and Peter’s farm. The snake has lived there for over a decade.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Peter likes life on a farm, but his relationship with wild animals is much more
of tolerance than affinity. Anne was visiting her mother in Sydney and Peter
told her over the phone that a black snake had got caught up in the wire mesh of
the chicken coup. The following passages are her words.
“I was in Sydney speaking on the phone to Pete who was home at the farm.
Pete casually mentioned there was a black snake tangled in bird net that had
been left on the ground in the garden. When I arrived home two weeks later, I
was astounded to find the poor snake still alive and horribly entangled in the
net. I have no idea why I subconsciously assumed Peter had released it.
Anyway, we slowly cut away the net, dropped the poor snake into a pillow
case and released it 200 m away on the other side of the creek.
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A month later, the kids found a black snake inside the house in their toy
cupboard. Pete exploded „You bloody Magnussons and your bloody snakes.
It's back!‟
I defensively told him not to be ridiculous, we weren't some kind of snake
whisperers and it was obviously a different snake. As I nervously caught the
1.5 m snake, which, unlike me, was very calm considering the circumstances,
I desperately hoped Pete wouldn't notice the distinctive pattern of scars left
on its body by the bird net. We released it a kilometer away this time.”

You don‟t have to be on a farm to find snakes. Many species, especially the
small burrowing snakes of the family Typhlopidae occur in urban areas. The
most common species around Sydney is brown to pink on top and white
underneath. Unlike most species of snakes, its belly scales are small, like those
on its back, and its tiny eyes are just small dark spots under the thick head
scales it uses to push through the soil looking for ants and termites. A neighbor
once showed me the “red bellied black snakes” he killed by chopping into bits
with a shovel. How someone can confuse a white bellied pink snake with a
mouth so small that it can‟t bite a human with a red bellied black snake with a
painful bite I can‟t imagine, but all logic seems to disappear when a human
finds a snake.
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Photo 6.4 Harmless green tree snakes are often killed by ignorant people even though
there are no dangerous green snakes in Australia. Photo by Ruchira Somaweera.

Urban snakes can be very useful. I accompanied Albertina once when she
was studying frogs around streams in Brisbane. I lost interest in the frogs when
I found a carpet snake, which is the northern variety of the diamond python,
swallowing an introduced black rat. The less rats, the better for human health,
but if people can confuse a worm snake with a black snake, I don‟t like to think
what they might do to a carpet snake.
I remembered an incident when I was still a teenager in Sydney. Someone
had told the police from the suburb of Engadine, about 15 km from where I
lived, that I kept snakes. I have no idea how they found out, but one afternoon a
hefty police officer knocked on the door. I was not always on the right side of
the law as a teenager, and I was a bit nervous, but he wasn‟t there to arrest me.
He had come to ask if I could catch a snake that had invaded someone‟s garage
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at Engadine. The snake was in the rafters and he had left his partner guarding it
while he tried to find where I lived, which had taken several hours.
When I entered the garage, I found the second policeman with his pistol
drawn and aimed at a green tree snake29 in the rafters. He must have been in that
position for hours. I told him that the snake wasn‟t dangerous and used a ladder
to climb up and catch it. I assume that they hadn‟t tried to shoot it because they
were in a suburban area and a bullet from a .38 would make a big hole in the
roof. However, I am fairly sure that if the snake had been on the ground where it
could be reached with a stick or a shovel it would have been long dead, even
though there are no dangerously venomous green snakes in Australia.
Very few species of snakes pose a threat to humans, and most are beneficial
in controlling pests in urban settings. However, I don‟t know how to convey
that to the general public. There are too many innocuous species for lay people
to identify easily. Just teaching them to identify the highly venomous species
gives the impression that all snakes are dangerous. I think that it is going to be a
long while before most people are like my sister and get a warm protective
feeling when they find a snake in the children‟s toy box.

From Gods to Zoos

7

Jeni Magnusson on a replica of the Komodo Dragon on display at Taronga Park
Zoo, Sydney. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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Long before humans entered Europe after the last ice age, and perhaps as
much as 40,000 years ago, Australian Aborigines revered the Rainbow Serpent,
a giant snake from the Dreaming Time that crawled across the landscape
making the channels of what we now recognize as rivers. Due to my young age,
I have never seen the Rainbow Serpent in the flesh, but its image is common on
bark paintings produced by aboriginal people in Arnhem Land. When I asked
about the snake, I got the standard answer outlined above, but I am sure that the
Rainbow Serpent means much more to these people, who have an oral history
that dates back thousands of years.
Much later, Europeans associated serpents with medical, veterinary and
pharmaceutical sciences, and the symbol can still be found in modern medical
centers. Many modern Christians still believe the biblical tale of Eve‟s
seduction by a snake, and members of some cults place deadly coral snakes in
their mouths; a practice that has led many a believer to meet their maker
prematurely. Other cultures more or less wove snakes into their spiritual beliefs,
and snake charmers still draw crowds of tourists in India and South-East Asia. I
watched a snake charmer in Thailand and I was impressed by his skill as he
kissed a giant king cobra, even though I didn‟t like the way he mistreated many
of the harmless snakes in his show. I asked how long he kept the snakes, and he
said that he regularly released the snakes and caught fresh ones that behaved
more naturally. I hoped that the released snakes recovered.
The Aztecs of Mexico worshiped a snake god, as well as other gods
represented by powerful animals, such as eagles and jaguars. It is said that the
wandering Aztecs saw an eagle holding a snake on a cactus on an island in a
lake, and because of that omen they started the land fill that would eventually
result in Mexico City. Later, the Mayas of the Yucatan Peninsula undertook
extensive trading with other cultures, including the Aztecs and Incas, and in the
process adopted many of their gods.
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Photo 7.1 Image of a rattlesnake, on a wall in the Mayan city of Chichen Itza. The
snake god was one of several that the Mayans adopted from Aztec culture.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I visited the Mayan city of Chichen Itza in 1987, long before it became the
buzzing tourist center of today. It was apparently an important trading hub, and
the Mayan culture there was influenced by almost all the great civilizations of
South, North and Central America. On my last visit, the guide said that analysis
of the gold from the sacrificial sink holes near the city indicated that it was of
mixed origin, all of the major gold mines in the Americas having contributed to
the artifacts that ornamented the children who were sacrificed by being thrown
into the sink holes.
Because of the mix of cultures, the spectacular carvings of Chichen Itza
include images of many gods, including that of the serpent. It is easy to see how
the city would have impressed the religious pilgrims, because it was built not
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only for grandeur; its designers used science, mathematics and astronomy to
reinforce their message. The steps that lead from the top of the 30 m high
central Pyramid end at ground level with a carving of the head of a snake. At
the annual solstice, and only at the solstice, the shadow from the steps makes
the pattern seen on a rattlesnake‟s back, so that a giant snake seems to be sliding
down the pyramid onto the grass.
I was impressed by the art and engineering of the Mayas, and found it hard to
imagine the complex knowledge of mathematics and geometry that would be
necessary to design such buildings. This was a time before electronic or even
mechanical computers, and all the calculations had to be done by hand.
Unfortunately, the Spanish priests, perhaps worried that their seduction-of-Eve
story paled beside the rich religion of the Mayas, ordered all the written records
of the Mayas destroyed. Today, what is known of the culture has been
recovered from the only three parchments and a handful of stone tablets that
survived.
I have lived in many cultures, each of which has its own creation stories, so I
am not a believer in any particular one. However, I can feel the power and
majesty in any religious edifice, whether it be natural, like Mount Roraima in
Venezuela that represents the stump of the tree of life cut down by the first
Indians to reach the region, or man-made, such as mosques or Inca shrines. The
Mayan temples were even more impressive because they were alive. No, I had
not been drinking Tequila! Most of the gargoyles that jutted from the walls were
stone images of ancient gods, but some were just square or triangular bricks,
and on them sat black spiny-tailed iguanas92, their shape and color blending in
with the inanimate carvings.
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Photo 7.2 A black spiny-tailed iguana, Ctenosaura similis, doing a good imitation of a
gargoyle on a wall in the Mayan city of Chichen Itza. The lizards eat plants as well as
any small animals they can catch. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

One of the most important buildings surrounding the central pyramid in
Chichen Itza is the Temple of the Warriors where captured enemies or
particularly lucky chosen warriors from the home city were sacrificed by having
their beating hearts cut out as they lay on the Chac Mool, the sacrificial bench
placed high on the imposing building, which looked like a truncated pyramid.
Most of the people who saw the sacrifices would not have been allowed to climb
the steep steps and would have had to watch from the grass below. Today, even
tourists are no longer allowed to climb the steps, but we could back in 1987.
It was midafternoon and too hot for comfort by the time we got to the Temple
of the Warriors, and we were already tired from climbing the central pyramid.
Each step was as high my calf, making it an uncomfortable climb. Having been
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to the top of the pyramid, I expected the view from the Temple of the Warriors
to be something of an anticlimax. It wasn‟t, but the surrounding landscape was
not the most spectacular thing about the top of the pyramid. Sitting on the top
was a baby rattlesnake!
I am sure that nobody put it there, and I couldn‟t see how it got there by itself.
It seemed too small to have navigated the steps. I was worried that someone
would kill it or that it would perish in the hot sun on the exposed stones.
Therefore, I carefully caught it, put it in a sock, and carried it down to the base
of the pyramid, where I released it. Maybe it was a good deed, or maybe I was a
modern pagan, removing a God that was starting the process of reviving Mayan
culture; we‟ll never know!

Today, most people have lost the feeling of wonder experienced by most of our
ancestors when they saw a snake or giant lizard. The only visual contact most
people have with live snakes is in zoos or wildlife parks. I must admit that I am
generally not impressed by reptiles in zoos. Most reptiles either do not move very
much or they move too much and appear stressed when restrained in small cages.
Maintaining native species, such as water dragons in Australia, iguanas in South
America, and monitor lizards in South-East Asia, walking around free on the zoo
grounds seems much better than having animals in cages. Nevertheless, I have
met many dedicated zoo keepers who have devoted much of their lives to
presenting reptiles to the general public in zoo settings or other displays.
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Photo 7.3 A Yucatan Neotropical rattlesnake, Crotalus simus tzabcan, that we found on
the top of the Temple of the Warriors in the Mayan city of Chitzen Itza in 1987.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

It takes a very special sort of person to work in a zoo, as much because of the
human relations as the animal husbandry. To get an idea of the difficulties and
gratifications of zoo work, I recommend Peter Brazaitis‟ book, You Belong in a
Zoo93. I met Peter many years ago, and he invited me stay at his house in New
York and visit the Bronx Zoo. Peter is married to Myrna Watanabe, who has
studied crocodilians and has a special fondness for Chinese culture.
Although I have kept pets, I have never been one for close physical contact
with dogs, cats and other furry beasts. Myrna prepared a wonderful Chinese
meal for me and I was impressed by the variety of dishes, but I was a bit taken
aback when her big furry cat jumped onto the table, walked over the dishes and
then vomited a fur ball onto the table cloth. I thought that Myrna would be
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angry at the cat, but she just murmured something like “You silly cat,” wiped
the vomit from the table cloth, turned, smiled and said “Let‟s eat”.
The meal was terrific and I slept on the couch afterward. It was very
comfortable, but I had a nightmare in the early hours. I felt as though a dry cloth
was being shoved down my throat and I couldn‟t breathe. I tried to open my
eyes, but it felt as though someone was pushing cotton wool into them. Dreams
don‟t last long, but when you are in them they seem to go on for hours. I was
choking and trying to wake, not being able to scream because of the stuff in my
throat. The air wouldn‟t come and I seemed to be slipping into that final state
that invites death, but eventually I sat up and the cat fell off my face.
When I got the fur out of my mouth and eyes I looked down to see the cat
looking at me with a bemused smile on its face. It seemed to be saying “If I‟d
had another couple of minutes I‟d have got you.” I had probably seen too many
horror movies, and of course I didn‟t say anything to Peter and Myrna, but I
kept one eye on the cat for the rest of the time I spent with them.
Peter is from the Bronx and it is hard to imagine anyone better to give you a
resident‟s tour of New York. He took me to the harbor side and showed me
where they shoot most of the city‟s bridge scenes for movies and I chuckle at
the director‟s lack of originality every time I see another film with a scene taken
from exactly the same point. He also took me into the new rainforest exhibit
that was being built at the zoo. For me, it was perhaps more impressive than a
functioning exhibit because I could see the complex engineering needed to build
the huge trees and make the stream flow as though through a tropical forest.
Even the simplest zoo exhibit is the work of a team that follows the directions
of the animal keepers to maximize the contact of the public with the animals
and minimize the effect of the people on the captive fauna.
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Photo 7.4 Right: Myrna Watanabe with her cats. The brown one almost ended this
book before it started. Left: Peter Brazaitis eating guava in Venezuela in 1984.
Photos by Bill Magnusson.

Peter has a special interest in crocodiles, but the animal that most caught my
attention was an Australian taipan. The snake, which must have been more than
two meters long, was not on display, but was in a round enclosure made from a
converted cattle tank, a bit like a giant children‟s swimming pool without water.
It was moving continually, circling its enclosure and investigating all the nooks
and crannies. I could not imagine how the keepers could clean its cage or move
it from one cage to another without great risk to their lives in such an enclosed
space, but it was only after reading “You Belong in a Zoo!” many years later
that I fully realized just how dangerous and demanding zoo keeping can be.
Strangely, the most emotional moments I have had with reptiles in zoos have
been in relation to varanid lizards, the ones Australians call goannas and the rest
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of the World calls monitor lizards. These intelligent lizards are very active and
usually do not let humans get close to them in the wild. Very often, whether you
see them or not depends on the luck of the draw, and I have been both very
lucky and very unlucky.
I took my wife, Albertina Lima, and my daughter, Jeni, on a trip from Darwin
to Alice Springs because I wanted to show them the unique lizards of the
Australian desert. Considering the short time we had to wander through the
bush between long legs on the bus, we were quite lucky, especially for geckos.
Near Mataranka we found spiny-tail geckos94, which have round tails with black
spines that exude white goo when the lizard is molested. At Uluru, which used
to be called Ayres Rock, we found knob-tailed geckos95, which are much like
thick-tailed geckos, with large heads and delicate bodies held high off the
ground on spindly legs. Most geckos have large tails that can be used to store
fat or to serve as sacrificial offerings to predators, two uses that you would
expect to be at a premium in the desert. However, knob-tailed geckos have a
tiny tail with a bead on the end that does not appear to be of any use for either
of those functions. Like the thick-tailed geckos on Hopkins Island, they looked
to be too delicate for life in one of the World‟s harshest climates.
The species I really wanted to see, however, was the perentie96, Australia‟s
largest and most spectacularly colored goanna. I had read Eric Pianka‟s account
of trying to find the elusive animals and they had become a symbol of lizard
cunning for me. Someone told us that wild perenties could be seen wandering
around the Alice Springs Desert Park and the park also had displays of a wide
variety of desert lizards, many of which we still hadn‟t found on our trip. Jeni
and I signed up for a trip to the Park, but Albertina just said “I hate zoos; I‟m
going to look for lizards around the caravan park.” I tried to explain to her that a
chance of seeing a Perentie made the time in the zoo worthwhile, but she was
adamant.
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Photo 7.5 The smooth knob-tailed gecko, Nephrurus levis, has a tiny tail in comparison
with other geckos of similar size, and it is not clear why they don’t use their tails as a
large fat store like most desert lizards. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

As it turned out, the lizard displays in the park were the best I have seen
anywhere in the world. Even the smallest enclosures were designed to mimic
the desert scenery, the lizards were running around, digging or displaying to
each other as though they were in the wild, and I was able to get some great
action shots. Even the thorny devil97 put on a good show with its clockwork
movements and strange postures. Nonetheless, we were unsuccessful in our
main objective of seeing a free-ranging perentie.
When we returned to the caravan park, I told Albertina about the wonderful
reptile displays, but she was unimpressed and maintained that seeing the
animals in captivity would have depressed her. When I asked her what she had
been up to, she said “Oh, I climbed up that hill behind the caravan park. There
wasn‟t much there, but I found two big lizards over a meter long with big black
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circles on their backs.” While we had been at the reptile park, Albertina had
been watching perenties in the wild!
That‟s my bad luck story, but I have also had some good luck with goannas. I
was once travelling down the North Coast of NSW with my mother and we
stayed overnight in the Yuraygir National Park. I decided to spotlight for
mammals after dark, but my mother, who was in her seventies, said that she was
tired from the long drive and would go to bed early. I had not gone far from the
camp when I found a beautiful pair of sugar gliders, small marsupials that can
glide from tree to tree on flaps of skin stretched between their front and back
legs. I was happy to see them, but sad that Mum had missed them.
The next morning, we were sitting beside the car eating breakfast and I had
no sooner told my mother about her bad luck in not seeing the sugar gliders than
the raucous calls of a pair of magpies caught our attention. The big black and
white birds were dive bombing something near the base of a standing dead tree.
We walked over to see that they were attacking a lace monitor about 1.5 m long
that was climbing the tree.
The big lizard ignored the birds even though it was taking some hard hits, and
continued climbing the tree. It was about two thirds of the way up when we saw
what it was after. The two sugar gliders emerged from a hole in the tree and
looked nervously down at the climbing lizard. They must have heard its claws
scratching as it climbed and knew what was coming. They glided to another tree
while the lizard was still several meters below them. The goanna must have
seen them leave, apparently decided that there was no longer any potential
reward in taking the magpie‟s pecks, and it dropped down into the bushes and
disappeared. My mother just looked at me and said “See, I didn‟t have to go out
at night to see possums.”
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Photo 7.6 The Perentie, Varanus giganteus, is the largest and most spectacularly
marked monitor lizard in Australia. They are wary predators of the deserts and are
rarely seen. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I have also seen monitor lizards stalking around the university grounds in
Bangkok, but viewing free-ranging lizards is not the same as watching humans
interact with the biggest of them. Sue Schafer gave me a tour of the San Diego
Zoo and the high point was when she fed the Komodo dragons98. These are the
largest living monitor lizards and may reach 3 m and 70 kg. They are famous
because they are thought to have venom glands in their mouths, and have even
killed humans and water buffalo in their native habitat on islands in Indonesia.
Sue threw dead chickens into the enclosure and the giant lizards grabbed
them daintily and scoffed them down in one piece. All seemed to be going well
until two grabbed the same chicken. Sue said “Oh no, they‟re going to hurt each
other,” ran into the enclosure armed only with aluminum tongs and dragged the
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chicken away from both of them. I would have been astounded at her going into
the enclosure at any time, but coming between two feeding dragons seemed
incredibly dangerous. She must have known her charges very well.
I told myself that I would never be silly enough to go into an enclosure with
an adult Komodo dragon, but a friend convinced me to do so several years later.
He was curator of reptiles at Taronga Park Zoo. There had originally been a pair
of dragons at the zoo, but the female eventually died, leaving only the big old
male. I wasn‟t sure how you should act around a Komodo dragon, but my friend
told me to just sit on a log and do nothing. The huge lizard, which must have
weighed more than I did, walked over, its eyes apparently focused somewhere
just in front of me. I was unprepared when it laid its head on my lap like some
oversized dog. I don‟t remember how long it stayed there dribbling on my leg,
but I was shocked that it would treat a human as a companion and not as food.
Rather than fear, I felt sorry that it‟s only friends were humans and that it would
never have a mate of its own species. After my near-death experience with
Myrna‟s cat, my encounter with the dragon seemed very safe!

A New World

8

Coral snakes, such as this Micrurus lemniscatus, are the only elapids in the
Americas. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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The road made of cement blocks that meandered through the dense forest was
bordered by heliconias with broad leaves and bright flowers. Philodendrons and
other climbing plants adorned the trees above it and giant blue morpho
butterflies flitted in the patches of sunlight. I was looking for the office of the
Director of the National Institute for Amazonian Research, better known by its
acronym, INPA. The institute had been created in 1952 and its buildings were
nestled unobtrusively amongst the vegetation on a large block of land on the
outskirts of the city of Manaus, near the center of the Brazilian Amazon.
I had been contracted as a researcher by INPA, but I had no experience in the
American tropics, and did not speak a word of Portuguese. This made difficult
even simple tasks, such as asking for directions. Nonetheless, I was enjoying
myself, and every wrong turn seemed to lead to a new discovery. Blue and
green lizards, two hand spans long and as thick as a carrot, were poking around
on the road, flicking their forked tongues into any crevices that might hold a
juicy insect. They acted like large versions of the active desert skinks I had seen
in Australia, but these were giant ameivas99 in the family Teiidae, which does
not occur in Australia.
A very large lizard, as thick as my forearm crashed off into the bush before I
could get a good look at it and I had the impression that it was a land mullet, but
I knew that those giant skinks didn‟t occur in the Americas. I crawled into the
undergrowth far enough to identify the lizard as one of the big teiids known as
golden tegus100, which look like a cross between land mullets and goannas. I
found one that had been run over on a road, and when I dissected it I was
surprised to discover that its stomach was full of palm fruits.
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Photo 8.1 The golden tegu, Tupinambis teguixin, is a large active lizard with habits
intermediate between Australian monitor lizards and giant forest skinks.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Smaller brown lizards with green heads, about as thick as my thumb were
fossicking in the leaf litter on the side of the road. It took me a while to realize
that most of these were juvenile giant ameivas. They have green heads when
young, but as they mature the green migrates back along their bodies, so adults
are mottled brown or black with green or blue tails. Some of the lizards had
green stripes on the head that became less distinct with age, but the green never
migrated backwards. These were striped forest whitptails101, another species of
teiid with habits similar to those of the giant ameiva, but which preferred the
forest to the open areas.
The forest whiptails became one of my favorite species of lizard. I could
follow them foraging in the forest from just a few meters away without
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frightening them. In contrast, if I got close to a giant ameiva, it would shoot off
much farther and faster than I could run.
Many of my discoveries about Amazonian lizards were made with Albertina
Lima, a dark-haired, lightly built girl who had come from the township of
Santarém to work as my research assistant102. We were exploring a sandy area
with many dead trees that had been formed by the washout from the BR
174 highway just north of Manaus when we found a rotting tree stump in the
middle of the stream. The stump was thigh high and five tiny striped forest
whiptails were perched on the top of the log. By peering into the top of the
stump we could see many empty egg shells about the size of a human fingernail
lodged in a cavity.
We dug down into the crumbling wood in the middle of the cavity and found
many more egg shells, 779 to be exact, as well as 21 whole eggs. The species is
known to only produce around four to seven eggs per clutch, so that number of
eggs must have been the work of many females. We replaced most of the egg
shells, and another six clutches containing a total of 23 eggs were deposited
over the next seven months.
I had seen communal nests of garden skinks in Australia and many lizards are
known to use communal nests, but nobody had ever found a nest with over
800 eggs before103. We wondered if the lizards nested together because nest
sites were limited or because there was some advantage to putting all their eggs
in one basket. Searching the area for other potential nest sites seemed like a
good idea, but it was more complicated than I had imagined.
Albertina had chopped into many dead stumps and palm trunks with a
machete and was systematically working her way along the stream. I took
another machete and hacked into a rotting tree trunk. As soon as the blade hit
the wood, a tiny wasp emerged from a hole I hadn‟t seen and flew directly for
my forehead. The sting from the wasp was not very painful, but I collapsed
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immediately and lay sprawled on the ground. After laying there for a few
minutes, I regained my feet and backed groggily away from the tree trunk.

Photo 8.2 This nest of the striped forest whiptail, Kentropyx calcarata, contained
800 eggs and egg shells, the largest recorded lizard communal nest, even though
females generally only lay about 4 eggs at a time. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The fact that the wasp had been able to knock me down almost instantly did
not make sense. I could think of no way that its venom could reach important
nerve centers instantaneously, and I had never heard of a wasp with a knock-out
punch. I sat on a log to regain my composure and watched Albertina happily
chopping into logs and giving shouts of joy when she found lizard eggs.
After about fifteen minutes, I felt well enough to start work again, but I
carefully avoided the trunk with the wasp nest and looked for a tree near where
Albertina was digging into a rotting log. Before hitting it with the machete, I
carefully inspected the trunk to make sure that there were no tiny holes that
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might contain wasps. Reassured, I hacked into a patch of rotting wood. The
wasp came out of a tiny hole I hadn‟t seen, made for my forehead and left me
stretched out on my back again.
Albertina ended up doing most of the work that day, and I sat trying to
control my wooziness. On other trips, I helped look for lizard nests, but my
timidness meant that Albertina made most of the discoveries. We found three
other nests in rotting logs, one with 136 eggs and shells, another with 45 and a
small one with only six, all within 300 m of the first nest. There were many
apparently suitable logs that were not used, so a lack of good sites did not seem
to be the reason that the lizards nested together.
Many lizards are known to use communal nests, but I had to stumble onto the
World‟s largest known communal lizard nest to stop thinking about lizards as
solitary beasts with little social interaction. There are many unanswered
questions, not just about why the lizards nest together, but also about how they
communicate with each other, and especially how they avoid leaving clues for
the many predators of lizard eggs. It wasn‟t earth shattering as scientific
discoveries go, but it made me look much more closely when I saw lizards
foraging or interacting with each other.
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Photo 8.3 The red worm lizard, Amphisbaena alba, is one of the commonest lizards
near Manaus, but it is only seen occasionally because it spends most of its time
underground. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The INPA grounds had many species of lizards. Some had bodies shorter than
my little finger and were only as thick as a knitting needle. They reminded me of
the weasel skinks in Australia, but these were in the family Gymnophthalmidae,
which is related to the teiids. Always on the move, they scuttled under and over
the leaf litter and never ventured into the sun. There were probably several
species, but I didn‟t know how to tell them apart back then.
After heavy rain, I would often find species of Bachia, elongate lizards with
tiny legs that were just like the Australian burrowing skinks, except that their
scales were keeled rather than smooth. However, these were also
gymnophthalmids. They slithered across the road looking for soft earth to dig
into. Much bigger lizards often came to the surface after heavy rain. These were
species of Amphisbaena, as thick as my index finger and several hand spans
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long. The scientific name for the genus and the family comes from Greek
legends about a two-headed serpent. I had never seen one before, though the
family occurs in most parts of the World except Australia, and they are
generally called worm lizards. One species was mottled black and white104 and
the other was generally brown with white blotches105. Their short rounded tails
gave the impression of a head on each end and they were very strong, writhing
around and trying to bite with their powerful jaws if picked up.
The amphisbaenas were a bit like snakes in that they seemed to occupy a
parallel universe, only appearing in ours for short periods. The two large species
were always popping into our world, and I rarely went more than a few months
without seeing one. However, the third species from around Manaus was
completely different. It was tiny, no thicker than a knitting needle, and
transparent pinkish white; a veritable ghost.
We had camped beside a stream in the forest near Manaus and I was annoyed
when heavy rain caused the stream to overflow its banks and flood our campsite.
All our equipment had to be suspended in hammocks or shifted to higher
ground, and I had just dropped a load of gear near the edge of the water when I
noticed what looked like two white worms wriggling in the sand. I picked them
up and was surprised to find that they were Slevin‟s worm lizards106. They were
the only specimens that I have seen in the wild of that species in 40 years in the
Amazon. A few others have been collected by researchers following
earth-moving equipment. Apart from the fact that they live underground and
never voluntarily come to the surface, we know virtually nothing about them.
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Photo 8.4 Said to be called the smooth tegu, Tretioscincus agilis is a small agile, lizard
that forages rapidly on the ground and in the undergrowth in Neotropical forests.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The variety of ground lizards was surprising, but most of the lizards I found
were on bushes or tree trunks. Some used both the ground and branches in the
undergrowth. One gymnophthalmid with a bright blue tail is said to be called
the smooth tegu, though I have never heard anyone use that name. Its scientific
name is Tretioscincus agilis, which makes sense because it looks like a skink
and it is very agile. Except for the blue tail, it looked like the little fence lizards
I had watched as a child. I was kneeling down trying to creep up on one of the
blue-tailed lizards when I heard someone behind me say “Give up, you don‟t
have a chance.”
I ignored the voice and continued to edge closer to the lizard, which was
jumping agilely from leaf to leaf in a small bush. When I finally grabbed the
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lizard, I turned and showed it to the person who had made the comment. They
said “Oh, it‟s a lizard. I thought it was a blue butterfly flitting around the bush
and that‟s why I thought you‟d never catch it!”
There were other lizards with blue tails. These were specimens of the
black-spotted skink107, which is included in one of the few genera of skinks in
the Americas. Being somewhat out of place is not their only claim to fame.
Most tropical lizards lay eggs, but members of the genus Copeoglossum have
live young and the placenta described from another species of South American
skink is the most complex for any reptile, with similarities to the placenta of
mammals108. The skinks I saw at INPA grew to be as wide as my thumb, but
they only had blue tails when they were as small as the Tretioscincus agilis. I
wondered why the little lizards running around had blue tails, but the larger
adults, which sat on logs and generally didn‟t move until I got close, did not.
However, I would only start to understand several years later and I‟ll come back
to that story in another chapter.

The most impressive lizards around my office were the green iguanas109. The
biggest were about a 1.5 m long, though there are reports of individuals more than
2 m long. I had seen goannas climb tree trunks, but I was unused to seeing large
lizards scrambling around the leaves on the outer branches of trees. Green iguanas
are herbivores and rely on intestinal microbes to digest the cellulose in their leafy
diet. They do not have the necessary gut flora when they hatch and the babies
have to find an adult and eat their feces so that they can digest leaves110.
Green iguanas are in the family Iguanidae. It and related families, such as the
Tropiduridae, have many species that are ecological equivalents to the Agamids
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of the old World. Dusky green blue-lipped tree lizards111, about the size of the
jacky lizards I had seen in Australia, scampered up tree trunks that were generally
less than my waist in diameter. Slightly larger collared tree lizards112, which were
flattened, spiny and colored like green lichens, generally occurred on the biggest
trees. Both species subsisted mainly on ants that they licked off the bark.

Photo 8.5 Adult male green iguanas are often grey rather than green, like the females
and the juvenile that can be seen in the background. They eat only vegetable matter,
mainly in the form of leaves. Photo by Albertina Lima.

High in the canopy of the trees, I could make out green thorny-tail iguanas113
the thickness of my forefinger that had bight green and black bands and short
spiky tails. They would have been well camouflaged amongst leaves, but stood
out on the grey branches. Each seemed to have several hollows to hide in, but
they were very active, jumping over a meter from branch to branch, even
though they were no longer than my finger. Someone gave me one that had
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been captured when the tree it lived in was felled by foresters and I offered it all
sorts of juicy insects, but it would only eat ants.
The largest genus of lizards in the World is Anolis, which holds the New
World anoles, though some authors now place many of the species in other
genera. There were several other species around the INPA grounds, but the most
common were the slender anole114 and the goldenscale anole115. The slender
anoles lived in the undergrowth, and their slim form and long tails allowed them
to balance on twigs not much thicker than match sticks. The goldenscale anoles
mainly lived on the ground. Although a little thicker than the slender anoles,
they were less than a hand span long, with triangular markings on their backs
that made them inconspicuous among the fallen leaves.

The large number of species of lizards I found in a small area started me
thinking about how they managed to eke out an existence with so many
potential competitors. Ecological theory says that if two species do exactly the
same thing, then one will end up eliminating the other through competition.
This is hard to test because you would not expect two species to evolve to do
exactly the same thing by chance. However, ecologists have spent a lot of time
trying to work out how similar two species can be without spiraling into
competition so intense that one will be eliminated.
Like many other field biologists, I became interested in the theoretical
questions because of the insights derived from observations of lizards. However,
my first studies just related to simple natural-history questions, such as “where
do lizards sleep?” All Australian geckos are nocturnal, but there is only one
common nocturnal gecko in most parts of the Amazon, the turnip-tailed
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gecko116. It can get almost as big as the leaf-tailed geckos in Australia. In color,
it resembles the greyish bark of the trees on which it lives and its original tail
can be strikingly banded in black and white. However, it is rare to find one with
an intact tail and a regenerated tail is dull brownish grey, thickened near the
base, which is presumably the reason for its common name.

Photo 8.6 The tiny Chatogekko amazonicus is small enough for several to fit on a
human thumb, as shown by the female with an egg showing through the abdominal wall
(inset). Photos by Bill Magnusson.

Most of the Amazonian geckos belong to another family, and all are active
during the day. Some, such as the Amazon pigmy gecko117 and Chatogekko
amazonicus, another tiny gecko that does not appear to have a common name,
can be common in undisturbed forest. These geckos are so small that I could fit
six side by side on my thumb, and so delicate that it is difficult to catch one
without rubbing off patches of skin. They live in the leaf litter and most people
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don‟t realize that they are lizards when they see a tiny movement on the ground.
The pigmy gekkos are difficult to follow when foraging, but another species, the
Trinidad gecko118, is a bit bigger and sits low on the trunks of small trees where
its behavior can be studied easily.
I had frequently seen the little geckos on trunks of trees and even saw one
disappearing down the throat of a brown vine snake119, but I hadn‟t looked at
them particularly closely. When a student from the University of São Paulo,
Vânia Nunes, asked if she could collect data for her undergraduate thesis while
she was in Manaus, I suggested that she study the behavior of the Trinidad geckos.
Helping Vânia set up her study required that I spend time watching the little
lizards. I had thought that they were rather dull colored, but I discovered that the
males had bright yellow markings on their head and bright red lines and
blotches scattered over the body. They could apparently control their colors and
sometimes returned to a general mottled brown like the females if you caught
them. Watching them without disturbing them changed my appreciation of their
colors from nondescript to spectacular!
I had also thought that they did not move much, and it is true that they spend
several minutes in the same position, but we often saw them jumping an arm
length from one tree to another, which would be the equivalent of a human
jumping 20 m. As soon as the lizards stopped after running or jumping, they sat
with their heads held high and waved their tails sinuously for a few seconds.
They then generally remained motionless until their next move to a new
perching site or to catch an insect.
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Photo 8.7 Trinidad geckos, Gonatodes humeralis, sometimes eat things that are almost
too big for them. This species, like most Amazonian geckos, is active during the day.
Background photo by Albertina Lima; inset by Bill Magnusson.

We had expected them to take refuge at night under loose bark near the base of
the tree or on leaves in the undergrowth, as had been described for the species in
other areas. However, just before sunset they climbed up into the canopy of the
trees and spent the night seven to ten meters above their daytime perches. This
had never been described before and we climbed into neighboring trees to try to
see what they did up there, but it was too dark and we lost sight of them120.
Vânia‟s study was just simple natural history, but it set me thinking about sex,
color, movement, foraging and predation; seemingly independent aspects of the
biology of the lizards that were coming together as an integrated story.
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Some of the snakes I found around the office were similar to those I was
familiar with in Australia. The first one I came across in a small bush was a parrot
snake121 about the thickness of a pencil and very long. It looked a bit like an
Australian green-tree snake, but it had golden brown along its side and white lips.
When I got close, it opened its mouth to show the inner white lining and waved
its head in what I assumed was a threat display. However, it didn‟t bite until I
grabbed it. The species is supposed to be mildly venomous, but I felt nothing
except tiny pinpricks. Brown vine snakes122 also opened their mouths in a similar
threat display, but the inside of their mouths was black rather than white.
Another slender species, the green vine snake123, was only the thickness of my
finger, but as long as I was tall. Unlike the parrot snake and the brown vine snake,
the first green vine snake I found gave no warning before it bit me. As a result,
my hand swelled up for several hours and throbbed as though I had a deep infection.
All the vine snakes are in the family Colubridae, which has few species in
Australia. In fact, most of the snakes I found were colubrids, even the tropical
racers124 and the many species if Chironius, Atractus and Liophis, which bore
striking resemblance to the highly venomous Australian elapids, but which were
generally harmless. There were so many species and the identification guides
were so poor that I usually didn‟t bother trying to classify them to species.
I found blind snakes crossing the road. They all had much the same shape as
the blind snakes I had seen in Australia, but as with most aspects of the snake
fauna, the diversity was much higher in Brazil. There is only one family and
genus of blind snakes in Australia, but I found species of blind snakes from
three different families125 close to my office in Manaus. One, the Guyana blind
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snake126 was much more colorful than other blind snakes I had seen and was
quite beautiful, with yellow spots on the head and tail tip, and yellow lines
along its body.

Photo 8.8 The American pipe snake, Anilius scytale, is brightly colored, but unlike the
coral snakes, it has only two colors on the back, is not venomous, has tiny belly scales
and is in a family all its own. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Another family of burrowing snakes that doesn‟t occur in Australia is the
Aniliidae. There is only one species, the American pipe snake, Anilius scytale,
but what the family lacks in number of species it makes up for in color. I found
snakes nearly a meter long and as thick as my thumb that had bright red and
black bands on the back and bright black and yellow bands on the belly. Unlike
the blind snakes, which only eat insects and their larvae, the pipe snakes eat
other long animals, such as snakes, amphisbaenas and eels.
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I knew that the only elapids in South America are coral snakes of the genus
Micrurus, and I mistakenly thought that all were brightly colored. I now know
that there are a few species of nondescript coral snakes, but they are uncommon.
I had read a popular account on North American coral snakes which gave
rhymes to distinguish coral snakes from coral-snake mimics in the colubrid
family. The rhymes were very simple, such as “Yellow touch red: You‟re dead”
and “Red touching black: Safe for Jack”.
I had found a snake with brilliant red, black and yellow bands that the rhyme
identified as a coral-snake mimic and I was watching it wind its way between
my fingers when another researcher came up and asked how I knew that it
wasn‟t poisonous. I recited the rhyme, then said “But if you really want to be
sure, you should hold it behind the head and make it open its mouth.” When I
did exactly that, I saw the tiny fangs wrapped in their white sheaths and realized
my mistake. The rhymes only work in North America!
The first viper I caught also surprised me. It was a lance-head viper127 and I
identified it immediately, even though I had never seen one before. It was
blotched brown with markings that made it look like a bunch of dead leaves
when curled up, and its big triangular head had small pits behind the nostrils
that I knew were heat sensors it could use to locate prey in total darkness.
I pinned it with a stick and grabbed it around the back of the neck, imagining
that it would be strong like the death-adder, the closest thing to a viper shape
and behavior among the Australian elapids. It is not wise to hold death adders
behind the head because they are so strong they are likely to be able to twist out
of your grip. The lance-head viper was weak and its ineffectual thrashing did
not bother me. However, when it opened its mouth I realized that its fangs were
so long that they reached almost to its throat when folded back. The snake
twisted one side of its upper jaw around and poked the the two-centimeter long
fang, towards my fingers, which were around its neck.
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Photo 8.9 I was shocked by the size of the fangs of the first lance-head viper,
Bothrops atrox, that I picked up, and I was lucky that the snake didn’t
bite me as I took the photo. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I very carefully rearranged my grip on its neck and took a photo of the
exposed fang. I then gingerly put the snake on the ground, pinned its head
momentarily with a stick and jumped back, deciding that would be the last viper
I picked up by holding around the neck. It was a promise I didn‟t keep.
Encounters with lizards and snakes in my first months in Brazil deepened my
fascination for them, but I realized that I would have to learn much more about
this diverse and complex fauna if I was to contribute to scientific knowledge
and survive.

9

Big Rivers, Big Snakes and Tall Tales

This juvenile anaconda, Eunectes murinus, probably eats mainly fish, but as an
adult it will be able to eat large mammals, such as capybaras.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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One of the precursors of the Amazon River flowed north through what is now
the Orinoco River in Venezuela. At that time, there was a lake covering most of
the west of the basin that was home to many giant animals, including
crocodilians and turtles. With time, the Amazon cut a channel through the
highlands to the east, lost its connection to the Caribbean, and started to flow
east into the Atlantic Ocean. Although the basin no longer forms a lake, much
of the low-lying land around the Amazon and its tributaries floods each year,
forming the World‟s largest freshwater wetlands. Therefore, much of the fauna,
including the lizards and snakes, is adapted to an amphibious life style.
Soon after I started working in Manaus, another researcher gave me the
tanned skin of a caiman that he said belonged to a species with a red head. As
everything was very new to me when I arrived, I didn‟t pay much attention and
I hung the skin, which was about an arm length long, on the wall behind my
desk. A red-headed caiman would be very interesting, but when I got around to
investigating it I realized that the skin was from a lizard, not a caiman. The back
scales were expanded into large scutes that resembled the armor on the back of
a caiman. I asked around and found out that the only lizards with armored backs
that lived around water were caiman lizards of the genus Dracaena.
The northern caiman lizard128, lives around the flooded forests of the Amazon
and its bright red head makes it very attractive, but it is extremely hard to
observe in the wild. Even though it may be over a meter long it is difficult to
see unless basking because it spends most of its time in the water. You usually
just hear the splash as the lizard dives in. Its bulky head with rounded teeth is
adapted for eating water snails, but most of what is known about its behavior
comes from captive animals.
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Photo 9.1 A Paraguayan caiman lizard uses its blue tongue to delicately wipe the
fragments of the shell of a water snail it has just eaten from its lips.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Many years later, I was lucky to be able to follow a Paraguayan caiman
lizard129 in the Brazilian Pantanal. This species is similar to the Amazonian one,
but it doesn‟t have a red head. The lizard ignored me and I filmed its behavior
from a few meters away. It swam along the bottom in a field that was flooded to
a depth of about a hand span, only coming up at intervals to breathe. When
underwater, it poked its head into clumps of leaves and other refuse. Twice it
surfaced with snails in its jaws, which it deftly munched until the shell had been
removed so that it could swallow only the soft parts. After the meal, it delicately
licked its lips with its forked tongue to rid itself of the remaining pieces of shell.
The people in the Pantanal call the species vibera, which means viper, and they
are terribly scared of it. It‟s hard to believe that this heavily armed lizard has a
diet consisting exclusively of escargot!
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While searching for caiman lizards in the Amazon, I often came across
another species of large lizard, the crocodile tegu130. These lizards look much
less like a crocodile than the caiman lizards. In fact, they looked and acted like
the mangrove monitors I had seen in northern Australia. They were never far
from water and swam with their long necks and heads held high in the air,
propelled by sweeps of their flattened tails. I thought of studying them, but I
didn‟t have money for radio-tracking equipment and they were far too wary to
be followed by any other means.
Although there weren‟t many species of lizards in the flooded meadows, they
were spectacular. I had seen many cocha whiptails on the banks of the main
river that were similar to the forest whiptails, but much less colorful. In general,
their nondescript coloration blended in well with the grey mud of the riverside.
However, Albertina and I searched for lizards on the floating grass mats and we
found cocha whiptails with sky blue necks and bright green further back131. We
do not know why the color of the lizards varies so much, but we suspect that it
is because the lizards have to balance sexual and natural selection. It is possible
that females prefer bright blue males, but the blue males would be too obvious
to predators if they weren‟t on the floating-grass mats. We never got any further
in working out why the color varied so much, but I was starting to realize that
color is probably much more important in the social relationships of lizards than
generally realized.
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Photo 9.2 An Amazonian crocodile tegu, Crocodilurus amazonicus, perched on a log.
These active predators are ecological euqivalents of water monitors in Australia.
Photo by Renato Cintra.

The most famous reptiles on the Amazon floodplains are the anacondas132.
There are many stories about giant anacondas, and a visit to a fisherman‟s house
involves obligatory cups of coffee and hearing stories about people being eaten
by anacondas. My favorite is one about a man who was eaten by an anaconda
when riding near the river. His neighbors got together and, armed with rifles,
axes and other weapons, they managed to kill the snake. When they cut off its
head, the man rode out still mounted on his horse!
Soon after I got to Manaus, a news report circled the globe accompanied by a
picture of an anaconda with a huge bulge in its stomach. The article gave
graphic details of how a father had fought to save his son who had been grabbed
by the anaconda, but lost the tug of war. The anaconda was killed later with the
help of neighbors. I was quite moved by the story, as I think most people were.
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Many years later, I was in São Paulo and I saw the same photo in the window of
a camera shop. I asked the owner about it and he said that he often asked clients
to let him have a copy of particularly spectacular photographs he developed for
them. I turned over the photograph and scribbled on the back was the caption:
“An anaconda that ate a very large capybara.”
I had seen some fairly large anacondas, and I spent several hours watching
one a few meters long fossicking underwater among rocks on the edge of the
Curua-Una hydro-electric dam. I climbed down the jumbled rocks on the bank,
put my head close to the water, and watched as it carefully inserted its head into
crevices, apparently looking for fish, as do most water snakes. However, I had
not seen any very big ones or any apparently hunting for humans, which the
legends indicated were its favorite prey. Therefore, I was interested when the
Director of the Institute called me to his office and told me that a 20 m
anaconda had been seen near the town of Itacoatiara, about 170 km east of
Manaus. He said that this was a confirmed report, the international press had
already picked it up and the army was sending a unit to guarantee the safety of
the population. I should accompany the soldiers to provide technical support.
I was of course delighted at the chance to see a giant snake, and Albertina and
I climbed into the back of an army truck that was already occupied by a dozen
soldiers holding submachine guns. We left at about two in the afternoon, and
often stopped to ask travelers if they had news of the snake. Most did, but the
strange thing was that the snake initially got bigger and then was reported to be
smaller the closer we got to Itacoatiara. We arrived at about five p.m. and went
straight to the Council offices.
Nobody new exactly where the snake was, but the reports said that it was in a
lake on the other side of the river. The councilors were trying to work out which
lake so that they could ask the air force to bomb it, so avoiding having the snake,
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which presumably had little food during the dry season, from swimming across
the Amazon and eating the inhabitants of Itacoatiara.

Photo 9.3 The anaconda, Eunectes murinus, is graceful in the water but ungainly on
land. The species is common in Amazonian rivers, but rarely seen because the of murky
water. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

As we got no more useful information from the councilors, we started
wandering around town trying to find the original source of the story and were
eventually shown to the house of a local missionary who had apparently
brought the story to the attention of the local authorities. He was a kindly man
in his late fifties, and he invited us into his house for coffee so that he could tell
the full tale. He had been doing the rounds of his pastoral on the other side of
the river when he met a fisherman returning from a lake. The fisherman
explained that he had gone to the lake, which was almost dry at that time of the
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year, in search of turtles buried in the mud. He located the turtles by jabbing a
stout pole into the soft bottom.
There weren‟t many turtles in the mud and the fisherman had almost given up
when he thrust the stick down and hit something that did not feel like a turtle.
He prodded it a bit more and couldn‟t work out what it was, so he rammed the
pole down with all his strength. When he did so, a patch of mud stirred 10 m to
one side of him and another 10 m on the other side. He then quickly left the area
because the only thing that could be that big was a 20 m anaconda buried in the
mud. The missionary, hearing the story, quickly returned to Itacoatiara to alert
the authorities.
We thought about getting a boat to the other side of the river, which is less
than 2 km wide at that point, but it was getting dark and we had just about used
up all our gullibility. It was too late to return to Manaus, but one of the soldiers
lived in Itacoatiara and we spent the night in his family‟s house, only to return
to Manaus the next day to explain to the Director that the giant anaconda had
dissolved into the mud.
I am sure that there are anacondas much bigger than any that have been
measured, and I am sure that some people have been eaten by anacondas.
However, on a scale of danger to humans in the Amazon, they lag far behind
such things as urban dogs, buses and irate husbands.
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Photo 9.4 Female rainbow lizards, Cnemidophorus lemniscatus, are well camouflaged
by their pajama-stripe color when foraging in the savanna. All-female parthenogenetic
species have similar cryptic coloration. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

For the first few months that I was in Manaus, I stayed in the INPA
apartments reserved for students and visiting researchers. That was how I came
to meet the curator of the Herpetology Collection of the University of São Paulo
Museum, Paulo Emílio Vanzolini. He was short, grey haired, with a prominent,
but well-trimmed, moustache. The students had Friday night jam sessions where
all turned up to play guitar, sing or just drink beer. Dr Vanzolini came to several
of these and engaged in ad-lib dueling competitions with the students. Each
performer had to give a short refrain that usually belittled the other player, who
then had to reply in tune to the melody with a rhyme that gave an appropriate
response. This required fast thinking and amazing musical ability that I could
admire, but could never consider trying to emulate.
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Dr Vanzolini was an accomplished composer who had written some of
Brazil‟s most famous sambas. He was also Brazil‟s most famous herpetologist
and has had nineteen species and one genus named in his honor. I was only
vaguely aware of all this when I met him, but he was very friendly to me, signed
his letters “Vanzo” and invited me to visit him at the Museum in São Paulo.
Other researchers at INPA were most impressed by this because, besides his
fame as a musician and scientist, he was notorious for being temperamental.
Basically, either you were with him or against him.
Vanzo had made the herpetology collection at the museum World class, and
he used those invaluable resources as a weapon. If you were in his good books,
you had access to the collections. If not, most of the important specimens of the
Brazilian fauna would not be available to you. In fact, he didn‟t even have to
know you to decide. If you were affiliated with an institution he didn‟t like, you
would not get past the guard at the door of the museum! At least in the early
days, I was in his good books, and he lent me his 22-caliber pistol with dust
shot to collect lizards.
I visited the museum and I was impressed by the perfect order of the
collection, which had hundreds of thousands of specimens. This was in the days
before personal computers and everything was indexed on cards, including the
fantastic collection of literature on the South American herpetofauna that Paulo
Vanzolini had amassed. Many decades later, I was still using the two books he
wrote listing the original literature for each species. At five in the afternoon,
Vanzo put aside his work, took out a bottle of the Brazilian rum called cachaça,
and spent several hours telling me stories from his long experience dealing with
reptiles, amphibians and other researchers. He didn‟t seem to mind my dislike
of the fiery beverage and drank sufficient for both of us. I thought that his liver
would not be able to take such an onslaught, but it did so for another 33 years
until he died at the age of 89.
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Photo 9.5 A rainbow lizard, Cnemidophorus lemniscatus, from Alter do Chão in
central Amazonia. This species is believed to be one of the parent species that gave rise
to many parthenogenetic populations in the Amazon. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I made only one indiscretion while I was at the museum. Vanzo suggested
that I check over the caiman collection, which I did because I thought I should
repay the hospitality. One of the caimans was mislabeled, so I noted the number
and told him. He said “Thanks Bill, it‟s the fault of my assistant who isn‟t
careful enough.”
I didn‟t say anything, but later checked the tag on the specimen, which had
written on it “Identification - P. E. Vanzolini.” However, my falling out of favor
with the museum director would be because of a lizard rather than a caiman.
Some of the most spectacular lizards in the Amazon basin are the rainbow
lizards133 in the genus Cnemidophorus. They only occur in open savanna-like
areas, so their distribution in Amazonia is patchy. Males of the species are
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brilliant blue and yellow when adult, but juveniles and females are brownish
grey with black pajama stripes along the body. In some places, there are only
females, reproduction taking place through parthenogenesis without the need for
males. All the lizards in those places are dull colored.
There were many known parthenogenetic lizards, and all were thought to be
the result of hybridization between two closely related species. However, when
Vanzo alerted the World to parthenogenesis in rainbow lizards134, he said that it
was extremely unlikely that this case of parthenogenesis was due to
hybridization because he believed that “In no place in South America is there
geographical overlap of two species of Cnemidophorus.” Despite being very
careful to point out the lack of collecting in many parts of the Amazon, he felt
he could generalize to the whole continent.
I was initially not very interested in the question of parthenogenesis because I
still hadn‟t seen any of the unisexual forms, but I went to a talk by Denise
Peccinin-Seale, a researcher who had accompanied Paulo Vanzolini on an early
expedition to Amazonia and who had since returned several times. She studied
chromosomes and had described those from several sexual and unisexual forms.
I didn‟t know enough about chromosomes to have an opinion, but Denise
initially wrote her papers to support Dr Vanzolini‟s hypothesis that
parthenogenesis in South American rainbow lizards was not due to
hybridization.
Denise loved to talk, which made her quite famous. A friend of hers even
wrote a humorous chapter in a book that depicted an attempt to have a two-way
phone conversation with her. I am a good listener, and perhaps for that reason
we remained firm friends for the rest of her life. Our conversations, and
especially a chance encounter I had while collecting lizards with Albertina,
changed both our opinions about the possible origin of parthenogenesis in
rainbow lizards.
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Photo 9.6 Left to right - Bill Magnusson, Carlos Lima, Denise Peccinini Seale, her son
Andréand Megumi Yamakoshi in Reserva Ducke in the early 1980s.
Photographer unknown.

Albertina and I were planning to go on a boat expedition up the Amazon and
had driven to the township of Manacapuru on the banks of the Amazon. While
we were waiting for the boat, we wandered along the shoreline in front of the
town and saw green lizards darting among drift wood and floating grass mats
that had been left stranded as the river receded in the dry season. I got close to
one and thought that it must be a species of Ameiva because it was robust and
almost as big as the giant ameivas. They were very fast, but I lay in wait behind
a pile of rubbish while Albertina drove the lizard towards me. I grabbed it
before it knew what was happening and held it up to show Albertina.
It was the thickness of a garden hose, with bright green tail, stripes on its
back and white spots on its side. It was like nothing I had seen before in the
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wild or in the São Paulo Museum. We caught another one, but we didn‟t have
time to chase the smaller lizards because our boat arrived. I sent the specimens
to Vanzo, thinking that he would be overjoyed to receive what I believed was an
undescribed species of Ameiva. I didn‟t even suspect that it might be a species
of Cnemidophorus because it was about five times the weight and a different
color from any rainbow lizard I had seen.
The last direct communication I received from Paulo Vanzolini was just a
crumpled

piece

of

paper

with

the

words

“CNEMIDOPHORUS

LEMNISCATUS!” written in capitals. It was only then that I realized that it
was in fact the other species of Cnemidophorus that he had said didn‟t exist.
There was no longer any reason to believe in his new mechanism of
parthenogenesis, though some 35 years later other researchers, including one of
Dr Vanzolini‟s former students, would present evidence for nonhybrid origin of
species in another genus of Amazonian lizards135.
Denise studied the specimens I gave her and she reported that their
morphology and chromosomes were similar to specimens she had sent to Dr
Vanzolini before. I am not sure what species it is, but we have since found it in
many other places. Possibly, it is Cnemidophorus gramivagus, a species with no
common name that is common in Venezuela. It probably originally only
occurred along major rivers, but quickly spread along roads and now even
occurs in Manaus136.
Years later, a friend from the Smithsonian Institution in the USA told me that
Dr Vanzolini had given a talk there and afterward listed the undesirable
researchers in Brazil. He said “You know what‟s wrong with Magnusson? Drugs, alcohol and young girls!” In fact, I don‟t do illegal drugs, at that time I
didn‟t drink alcohol, and almost all my girlfriends have been around my age or
older. Anyway, it probably makes for a more colorful story than saying that I
had grabbed a lizard I shouldn‟t have!
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Photo 9.7 The wandering grass lizard, Cnemidophorus gramivagus, was thought to be
restricted to northern countries, such as Venezuela and Colombia, but it is now known
that it, or a closely-related species, is common in much of Amazonia.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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The Surinam striped whiptail, Kentropyx striata, is common in the savannas of
Alter do Chão. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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My essentially chance encounters with lizards were indicating that they had
complex behaviors that made each species unique. As there was considerable
interest in the early 1980s in how behavioral differences led to lizard species
living in the same area having different diets, I decided to start some more
detailed investigations of the relationship between diet and foraging mode.
Our first attempts were made near Alter do Chão, a small village nestled in
savanna near the Tapajós River in the eastern Amazon. I had received a request
from seven students from southern Brazilian states to do work study in the
Amazon, so I suggested that they go to Alter do Chão in January 1982. The
students were arriving by boat in Santarém, 25 km from the village, and I flew
into Santarém the day before to buy food for the time we would be in the field.
Albertina suggested that we stay at her house overnight in Santarém and I
accepted, even though I felt we were imposing. Her extended family lived in a
group of three houses on the outskirts of Santarém that were reached through a
narrow alley. The family was decidedly matriarchal. Albertina‟s great
grandmother lived in one house, and her grandmother, aunt, two second cousins
and a second niece in the second. Her mother, two sisters, one with a new born
baby, her two-year-old daughter, her 6-year-old brother and her father, who was
terminally ill, lived in the third, which was the size of a small sitting room with
a semi-detached kitchen. All the houses were made of bare planks and roofed
with sheets of corrugated asbestos-cement. Apart from her young brother, the
extended family had no male that had not left, died or was dying.
I wasn‟t sure how we were going to fit in. The living/sleeping room in her
mother‟s house was only about three arm spans long, two arm spans wide, and
was already partially occupied with her father‟s bed. Nevertheless, when
darkness fell, Albertina found room to string our hammocks together with the
other five. It had been a long day and I was sleeping soundly when the door
banged open and one of Albertina‟s male relatives, who used to live in the
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house, barged in and pushed the hammocks with their occupants aside to get to
where Albertina‟s sister was sleeping with her newborn baby.

Photo 10.1 Albertina Lima with her daughter Jaci in 1980. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The irate male, who I‟ll call Ozório, took off his shoe and started to beat the
young girl with it, who was huddled over trying to protect her baby. He
screamed that she had dishonored the family by having a child out of wedlock
and kept smashing his shoe into her. I looked at Albertina, she nodded, and I
grabbed the drunken idiot and bundled him out of the house. I was shaking with
rage and fighting to stop myself thumping the life out of him even though I
knew that people only act the way he did when they have grave personal
problems. In any case, he was shorter than I and stone drunk, so he may not
even have known what I was trying to chastise him for.
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I put him in an arm lock and pushed him down the alley. He was still
muttering about dishonoring the family and that was when my restraint gave
way. As I pushed him onto the street I gave him a kick up the backside that
must have left his tail bone throbbing for hours and he staggered off.
My foot tingled a bit as I lay back in the hammock, but rage is a good
anesthetic and I didn‟t realize that I had sprained my ankle until I tried to stand
the next day. The best I could do was to hobble across to the tap in the front
yard that served as the family wash room and try to cool it with water. I was
now cursing myself. How was I going to do field work and take care of seven
students with a sprained ankle?
Albertina gave me coffee and fresh bread for breakfast and I was feeling a bit
better when Ozório turned up waving a knife and saying that he was going to
get even. Hoping he hadn‟t seen me hobbling, I stood facing him with both feet
firmly planted. I said in rudimentary Portuguese that I don‟t know if he
understood “You know what I did to you yesterday. If I were you I‟d put that
knife down and go away before I have to knock you down again.”
I stared him straight in the eye with a slight smile on my face as though I had
faced so many six-inch blades in my life that the one he was holding was of no
threat. He made a few tentative moves as though trying to get courage to strike,
then put his head down, turned and slunk down the alley. As soon as he was out
of sight, I stumbled over to a stool, sat down and gripped my throbbing leg so
tight that I left white finger marks.
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Photo 10.2 Left to right - student volunteers, Liliana de Paiva, Rosana da Rocha, Suely
Marques, Christine Strüssmann, unknown child and Marcelo Meneghini in front of the
house we rented at Alter do Chão in 1982. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Ozório did not come back and my anger at him gradually dissipated into pity.
Albertina‟s sister who he was berating for dishonoring the family is now
happily married and one of the most respected employees of a federal institution.
The baby Ozório was trying to beat up is now a police officer. In contrast,
Ozório has never made much of his life. He is tolerated when he turns up, but
the family gives a sigh of relief whenever he leaves; a sad creature seemingly
without a place in the World. Sitting on that stool back in 1982, I was less angry
at him than at myself for being so stupid as to have possibly injured myself so
badly that I would have to cancel the field work and disappoint the students
who had come so far to work with me.
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Albertina did most of the organizing and I just hobbled along as she got the
students onto the bus and installed them in the wattle and daub cottage with
palm-thatch roof that we had rented at Alter do Chão. We did not know much
more about the area than the students, but Dna Vivi and Sr Secundinho, who lived
next door, took us all under their wings and resolved the domestic problems
associated with a very rustic dwelling. Sr Bráulio and Dna Nikita, another couple
from down the street, also helped us enormously. Coincidentally, Sr Secundinho
and Sr Bráulio were brothers and Dna Vivi and Dna Nikita were sisters. The
results of most of the dozens of studies we published about the fauna and flora of
Alter do Chão over the next 35 years would owe much to the efforts of our
adopted families, even though their names are not among the authors.
Many generalizations had been made about the relationships between the way
a lizard foraged and its diet, based on studies in North America and Africa.
Most researchers had just put the lizards into two categories: sit-and-wait
hunters and wide foragers. These categories largely coincided with taxonomic
families; wide-foragers were mainly teiids, lacertids or varanids, and
sit-and-wait hunters were generally in other families. We figured that if we
could measure how actively the lizards foraged, we would be able to compare
species even within families.
There were seven major generalizations about lizards. Activity temperature,
the weight of eggs relative to the weight of females, relative tail length, number
of termites in the diet and overall food intake were thought to increase with the
activity of the lizards while hunting, and the amount of active insects in the diet
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and mean size of active prey were thought to decrease with the degree of
movement.

Photo 10.3 Braulio (left) and Nikita (right) Vasconcelos (background) and Secundino
and Vivi Vasconcelos (middle). Sr Braulio e Sr Secundino and their families were
responsible for much of the success of our studies of savanna lizards.
Photos by Tânia Sanaiotti.

To test these ideas, we would have to watch lizards of several different
species to see how they behaved and collect samples of each species to see what
they were eating. I also thought that there might be a relationship between the
number of individuals and the type of vegetation, some species preferring areas
with more bushes and trees and others preferring areas with more grass.
Because answering the second question required a lot of walking, I was
considering abandoning it because of my sprained ankle.
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The area on the peninsula between Verde Lake and the Tapajós River in front
of Alter do Chão seemed ideal for the studies. The sandy beaches are backed by
open savannas with scattered trees and bushes. The grass in the savannas tended
to be either less than a hand span high, or in large tufts separated by bare ground.
Therefore, it was relatively easy to watch free-ranging lizards without having to
get too close to them.
Other researchers had followed lizards and recorded what they did, but they
followed each individual only for a few minutes. We soon realized that we
would have to follow them for much longer. The problem is that it is much
easier to see a moving lizard than a stationary one. Therefore, most lizards will
be moving when you first see them, either because you have disturbed them or
because they are in an active phase, meaning that you will overestimate how
active they are. We decided that we should only record data from lizards several
minutes after we had found them and that we should use data only for lizards
that we had followed for at least an hour. That turned out to be much more
difficult than we had imagined.
Very often, we had been watching a lizard for nearly an hour when something
disturbed it and it shot into thick vegetation so quickly that we couldn‟t follow
it. At other times, the lizard would walk into one side of a patch of bushes and
two lizards the same size would leave the other side, so we didn‟t know which
one we had been following. Despite the setbacks, we slowly accumulated data
on the behavior of each species.
There were four common species in the savanna. The most obvious was the
rainbow lizard, not only because the males had bright blue heads and yellow
down the sides, but also because there were many of them and they allowed us
to get quite close as long as we moved slowly. They were only about the
thickness of my little finger, but their almost constant movement attracted
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attention. They moved in starts. An individual would walk or run a meter or so,
stop, lift up its head and wave one or both legs as though saying “Come here.”

Photo 10.4 Lizards, such as this Surinam striped whiptail, forage in the ashes soon
after a fire passes. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

After a half a minute or so, the lizard would start digging under the leaf litter
or move to another position, always waving its front legs when changing from
one activity to another. I had seen similar arm waving by bearded dragons137 in
Australia and had believed the story that it was a sexual display. As male,
female and juvenile rainbow lizards waved their hands, I started to doubt that it
had anything to do with sex, but I‟ll come back to that later.
Adult giant ameivas at Alter do Chão generally had reticulations on a grey
background that were very different from the dark lines and almost uniform
back color in the same species from forested areas. The reticulated pattern
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dominates in most savanna areas within its range and would make the lizards
inconspicuous if not for their bright blue tails.
Unlike the rainbow lizards, they were sensitive to our presence and we only
managed to follow them at distance and watch their behavior with binoculars.
They were much bigger than the rainbow lizards, some being as thick as a
medium sized carrot, and they moved much faster. We could run as fast as the
rainbow lizards and they avoided us by swift maneuvers, but if you startled a
giant ameiva, it just shot off like a rocket, leaving nothing but the sound of
rustling leaves in the distance. They used the same intermittent movements as
the rainbow lizards, walking quickly from one place to another and then
remaining stationary with head up for a short time before starting to fossick in
the leaf litter. However, the rainbow lizard was the only species at Alter do
Chão that waived its front legs.
The third species was the Surinam striped whiptail138. Much like the forest
whiptail in size and behavior, individuals spent most of their time fossicking in
leaf litter under the scattered trees or perched in small bushes. They were
relatively fearless and we could follow them close up, the lizards sometimes
walking across our feet. If you grabbed one, it generally just lay calmly in your
hand waiting to be released, behavior very different from the giant ameivas and
rainbow lizards, which struggled violently and bit whenever they could.
All the species I have listed so far are teiids, but the fourth species we studied
was the grass anole139, in the family Dactyloidae. It differed from the others in
just about every way. It was small, the thickness of a grass blade, with
nondescript brown, grey and black stripes down its body making it look like a
dead grass stem. It also moved little and never fossicked in the leaf litter. It just
sat motionless on a vertical grass stem or twig until it saw an insect moving
close by, ran to grab its prey, then returned to its head-down vertical position
waiting for another victim. The main problem with the anoles was that they
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were small enough to hide behind a blade of grass, and we would often lose
concentration as they remained motionless for long periods.

Photo 10.5 The giant ameiva, Ameiva ameiva, at Alter do Chão, and most areas that
the species occurs in savannas, has dark reticulations rather than the broad bands seen
in individuals from forested areas. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The only species of lizard at Alter do Chão I have seen being captured by a
predator during that or subsequent studies is the rainbow lizard. On four
occasions, I was watching a rainbow lizard running past a bush when a
Lichtenstein‟s green racer140 struck from under the bush and grabbed the lizard
at mid body. The snakes were so well camouflaged that I would not have seen
them if they had remained motionless under the bush and not struck the lizard.
The results of the foraging study141 basically just confirmed the general
conclusions of other famous researchers, such as Eric Pianka, Ray Huey and
Laurie Vitt. However, some of the details were a bit different. We did not find
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relationships between foraging mode, relative tail length, mean size of active
prey or overall food intake, but the more active lizards had higher body
temperatures, more termites in the diet, ate fewer active insects and generally
had lower relative clutch masses, at least within the Teiidae. While the hours I
spent watching the lizards did not result in any major new discoveries about
foraging mode and diet, I started to make links in my mind between activity,
color, sex and predation that would only evolve into a general pattern several
years later.

I had imagined that my sprained ankle would make it impossible to walk
through the savanna. However, three days of taking it easy and walking slowly
along the beach got my foot working again and I found that I could get about
quite well, though I would not have risked running. My idea was to see whether
the densities of the lizards, especially the rainbow lizards, were affected by the
soil type, cover of bushes, or presence of other species, and whether the
densities of lizards differed between the savanna and the beaches at the edge of
the Tapajós River.
The plan was simple, distribute 200 m by 5 m plots uniformly across the
savanna and along the beaches, record the density of bushes and soil type, and
count the number of lizards of each species. This was much easier said than
done. Some of the plots ran through thorny thickets that made it hard to walk,
much less maintain a distance of exactly 5 m between observers. It is important
to always sample randomly or systematically, so if a plot fell on a steep slope
we had to scramble up it, even if that meant torn fingernails and knees, and
sometimes risking rolling down a gravelly incline at a speed that could kill.
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Photo 10.6 The misnamed Lichtenstein’s green racer, Philodryas olfersii. Individuals
from Alter do Chão are brown rather than green. Some authors consider it a different
species. It is a major predator on savanna lizards. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I had thought that we could rotate between studies and that some of the
students would take responsibility for the surveys. However, the students
preferred to watch the lizards and it was hard to convince anyone to accompany
me for more than two days straight. I ended up surveying all the plots and
miraculously my ankle held up.
I also learned a lot about hunting lizards. As we walked along the edge of the
virtual plots, we generally didn‟t see the lizards unless they bolted. This was
especially true for the grass anoles, which were virtually invisible until they
darted away from our approaching feet. We would sometimes stop and scan the
ground in front of us, but we would rarely see a lizard unless it moved. Even the
bright-blue male rainbow lizards somehow seemed to disappear into the
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background of fallen leaves unless they moved. The lizards obviously had the
same problem. If one person circled around, the lizard would often pass
between the other person‟s legs if they remained stationary.
I realized that we and the lizards had a hard time distinguishing objects when
we were moving, mainly because everything was changing position relative to
our eyes. However, if we remained still, it was easy to detect even the smallest
movement against the stationary background. It takes an enormous quantity of
calculations to take even slow steps, but our unconscious mind does it all for us
and doesn‟t bother us with the details142. The problem is that concentrating on
where we walk makes us essentially blind to almost everything else around us.
The difficulty of detecting a still object was brought home to me by a
thermometer crisis. We could only survey for lizards when the air and ground
temperatures were high enough for activity, and whenever we collected a lizard
we had to measure its body temperature and the temperature of the air and
substrate where we had found it. For this, I had brought along five mercury
thermometers of the type used for industrial and scientific applications. The
thermometers doctors use to measure our temperature when we are sick cannot
be used for the extremely low and high temperatures that occur in the savanna.
At the end of each plot, the student stuck the thermometer into the ground or
left it suspended in a bush to measure air temperature. We then moved to
another plot. The problem was that the plots were not marked, and the student
often moved several meters to one side to take the readings. If they forgot to
pick up the thermometer, we would have to go back and look for it. I took to
tying colored tape to the thermometers after we lost the first one, but even so we
were down to only one by the end of the study. Sometimes, the student
remembered about where they had left the thermometer, but stepped on it and
broke it before they saw it. I had to spend several hours searching for the last
thermometer, often crawling on my hands and knees, so that we could finish the
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study. If only those thermometers had moved a little bit when we were near, we
wouldn‟t have had any trouble finding them!

Photo 10.7 Grass anoles, Anolis auratus, look like a dead grass blade and are very
difficult to detect unless they move, which they only do when they see something that
they want to eat or if you are about to tread on them. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

We did find relationships between soil, vegetation and the density of rainbow
lizards, but the animals didn‟t seem to care which other species were in the plots
with them143. The numbers on the beaches were also similar to the number
expected for a savanna plot that was half covered by bushes and half covered by
sand, as were the beach plots. Scientists are supposed to be looking for concepts
that will change the way we think. However, it is reassuring, and much easier to
publish when your results support what most other scientists are saying. These
are the so called “Me too!” papers that just corroborate established thinking.
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None of the results of our initial studies were particularly startling, but they
gave the background I needed to ask more in-depth long-term questions about
savanna lizards. Before I could do that, however, I had return to Manaus and
dense Amazonian forest.

11

Eureka! We Got It All Wrong

The green thornytail iguana, Uracentron azureum, eats almost exclusively ants,
but, unlike desert ant specialists, it is extremely active and agile.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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If the generalizations about savanna lizards really reflect basic ecological
processes, they should hold up for forest lizards as well. We therefore decided
to study the relationships among morphology, movement and diet for lizards in
Reserva Ducke, a 10,000 ha reserve covered in tropical rainforest that is less
than 20 km from the center of Manaus. We did not have as many students to
help us, so Albertina and I started collecting data in our “spare” time. Basically,
we got a lift to the Reserve headquarters most Friday nights, walked four
kilometers to our camp and stayed there until Monday morning, when we would
catch a lift back to the city. Saturdays and Sundays were spent observing lizards
and collecting natural-history information on other reptiles and amphibians144.
Some of the lizards were the same as I had seen around the INPA grounds.
Collared tree lizards lived on the trunks of the trees and forest whiptails foraged
in the leaf litter, occasionally climbing into low bushes or jumping up to get
spiders hidden in rolled leaves. Two other species were rare or absent from the
city, however. As we walked through the forest, we would occasionally be
surprised by a lizard falling out of a tree and then scrambling up another. We
caught some and they were Amazon green anoles145, members of a large species
for an anole that could be more than a hand span long and as thick as my index
finger. They looked agile and had long claws for holding onto branches, so it
was hard to believe that they were so clumsy that they kept falling out of trees.
The fourth species we studied intensively, the diving lizard146, clung to the
vertical trunks of trees during the day in a position less than the height of an
average person, but slept on branches over the stream at night. If threatened, the
lizards would dive into the water and hide on the bottom for long periods, much
like the water dragons I had seen in Australia.
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Photo 11.1 The green anole, Anolis philopunctatus, lives high in the canopy, but will
jump long distances to catch insects on understory bushes, often resulting in it falling to
the ground. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

We basically studied those lizards because they were the most common and
the most easily observed. However, they turned out to have a variety of life
styles that made them ideal for testing the generalities in the literature that we
had corroborated in savanna lizards. The collared tree lizards ate almost
exclusively ants and lived on tree trunks. The green anoles lived in trees and ate
mainly solitary invertebrates, avoiding ants and other social insects. The forest
whiptails foraged actively on the ground for a variety of little creatures and the
diving lizards remained essentially motionless for most of the day, generally
moving only when they came to the ground to catch an insect.
It was much harder to follow the lizards in the forest than in the savanna. The
collared tree lizards and green anoles lived high in the canopy and it was
generally best to lie on our backs looking up to record what they did. The diving
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lizards were extremely wary and would flatten against the trunk or move to the
other side of the tree if we got much closer than 10 m. The whiptails were
relatively easy to follow, but they only came out when enough sunlight reached
the floor of the forest for them to warm up to their activity temperatures, which
were almost as high as those of the savanna whiptails.
A Masters student, Thierry Gasnier, joined us to study the behavior of the
lizards, and we soon found how little we knew about the forest species, and how
little they conformed to the generalizations in the literature147. Albertina was lying
on a carry mat watching a green anole in a tree about five meters above our camp
site and I sat beside her to watch the lizard. It had been climbing nimbly on the
trunk and branches of the small tree, but it kept nodding its head and expanding
the bright red dewlap under its throat, so we presumed that it was more interested
in attracting a mate or repelling competitors than in looking for food.
After a few minutes, it closed its dewlap and cocked its head to one side,
looking at some bushes three meters below. It jumped off the tree and fell into
the bushes, grabbing a big green grasshopper from a leaf as it went by. We later
saw several hunting the same way. The lizards weren‟t clumsy, they were
catching insects by throwing themselves at them. It was a bit like a person
jumping off a three-story building to grab an apple as they fell past a tree, and
then climbing back up to look for another one!
There was an extensive literature indicating that desert lizards that specialized
on ants were slow moving and had tank-like bodies; adaptations for digesting
food wrapped in thick chitin and containing lots of toxic substances. The
collared tree lizards had apparently not read any of the papers. They were a lot
chubbier than the green anole, but not very different from many closely related
species that did not eat mainly ants. They also moved around almost continually
and their foraging had little if anything in common with that of the desert ant
specialists. Although they were not included in the studies, our observations on
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green thorny-tail iguanas also went against the generalizations on arid-zone
lizards. The thorny-tail iguanas ate only ants, but they did not have wide waist
lines and they were the most active and fastest lizards of the canopy, rarely
staying still for long and jumping more than a meter from branch to branch.

Photo 11.2 The collared tree lizard, Plica umbra, lives on tree trunks and eats mainly
ants. Despite its diet, it is not as slow moving as desert lizards that are specialists on
ants. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

An influential paper had indicated that lizards that spend most of the day
motionless, waiting for prey to pass by, specialized on relatively large active
insects and avoided small prey148; therefore they would not be expected to eat
nocturnal invertebrates that remain hidden underground during the day.
Nevertheless, the mean size of the prey eaten by the diving lizards was no bigger
than that expected for lizards of their size, and the lizards had often eaten worms,
scorpions and other prey that were only taken by wide-foraging desert lizards.
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Something was different about the forest and we thought it might be related
to when the lizards foraged. The diving lizards were generally already on their
perches away from the stream no matter how early we searched for them, so we
decided to follow a lizard from the time it left its night-time perch over the
stream. We located one at night and got into position at four thirty in the
morning while it was still dark. As soon as the first light reached the forest floor
at about five thirty and we could make out the lizard on the branch over the
stream, it turned, climbed out of the bush, ran four meters to a tree trunk,
climbed up a meter and assumed its foraging position. It did not leave it even
during heavy rain.
We could now see why the sit-and-wait lizard could catch nocturnal prey and
prey that is supposedly only available to wide foragers that use smell to detect
prey in underground retreats. Nocturnal species were still active at dawn when the
lizards started to scan the ground for food, and burrowing species were forced to
the surface by heavy rain when no other species of lizard was foraging.
One of the most distinctive things about the diet of wide-foraging desert
lizards is the predominance of termites, and the forest is full of termites. You
only have to scratch a little into the leaf litter and you will find many. The forest
whiptails were as active as most wide foraging desert lizards, even though they
could only maintain activity temperatures for a short period of the day when
there were no clouds and the sun was directly overhead, making sun flecks on
the ground. Nonetheless, they did not eat termites. It seems that there are so
many other types of prey, which are probably more digestible, that the forest
whiptails do not take advantage of the superabundant termites. The last of the
major generalizations about diet and foraging mode had crumbled. The lizards
had humbled us!
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Photo 11.3 The diving lizard, Uranoscodon superciliosus, perches on vertical trunks
watching for invertebrates on the ground from dawn to dusk and in any weather.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

12

Back to Alter do Chão

The yellow-tailed cribo, Drymarchon corais, is the most common species of large
snake found in the savannas of Alter do Chão. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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I continued to study lizards at Alter do Chão and I usually carried a
compressed-air rifle in case I needed to collect museum specimens. I was
careful to get a police permit, even though you technically didn‟t need one for
an air gun, and there were few restrictions on what you could carry on a plane in
those days.
I was returning from a collecting trip in 1982 and arrived at the Santarém
airport in pretty scruffy condition after camping in the savanna for a week.
There was no one in the airport except the airline staff and they were surprised
to see me. The attendant said in Portuguese “Don‟t you know that the flight has
been cancelled? We called everyone.”
I said that I had been in the field and out of contact, but at that moment the
plane landed and the airport started to fill with serious-looking men in business
suits. I pointed to the plane and the other passengers and said that the flight
obviously hadn‟t been cancelled. The attendant looked worried and explained
that the flight had only been cancelled for ordinary passengers because a
delegation of the political party backed by the military government had said that
they needed it for transport between Santarém and Manaus.
I looked around and said that there weren‟t that many politicians, I had to get
back to Manaus that day, and that there was surely room for me on the plane.
The attendant consulted with her supervisor and said that I might be able to
board, but I would have to wait until all the other passengers were seated to
make sure that there was space.
I sat on a hard-plastic seat and watched the men in penguin suits. Some were
balding and potbellied and I assumed that they were the candidates. However,
others were much younger, athletic looking and their eyes flashed around as
though expecting an enemy attack at any moment. I assumed that they were
body guards.
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Photo 12.1 A compressed-air rifle was essential for our studies at Alter do Chão, but I
have never liked killing animals. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The delegation filed out of the waiting room and, soon after, the attendant
said that I could board. I felt strange walking across the empty tarmac in my
scruffy field clothes and probably not smelling all that fresh. However, it was
only when I entered the half-empty plane and all eyes were on me that I thought
about the gun that I was carrying in a dirty cotton pillow case. I had taken off
the barrel, but the shape of the stock left little doubt about what it was.
As I put the package into the overhead locker, one of the politicians leaned
forward with eyes wide open, then turned and said something to the athletic
man beside him. He started to get up and simultaneously all the younger men
reached into their coats. Every eye was on me when the politician called over
the steward and pointed to the locker.
The steward said in Portuguese “Excuse me sir, but what‟s in that bag?”
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I tried to be nonchalant as I replied in Portuguese “It‟s just an, umm, errr, …..
air gun.” I virtually whispered the last word but it seemed to ripple down the
plane. All the presumed body guards leaned towards me clutching whatever was
making the bulges under their coats.
The steward with eyes even wider than the politician said “I‟m sorry sir, but
we‟ll have to dispatch it with the luggage.” He then picked up the cloth bag,
holding it delicately balanced in two hands as though it were a baby or a bomb,
and walked down the aisle. I gave a big smile to everyone on the plane, which
got no response, then sat down and tried to look inconspicuous.

I became very attached to that air rifle. Although I don‟t like killing animals,
the gun became an essential tool. It had to be in perfect condition and do its job
or I would lose a specimen or, worse still, maim it and make it suffer before I
could dispatch it. In past times, collectors, such as Henry Walter Bates and
Alfred Russell Wallace, made their living and attained fame largely because of
their hunting abilities. I regarded the hunting as a necessity, and did not
consider the gun as part of my personality, as occurs in the USA and some other
ethically underdeveloped nations.
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Photo 12.2 Xavier Desmier, and Tânia Sanaiotti holding a yellow-tail cribo and a
green vine snake at Alter do Chão. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I realized the difference between a gun as a tool and a gun as an image
enhancer when I was visited by a young French man, Xavier Desmier. He had
been a member of Jacques Cousteau‟s Amazon expedition, which must have been
one of the most memorable experiences possible for any young photographer. We
had a good time together near Manaus during the expedition and he asked if he
could return to photograph the animals we studied at Alter do Chão.
My mother had visited me some months earlier and left an Italian-made straw
hat she used as protection from the tropical sun. I inherited her pasty
complexion, so the hat was good protection for my nose. However, it had an
added advantage. The straw brim could be flicked up to allow sighting down the
barrel of a rifle. It therefore became my hunting hat.
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Xavier planned to sell the photos to magazines that wanted Indiana
Jones-style stories. I wasn‟t much to look at, but by getting the right angle
Xavier could give the impression of a crocodile-Dundee character. That is, if I
wasn‟t wearing a lady‟s Italian straw hat! It is good for your pride to have
someone following you around to photograph you in heroic stances, but it can
be a bit overwhelming. You don‟t have any privacy and it is disconcerting when
you duck behind a bush to relieve yourself only to find that you are staring into
a camera lens.
At first, I tried telling Xavier every time I wanted a bit of privacy, but that
didn‟t work and seemed artificial. In the end, I found that the best thing to do
when I didn‟t want to be photographed was to put on the straw hat. Xavier hated
it and would wander away grumbling whenever I did.
Snake photographs are more appealing to adventure-magazine readers than
lizard photographs, and the bigger the better. The yellow-tail cribo149 is, apart
from the boas, probably the biggest snake at Alter do Chão, and we wanted to
catch one for Xavier. It looks like an Australian tiger snake and it is difficult for
an Australian to lose the feeling that the big colubrids must be venomous, which
they aren‟t. In fact, cribos are not only nonvenomous, they are extremely calm
and reluctant to bite if you handle them gently.
I was walking through flooded grassland beside a lake when I saw a large
yellow-tail cribo fossicking in the leaves and I ran up and grabbed it by the tail
before it knew what was happening. It gave a few half-hearted attempts to
swing around and then just hung limp in my hand. With its tail held above
shoulder level, its head was touching the ground. I then slid one hand slowly
along its belly and grabbed it around the neck. Its attempts to pull out of my
grip were feeble and it ended up just curling around my forearm like an
oversized bangle.
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Photo 12.3 Jeni Magnusson pointing out something interesting on the way to the camp
site at Alter do Chão in 1995. In the background, her father is using the “hunting cap”
Xavier hated. Photographer unknown.

Happy with my capture, I decided to cut across a flooded section to get to the
track that would take me back to camp. Another snake of the same size was
swimming through the grass and I ran after it and grabbed its tail. It wasn‟t,
however, a yellow-tail cribo, it was a false water cobra150. These snakes are
mildly venomous, but more importantly they have a powerful bite and the habit
of hanging on if they do manage to sink their teeth in. As I had the cribo in my
right hand, I was trying to shake the false water cobra down by flicking my left
wrist, as I would have with an Australian elapid.
The snake I had in my left hand, however, was nothing like the cribo or other
snakes I had grabbed by the tail. It flung itself upwards and its jaws were
snapping shut near my ears and nose. My shaking had no effect except to put off
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its aim by a few inches, and it was obvious that I had to do something different
or take a bite to the face. Therefore, I started to spin around, relying on the
centrifugal force to keep its head away from me. It worked, and the snake could
not swing more than half way back towards me as I spun around.
That is, it worked for a while, but as I spun waiting for the snake to tire, I
started to lose focus and my spinning left me so dizzy that I started to stumble
through the grass and fell flat on my back into the water, letting go of the snake,
which was thrown into the bushes and made its escape. When I finally got my
bearings again and looked around, I was surprised to see that I still had the cribo
wrapped around my wrist. I hadn‟t hurt it and it hadn‟t escaped. When the
wooziness subsided, I decided that Xavier didn‟t really need to photograph a
false water cobra and I took the cribo back to camp.
As far as I know, Xavier never published any stories about Alter do Chão. He
is still a professional photographer and has received many awards, including
Wildlife Photographer of the Year in 2012. You can visit his site151 to see his
current work. However, he says that the life of a photographer is not easy these
days. The digital-photography revolution upped the ante and even amateurs like
me can take very good photographs, much better than professionals could
produce in the 1980s. To be at the top means that just being spectacular is not
enough; today his photographs really have to be outstanding - and they are!
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Photo 12.4 Liliana de Paiva with a yellow-tail cribo. These snakes have a
disconcerting similarity to Australian tiger snakes, but are harmless to humans and
generally very calm when captured. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

When we submitted the paper on lizard foraging, I included a statement that
most of the lizards were adults at the time of the study because of seasonal
reproduction, and one of the reviewers insisted that I take it out because Laurie
Vitt had shown that teiids had unseasonal reproduction in the Brazilian
northeast. I was annoyed that the reviewer could impose their preconceptions
based on a single study in another area, but I had to admit that I had no data to
back my claim. Therefore, I decided that I would collect lizards at Alter do
Chão every two months from February 1984 to May 1985.
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In that year, I collected 35 giant ameivas, 39 striped whiptails and 301
rainbow lizards. It seems a lot of lizards, but from my plot surveys I knew that
the number I had collected was not even one percent of the lizards on the
peninsula. An ethics committee would probably not allow such intensive
collecting anymore, and at the end of the year I was wondering whether
responding to an anonymous reviewer was justification for taking so many lives.
However, those lizards were used in studies of reproduction, growth, population
dynamics, thermoregulation, diet, energy flux and taxonomy. Therefore, the
number of results per lizard ended up being very high.
The first paper we published showed conclusively that all the teiids had
strongly seasonal reproduction, and that most of the species were probably
annuals, very few individuals living to two years old152. I hadn‟t expected that,
though it coincided with what we had found for ground-dwelling frogs153. It
seems that, in many places, it is generally better for small animals to invest in
reproduction rather than in long life spans. This also made me feel better about
the number of animals I had collected. The tiny dent I had made in the
population would be completely recovered by the next year.
Although I realized that most lizards spent a lot of time moving between
sunny and shady positions to regulate their temperature, I still thought of them
as cold-blooded animals in comparison to mammals and birds. It was a holdover
from popular books that seemed to relate body temperatures to mammalian
superiority. In fact, mammals tend to have body temperatures several degrees
lower than birds, which are just flying dinosaurs, and hence should be classified
as reptiles. However, I hadn‟t thought that the lizards would be hotter than the
majority of mammals.
The lizards could obviously be active at body temperatures lower than most
mammals can tolerate. Many of the rainbow lizards and giant ameivas were
moving around at body temperatures around 35°C154. If a human‟s core body
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temperature drops that low they are likely to enter into a coma and die. Our
temperature generally only varies around half a degree above or below normal
temperature, which is about 37°C. In contrast, the rainbow lizards were active at
temperatures from around 35°C to slightly over 41°C. They voluntarily reached
those temperatures and only seemed to be actively avoiding temperatures much
above 41°C. Human temperatures above 40°C indicate a medical emergency!

Photo 12.5 A rainbow lizard, Cnemidophorus lemniscatus, warming up in the
early-morning sun. The lizard will not forage until its body temperature
is about 40°C. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The body temperatures of the ameivas were generally in the same range, but
some had temperatures above 42°C and the data did not indicate that they were
actively avoiding higher temperatures. It may be that they would have accepted
higher temperatures if they had been compatible with foraging. The striped
whiptails did not have temperatures much above 40°C, but they had an
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interesting pattern not shown by the other species. Their temperatures varied
seasonally, peaking in August, which did not correspond to the period with the
highest air temperatures. It would be interesting to determine why they adjust
their temperatures differently depending on the time of year, but we have never
done so.
Scientists don‟t use the terms hot-blooded and cold-blooded. They talk about
ectotherms, which are organisms that make use of external heat sources to
regulate their temperatures, and endotherms, which generate heat within their
bodies to maintain their temperatures. Just as well, because otherwise I would
have had to refer to the lizards as hot-blooded, and hope that readers would
know that this means that mammals like us are relatively cold blooded.

Field work and even doing the analyses was stimulating, but it all leads up to
publication in a scientific journal, which is a very social business and not at all
as objective as we would like to think. Peer review is like democracy; it seems
too messy and subject to human frailties to work, but nobody has come up with
a better system.
When I finished my Ph.D., I submitted three papers to a major herpetological
journal, but all three were rejected by one of the referees, and therefore by the
editor. I was especially peeved by rejection of one paper that had two parts. One
reviewer said that the first part was first rate, but the second part wasn‟t worth
publishing. The other reviewer said that the first part was worthless, but that the
second part should be published. The editor wrote that the two reviewers were
in complete accordance about rejecting the paper!
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Photo 12.6 The first international scientific meeting I attended in 1980. That’s me
circled in the center. Among other things, I was the only person who didn’t have their
shirt buttoned to the collar. Photographer unknown.

I published the papers in other journals and was very interested to see that the
editor who had rejected my papers was giving a talk on the same subject at the
first scientific meeting I attended in the USA. I had expected new insights from
the editor, who was a World authority on the subject, but he basically just
summarized my papers. When I introduced myself to him after the talk, he said
“Oh! I didn‟t know you would be in the US, otherwise I would have invited you
to give the talk.” I just smiled and didn‟t ask him why he had rejected my
papers if he thought they were so good!
I had great trouble publishing our work on foraging mode. After the paper had
been rejected by three journals I just stuck it in a drawer and probably would have
forgotten about it. However, I got a letter from Harvey Pough, one of the
foremost experts on animal foraging and physiology, saying that he had reviewed
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the paper, but hadn‟t seen it in print and wanted to use it in his university lectures.
I wrote back saying that the paper had been rejected by the other reviewer and by
several other journals, and I had given up trying to get it published.
Harvey wrote back to me saying that I should publish it and giving me the
following advice:
“The manuscript about foraging mode is fascinating. I can‟t see why it‟s
being rejected, it looks solid to me. Possibly it questions the party line. If it‟s
made the round of four journals, it‟s probably been seen by all the big names
in lizard ecology in the U.S. and more submissions are unlikely to wear down
resistance. In the face of similar problems with heretical views of aerobic and
anaerobic metabolism, I found that by going to a European journal I was able
to get a different set of reviewers.”
However, the problem didn‟t seem to be with the big names. Laurie Vitt
wrote saying the following:
“I just received your letter and must admit, I am somewhat taken by the fact
that your manuscript has been rejected again. I simply can‟t understand
what‟s going on with the editors, particularly since both Huey and Pough
seem to like it.”
The main reason I couldn‟t get the paper past the editor, possibly combined
with my lousy writing style, was that the “big names” approved the paper, but a
second or third reviewer, often misinterpreting what the big names had
published, rejected it. With the limitations of space in journals, editors tended to
turn down anything that one of the reviewers rejected. Nevertheless, buoyed by
Harvey‟s and Laurie‟s support, I eventually submitted the paper to another
journal. Rather than risk a weak revision, I sent a list of potential reviewers to
the editor that only included the best in the field. It was accepted and has since
become one of my most cited papers155.
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Photo 12.7 Laurie Vitt (far left) and fellow rockers in the 1960s. It’s good to know that
herpetological science is in such trustworthy hands. Photographer unknown.

The incident kindled a long exchange of letters with Harvey over the
following years, and we even coauthored a chapter on foraging mode in a
book156. However, more importantly, I had discovered the importance of
persistence in publishing and not being put off by a few bad reviews. I would
later discover that many of the most famous books on my shelves had initially
been rejected by many publishers. Of course, it is much easier to keep
submitting articles today. There was no readily accessible internet in the 1980‟s,
manuscripts were posted to editors, who posted them to reviewers, and then the
process started again until the manuscript returned to my desk, which often took
eight months or more.
I also sometimes found it hard to be sure that my subjective interpretations of
lizard behavior had anything to do with what was going on in the animals‟
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minds, which must be very different from ours. Many researchers were
interested in how lizards perceived the World, but there was often no objective
way of determining whether a lizard was interested in a stimulus or not because
they don‟t talk or smile. Therefore, it became popular to record a lizard‟s
interest in an object by the number of tongue flicks it gave. As lizards use taste
the way mammals use smell, it was a bit like quantifying a dog‟s interest in
something by counting how often it sniffed.
The number of papers on lizard tongue flicks soared and I got a bit sick of
reading tongue-flick papers. After reading one on the responses of snakes to
mammal scent, feeling mischievous, I decided to write an obviously bogus
paper to a herpetological journal because I thought the editor would get a kick
out of it. I wrote that instead of investigating lizard behavior by tongue flicks, I
had investigated the responses of mammals to snakes by using tongue flicks.
The original idea came from a British comedy movie.
The “paper” entitled “Can tongue flicks be used to measure non-snake prey
sensitivity” went like this. I had secured specimens of the largest primate in the
area that I had not yet been able to identify. For non-biologist readers, I should
point out that the largest species of primate almost everywhere in the World,
except for a few tiny areas in Africa with gorillas, is Homo sapiens, better
known as humans. I had put a cardboard collar around the primates‟ necks so
they couldn‟t see their lower bodies and then passed boa constrictors over their
thighs. The most obvious result I had obtained was that there was an apparent
sex difference in response. The males opened their mouths in a wide gape and
stuck out their tongues rigidly as though unpleasantly surprised. In contrast, the
females licked their lips with a circular motion as though in anticipation of
something pleasant. I sprinkled plenty of probability values and other scientific
jargon throughout the text. It is in the notes section if you are interested157.
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Photo 12.8 A Boa constrictor, the species I used in the farcical experiment on the effect
of snakes on human tongue flicks. Snakes use their tongues to detect smells the way we
use our nose. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Of course, I had thought that the editor might not find the parody funny, but I
was caught off guard by his reaction. He wrote “I am afraid that your
manuscript cannot be accepted for publication in this journal because it consists
of laboratory work. It is against the policy of this journal to publish such
original research, as stated on the inside back cover of each issue. Although
your project was very basic and uncomplicated, it does represent “an
experiment”, therefore making it unsuitable for this journal. I suggest you
expand the manuscript a bit and submit it to the Journal of Herpetology.” I don‟t
know if he was serious or was just continuing my joke, but I never had the
courage to ask!

Wrong Again

13

It is easy to see which savanna plants are important for herbivorous lizards, such
as this Iguana iguana, but much harder to determine which plants provide the
energy for insectivorous species. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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When we examined the diet of the lizards, I was surprised to find many seeds
in their stomachs, some of which even germinated when we sowed them on
Petri dishes158. The lizards didn‟t eat the fruits incidentally. We would often
watch rainbow lizards waiting under a murici159 tree. When a fruit fell, the
lizards rushed over to be the first to grab it. However, the rainbow lizards rarely
swallowed the seed. They just nibbled off the soft pulp and left the seed nearby.
In contrast, the giant ameivas swallowed the murici seeds whole and probably
carried them long distances before they had passed through the digestive tract.
The striped whiptails also dispersed the seeds of wild manioc160, but we are
unsure why. They did not appear to eat the pulp of the fruit, which is quite big
in relation to the size of the lizard‟s head. Rather, they seemed to be picking up
the dry seeds from the ground and the only explanation we could think of was
that the seeds had patterns on them that made them look like beetles.
None of the lizards we studied ate green vegetation, though the large iguanas
we occasionally saw in the area ate the leaves of many plants. We saw another
species of rainbow lizard161 eating leaves on an island in the Los Frailes
Arquipelago in the Caribbean. It was the same size as the rainbow lizards at
Alter do Chão, but was bright yellow with no blue on its head. The lizards left
bite marks on the leaves of the seaside plants, which looked as though someone
had taken to them with pinking shears. This raised many questions in our minds
as to why the closely related species in the Amazon did not eat leaves. Is it
because there are no competitors for leaves on the island, because the leaves
there are more nutritious, because there are fewer insect prey on the island,
because the lack of predators on the island allowed the lizards to subsist on a
diet that made them less agile, or something else? We continue to ponder those
questions, but have not come up with a convincing answer.
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The paper on what the lizards ate led us into a series of studies that moved us
from basic natural history into what would be called ecosystem ecology.
Examining the stomach contents of the lizards I had collected led us to believe
that the difference between the diets of adult and juvenile lizards was mainly
due to the size of the prey, and not the type of insects they ate. There were some
differences in the diets of the large and small lizards within the same species,
but these were much less than the differences between lizards of the same size
but different species162.

Photo 13.1 Savanna lizards at Alter do Chão, such as this Kentropyx striatus,
sometimes eat fruits, but most of their dietary energy comes from insects.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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We had not expected that, because our studies of frogs had shown greater
differences in the type of prey taken between different size classes within the
same species than there were between the same size frogs of different species163.
We probably would have concluded that the lizards were very different from the
frogs if we hadn‟t become interested in the relationship between the population
dynamics of the lizards and fire.
Savannas everywhere in the World are subject to regular fires, and the area
around Alter do Chão is no exception. Many studies had shown that the
proportion of the area covered by grasses and sedges increases with the
frequency of fire, and that the area will eventually be covered by bushes and
trees if you exclude fires. At first, we just studied the direct effects of fire on the
lizards, but burning the area appeared to have little effect on the density of
lizards164. This is perhaps to be expected, because the savanna lizards are
restricted to areas that burn frequently, and therefore must have evolved
efficient methods to avoid negative effects of fire, whether from direct mortality
or from loss of cover and food.
The importance of fire altering the proportions of grassland and shrubland
was only brought home to me by chance meetings in the INPA corridors with
Reynaldo Victoria and Luiz Martinelli, who everyone just calls Zebu. They
worked with Albertina‟s ex-husband, Bruce Forsberg, in a big project
investigating energy fluxes associated with the Amazon River. Bruce was
interested in where the fish got their energy; whether it was from algae, floating
grass mats on the river, or from flooded forest.
You couldn‟t see the fish feeding in the murky water and in any case you
didn‟t know whether the animals they fed on got their energy from one sort of
plant or another. However, Reinaldo and Zebu knew how to follow the carbon
that was fixed by the plants through the food chain to the fish. They studied
stable isotopes, which are forms of carbon and other elements that have
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different molecular weights, but do not decay with time like the isotopes of
Uranium that are used to generate atomic energy.

Photo 13.2 Fires are frequent in the savannas of Alter do Chão and they alter the
structure of the vegetation by favoring grasses over bushes and trees.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The proportion of the two forms of carbon is just about the same everywhere
in the atmosphere at any given time, but different types of plants absorb
different quantities when they undertake photosynthesis, which means that you
can tell who originally fixed the carbon that is in the tissues of an animal by
determining the proportions of the different isotopes. So-called C4 plants,
which include most tropical grasses, have more of the heavy isotope and
C3 plants, which includes bushes and trees, have less. Reinaldo and Zebu
worked for the Center for Nuclear Energy in Agriculture (CENA) and had
access to the sophisticated equipment necessary to do the analyses.
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I realized that if they could distinguish the isotope signals from floating
grasses and flooded forest they would be able to do the same with savanna
grasses and savanna shrubs. We first confirmed that by analyzing the isotopic
signatures of many species of plants in the savanna165, and used the information
to estimate how much energy the lizards got from the grasses and how much
they got from the shrubs and trees166.
That was when we realized just how wrong we had been about the similarity
between the diets of juveniles and adults. It was true that they basically ate the
same types of prey, mainly herbivorous insects, but the insects the juveniles ate
had mainly been feeding on grass, and the insects that comprised most of the
diet of adults fed mostly on bushes or trees. That is, the juveniles and adults
were not even on the same food chains!
This made us realize just how different the ecology of lizards and most other
ectotherms was from the ecology of birds and mammals. Many people had
studied the relationships among species of mammals and birds and concluded
that they avoided interspecific competition by eating different foods. Similar
stories had been told about lizards, but we now realized how unrealistic they
were. You don‟t have to worry much about the size or age of a bird or mammal
if you are studying food chains. The babies eat different food than the adults,
but that is provided by their parents until they are large enough to eat the same
things that all the other members of the same species are eating. Baby lizards
and snakes look after themselves and are free to eat things that their parents
can‟t catch.
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Photo 13.3 Trees and shrubs grow amongst grasses in the savanna, but they fix carbon
differently. Small lizards tend to eat insects that feed on grasses, while larger lizards
catch insects that feed mainly on trees and shrubs. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Most frogs hatch as tadpoles, which are mainly vegetarian and dependent on
food chains originating from algae in ponds. The adults eat insects and other
small animals that get their energy from food chains starting with terrestrial plants.
That they are on different food chains is obvious. Small frogs still eat different
types of prey than their parents after they metamorphose, but we always assumed
that those prey came from the same food chains as the prey of adults. Now we
were no longer so sure. The small lizards ate similar types of prey to those of the
adults, but were not dependent on the same primary producers. That is, they were
not only different ecological species from the adults, they were from different
ecosystems. This reduces the potential for competition and simplifies things for
the lizards. However, the complex relationships, which change continually as the
animal grows, make it much harder for lizard ecologists to tell simple just-so
stories about competition like those told about birds and mammals.

More Islands

14

Lizards, like this Uranoscodon superciliosus, are bitten by mosquitoes, and they
suffer from parasites, such as malaria. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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Islands are special for biologists. There are generally only a limited number
of options for evolution in the short term167, so once a group of animals or
plants have hit on a good strategy they tend to dominate that way of life,
making it hard for other groups to compete. However, islands are often
colonized by only a few species, allowing different groups to occupy ways of
living monopolized by another lineage in other parts of the World, and these
convergences reveal much about the opportunities and restrictions for the
evolution of life.
Some biologists have made visiting islands the central theme of their studies.
However, after my experience on Hopkins Island as a teenager, I have only
looked for lizards and snakes on large, famous islands, such as those of the
Galapagos and New Guinea, or incidentally while snorkeling on coral reefs.
Nevertheless, the lizards and snakes of those few islands impressed me.
New Guinea is really only an honorary island. It is so big and so recently
attached to Australia that its fauna is not as unique as those of other islands
isolated by vast tracks of ocean. Nonetheless, it holds the remnants of a fauna
that once covered most of Australasia and was eliminated as the Australian
continent drifted into the dry mid-latitudes. I visited Papua New Guinea for a
few weeks in 1988 with Marc Hero and Zilca Campos and we took the
opportunity for quick trips into the interior. The area around the capital, Port
Moresby, is dry, and the landscape dominated by grasslands and scattered
eucalypts. It looked almost identical to the wooded savannas of northern
Australia, only a few hundred kilometers away across the Torres Strait.
We took a local minibus into the highlands and across the dividing range to
Lae. As soon as the bus started climbing into the mountains, we could see why
the fauna and flora is so different from that found in Australia. Whereas most of
Australia is covered by plains, the greater part of New Guinea is mountainous.
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The country is so rugged that 50,000 people living in some of the central valleys
were not known to the rest of the World until 1938.

Photo 14.1 The Papuan death adder, Acanthophis rugosus, is a species of the family
Elapidae that is convergent in form on the New World vipers. It is one of the deadliest
species of snake in Australasia. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

We spent time in the Varirata National Park, which is close to Port Moresby,
and I photographed the local skinks. They looked much like the species in
Australia, as did the local death adders. However, I was overjoyed when we
went out at night and found an amethystine python168. I had never seen one in
the wild before. This is the largest snake in Australasia, and said to be the sixth
largest in the World. However, unlike most of the big boas and pythons, it is
relatively thin. The one we found was about 2 m long, but it was not difficult to
handle. Presumably, it is one of the major predators on the diverse marsupials
and birds for which New Guinea is famous.
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While the skinks and pythons were interesting, I could have found the same
or similar species in northern Australia. What I wanted to see was a New
Guinea ground boa169. They are also called viper boas, though their distribution
does not overlap with that of any of the true vipers. Because they are short and
fat, and have distinct triangular heads, they could easily be confused with a
Papuan death adder, and this is possibly a case of mimicry.
The boas in New Guinea spend all or most of their time on the ground, and
they may be ecological equivalents of rainbow boas in South America. We
found one crawling sluggishly along the ground in dense rainforest, and I lay on
the ground to photograph it close up. If I had to give a one-word description of
the snake, it would be “nondescript”. It had keeled scales, making it appear
rough and allowing it to blend in with leaf litter. The ridges running along each
side of its head that enclosed its eyes made it look much like a death adder, and
I looked carefully at its tail to make sure it wasn‟t one before picking it up.
It was a strange snake in a strange land, so why did I find it so unexpected?
The boas and pythons basically appear to have divided up the World. The
live-bearing boas are almost all found in the New World and the egg-laying
pythons are all found in the Old World. There are only two exceptions: a
lineage of boas found in Madagascar and the genus Candoia, which includes the
New Guinea ground boa, that occurs in New Guinea and other islands close by.
How did they get there? Nobody knows. Genetic studies indicate that New
Guinea boas have been separate from the New World boas for at least
40 million years. Did their remote ancestors ride land masses as they shifted
apart by continental drift, or did some ancestor take an improbably long sea
voyage? Would there have been more species of boas there if the pythons
hadn‟t got there first? I watched the snake crawl slowly into the undergrowth of
the rainforest, not only strange, but a stranger in a strange world, and I wished
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that I could see into the past to find out what its remote ancestors had done to
put it so out of place.

Photo 14.2 The New Guinea ground boa, Candoia aspera, is sometimes called the viper
boa because it more closely resembles a death adder, which also isn’t a viper, than
South American boas. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Caribbean islands are just about the complete opposite to New Guinea. They
are geologically recent, have depauperate faunas and are tiny. I did not start
thinking about Caribbean islands because of their famous radiations of the little
Anolis lizards, but because of correspondence with Jos Schall. I had started
writing to Jos because of his studies on lizard malaria. We generally think of
malaria as a human disease, but that is a limited and comparatively recent
phenomenon. Birds and lizards have their own types of malaria and, since my
experience with linguatulids in Merv Hay‟s death adders, I had been interested
in the microscopic enemies that determine who lives and who dies.
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I had hoped to bring Jos to Manaus in 1984 to collaborate on a study of
malaria in rainbow lizards, especially to see whether the parthenogenetic
species were more vulnerable than the species with two sexes. However,
bureaucracy to obtain permission from the federal government, combined with
my limited administrative capabilities, meant that we never got it together.
Nevertheless, I followed Jos‟ instructions and put blood samples from lizards on
microscope slides to see whether the local lizards were infected, and his
technician examined images of the slides.
Sure enough, there was lizard malaria in the Amazon, and almost all the giant
ameivas I collected carried malaria, including giant forms similar to those that
Jos had studied in Africa. However, none of the rainbow lizards were infected,
though there were haemogregarine170 parasites in their blood. As all the lizards
were in good condition, it seems that the blood parasites do not have any acute
effects. The lack of malaria in the rainbow lizards also dampened Jos‟ interest in
the project.
During our correspondence, Jos mentioned his interest in herbivory in
whiptail lizards on Caribbean islands that were closely related to the rainbow
lizards in the Amazon. I had associated lizard herbivory with large body size
and slow habits, so I doubted that the relatively small and agile whiptails would
eat significant quantities of vegetable material. All the species of teiid lizards I
had studied occasionally ate fruits, but none of them ate many flowers or any
leaves, and insects provided most of their energy needs. I suggested that he was
probably mistaken about the prevalence of vegetation in the diet of the
Caribbean whiptails.
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Photo 14.3 Cnemidophorus flavissimus on Los Frailes in 2005. Life on the desert
islands is difficult and the Cnemidophorus species there often browse on leaves of
succulent plants. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I was totally wrong, and Jos later published a paper on Bonaire whiptail
lizards171 with Denise Dearing showing that the species not only eats large
quantities of flowers and fruits, its intestinal tract may be adapted to digesting
the cellulose that constitutes most of the material in plant matter and makes it so
indigestible for us. This got me thinking about my preconceptions in relation to
what lizards can do. Convergence is ubiquitous in nature and very often one
lineage of animals or plants does not take up a particular way of living because
some other group is already doing it, rather than because of an inherent
limitation in their design.
The Bonaire whiptail is fairly large for a species in the genus Cnemidophorus,
and I imagined that it was evolving into a large herbivorous morphotype. I have
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never seen a Bonaire whiptail, but when I saw the bright blue whiptails on San
Andrés Island, which are said to belong to the same species complex as the
rainbow lizards I had studied, my preconceptions were confirmed. I didn‟t see
what it ate, but it was much larger than the species that goes by the same name
at Alter do Chão. I assumed that the island whiptails could eat a lot of
vegetation because they were relatively big.
I was only forced to change my opinion when I went snorkeling on one of the
Los Frailes islands off the north coast of Venezuela. There I saw
Cnemidophorus flavissimus, a bright yellow whiptail with similar size and
behavior to those at Alter do Chão. I filmed them as they clambered among the
desert plants looking for succulent leaves, which they bit into, leaving
characteristic semicircular holes on the edges of the leaves, similar to those
made by leaf-cutter ants. These island lizards had taken on the role of
grasshoppers or rabbits on the mainland. It may be that if another meteorite
causes mass extinctions, as happened at the end of the age of the dinosaurs, it
will be lizards and not cows that graze the meadows of the future.

New Guinea is a mainland, and the Caribbean islands are close to or have
been attached to the mainland in the recent past. Ideas about the evolution of
island faunas are generally associated with remote oceanic islands, and the most
famous are those in the Galapagos Archipelago. In 1986, I went with Renato
Cintra to the Galapagos to see what lizards could do when left to themselves for
millions of years.
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Photo 14.4 The Galapagos land iguana, Conolophus subcristatus, eats vegetation that
is in short supply on the arid Galapagos islands. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The Galapagos Islands lie in the Pacific Ocean about 900 km from South
America. As they are the tips of extinct volcanoes, they originally had no land
life, but a few hardy groups have made the ocean crossing. The only native
mammal on the Galapagos is a small rat. There are no deer, kangaroos or
elephants, so the role of large herbivores was taken over by the ancestors of
giant land tortoises. Most of the birds are marine or estuarine species and the
only dryland species are Darwin‟s finches, a dove, a flycatcher, a rail and a
hawk. There are three to five species of snakes depending on the authority you
consult. All are in the genus Pseudalsophis, and probably all derived from a
single ancestral species, though this is also debated. They do what small snakes
that are generally less than a forearm in length do in other parts of the world;
they eat small fish, lizards and mammals. A famous video172 made by the BBC
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shows masses of snakes pursuing a baby iguana, but it is generally hard to find
a snake on the Galapagos.
The Galapagos lava lizards173 look like and act much like the Australian tree
skink174 and Tropidurus species in South America. They are about a hand span
long, as wide as my thumb, and their generally grey color blends in with the
lava rocks. However, they have one characteristic that sets them apart from just
about all the other lizards, or for that matter almost all other animals; the
females are more colorful than the males. Much like the males in many species
of iguanids, the female lava lizards had bright-red throats.
Perhaps sexual selection for color in females could be stronger in the
Galapagos because there were fewer predators. In other places, it should be just
as advantageous for males to select brightly colored, and hence apparently
healthy, females as it would be for females to select brightly colored males.
However, at some times, females are laden with eggs and have to be cryptic to
avoid predators. No point in selecting a healthy-looking female as a mate if she
ends up dead before laying the eggs. Except in the few species that form stable
pair bonds, a female does not lose anything if her mate dies soon after donating
his sperm and she can thus afford to choose gaudy ones.
We suggested to the head of the research station that it would be interesting
to see what would happen if a female lost her bright colors. She agreed and gave
us some nontoxic paint to try a preliminary experiment. We painted female lava
lizards with the dull-colored paint, never suspecting how disastrous that would
be for them. The males not only no longer thought they were potential mates,
they thought that they were competing males. The poor females approached the
males figuratively batting their eyelids and the males attacked them mercilessly,
driving them from one male territory to another. Renato and I decided that the
possible scientific gains of a future experiment did not justify the stress to the
lizards and we never took it any further.
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Photo 14.5 A female Galapagos lava lizard, Microlophus albemarlensis. This is one of
the few species of lizard in the World in which the females are more colorful
than the males. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Plant-eating iguanas are common over much of South America, but nowhere
are they the dominant herbivores. Almost anywhere you find them, much more
of the vegetation will be eaten by mammals, leaf-cutter ants, or even leaf-eating
birds, such as rheas and guans. However, when the first iguanas reached the
Galapagos, presumably by rafting almost 1000 km over the open ocean, they
found a land with no large mammals, no leaf-eating birds, and no leaf-cutter
ants. The vegetation was almost all theirs, and they only had to compete with
the slow and ungainly tortoises.
The first colonizers diversified into several species of land iguanas and one
species of marine iguana. The land iguanas all look much the same, but occur
on different islands. In some places, they were so dense that we had to watch
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where we stepped because they regarded us with disdain and expected us to go
around them. They were about the same size as green iguanas on the mainland,
but their dull grey or yellow coloring blended in with the exposed soil. I have
seen photographs of masses of rabbits that proliferated after their introduction to
remote islands without predators. The iguanas of the Galapagos have
commandeered the rabbit niche.
The animals that I most wanted to see, however, were the marine iguanas.
These large black iguanas are majestic as they sunbake perched on the black
lava rocks overlooking the sea, but it isn‟t their appearance that makes them so
special; it‟s their diet. Marine iguanas dive into the cold ocean water and can
swim more than nine meters down to graze on algae growing on the rocks. They
don‟t spend much time in the water and afterwards must bask to warm up and
digest their meal.
No other terrestrial animal feeds mainly on marine algae. Fish are the only
living vertebrates except for the marine iguanas that specialize on this food
source, though Steller‟s sea cow175, a giant marine manatee of the arctic, did so
until it was hunted to extinction by sailors in the 1700s. I wondered if
algae-feeding lizards have not evolved in other places because there are too
many predators, or if it is just that there has not been anywhere else that huge
numbers of herbivorous lizards have been so close to the sea for so long. Would
the marine iguanas be able to establish if they ever rafted to a suitable coast on a
continent? Maybe we will find out if the Galapagos Islands can be protected for
a few more million years!
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Photo 14.6 A marine iguana, Amblyrhynchus cristatus, recently returned from diving
in the sea. These are the only lizards, and possibly the only terrestrial vertebrates,
that eat only marine algae. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Where Are They?

15

Snakes, such as this Oxybelis fulgidus, are common in the forest, but can be very
hard to see. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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While research was deepening our knowledge of lizards, where snakes were
when they weren‟t making brief appearances in our World remained a mystery.
This was just curiosity about the majority of snakes, but of practical
significance in the case of venomous species. Even when a snake bit someone
and they killed it, the victim did not seem to see the snake very well. I hadn‟t
been in the Amazon very long when I took a trip up river. Our guides said that a
boy who lived in one of the scattered houses along the bank had been bitten by a
snake and we went to see if we could be of help.
The lad was about 12 years old and his father said that he had been bitten by
a surucucu, which is the local name for the bushmaster176, the largest and most
feared snake in the Amazon. I had seen one in Reserva Ducke and was
impressed by its size. It‟s head was as big as my clenched fist and curled up it
looked like a huge Mexican hat thrown on the ground. Unlike most snakes, its
scales overlapped little and were knobby, like a cobbled road. It did nothing as I
sat in front of it to take a photograph, but I had heard that they could strike half
their body length, which in this case would have been about a meter and half.
They often strike above the knee, which makes snake gaiters useless, and their
fangs leave puncture wounds several finger widths apart.
I looked at the boy‟s leg, which was badly swollen and slightly yellowish
around the puncture marks that were just above his ankle. They were exuding a
transparent reddish liquid and he was obviously in great pain. His relatives were
preparing a boat to take him to a hospital, many hours away, where he could
receive antivenom. However, I doubted that the bite was from a bushmaster.
Although a baby of that species might be able to leave punctures so close
together, I had never, and still haven‟t, heard of anyone being bitten by a baby
bushmaster. Therefore, I told the stricken parents to wait while I went to see if I
could find the snake that the boy said he had killed.
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Photo 15.1 A bushmaster, Lachesis muta, looks like a big Mexican hat thrown on the
ground when curled up. Individuals may remain in the same place for weeks at a time.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

His father took me to where the incident had occurred but I didn‟t like my
chances of finding the snake as it had been several hours since the boy was bitten
and the snake might have recovered and crawled away or scavengers could have
taken the body. We crossed a fallow field and entered into low regrowth forest
with lots of understory plants and deep leaf litter. The father pointed to where the
snake had been, but at first I couldn‟t see it because it was lying in an almost
life-like position. The mottled browns and yellows of its back made it blend in
with the fallen leaves and I could see why the boy had stepped on it.
When I picked it up, it squirmed, either in death throws or post-mortem
twitches. I was careful not to get within striking distance of the head, but the
snake had been cut almost in half by a machete. It was only the thickness of my
thumb and, obviously, a lance-head viper and not a bushmaster. I gave the snake
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to the boy‟s father, told him to show it to the doctors, and to tell them to give
him lance-head and not bushmaster antivenom.
I was used to Australia, where snake bite and snake-bite death are rare events.
In South America, thousands of people are bitten by vipers, and hundreds die
every year. Vipers tend to have venom that destroys tissues locally rather than
causing complete nervous-system collapse, as is the case for many Australian
elapids. That means that, although they cause debilitating tissue necrosis, on
average they are probably less likely to kill you than Australian snakes.
South American vipers kill so many people for two reasons. The first is that,
unlike most elapids, they rely on camouflage rather than movement to avoid
being killed by other predators. It is therefore very easy to step on one,
especially if you are intent on another activity, such as clearing land with a
machete. The second reason is that many poor people in South America live far
from reliable transport systems and even further from hospitals with antivenom.
Most snake-bite deaths in South America happen because the victim did not get
to hospital in time.

I do not use snake garters, I am too wimpy to walk long distances in rubber
boots, and I generally don‟t use shoes when I am in the forest. Knowing the
density of vipers in Reserva Ducke and other places where I work, and how
well camouflaged they are, I often wonder why I have never stepped on a snake
and been bitten. Most Indians used to wander around the forest without shoes
and very few of them were bitten considering the amount of time they spent in
places literally crawling with snakes. An incident in Reserva Ducke gave me a
clue to a possible reason.
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Photo 15.2 Lance-head vipers, like this Bothrox atrox, are well camouflaged when
curled up on fallen leaves and it is easy to tread on one, especially if you are
concentrating on something else. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I was walking down a track and my girlfriend was following. She stopped a
little behind me and said in Portuguese “Why didn‟t you tell me the snake was
there?”
I asked “What snake?”
She replied “That lance-head viper you just stepped over!”
I looked at the ground and saw the meter-long lancehead viper stretched
across the track I had just passed and said “I‟m sorry, I didn‟t see it.”
Angrily, she said “Don‟t tell me that! I saw your foot was coming straight
down on it and you altered your stride to step over it.”
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Of course I just put it down to her imagination and, like many male partners
before me, I just let her have her opinion to avoid discussing something in the
past that could no longer be proven. Many years later, I read books about our
unconscious brain177, and I am no longer so sure that she was wrong.
The unconscious part of the brain that does most of the important things for
us, such as telling us when to breathe or when to blink, can process millions of
bits of information per second. The conscious brain that we use to make rational
decisions can only process dozens of bits of information per second. Therefore,
we may use the conscious brain to decide when and where to walk, but the act
of walking is governed by the unconscious brain. It makes all the decisions, and
more importantly it does not tell us about them.
The classic experiments have been carried out on blind people who have had
the vision areas of the brain destroyed by strokes or other catastrophes, but
whose eyes and their connection to the hind brain, where much of our
unconscious resides, were unaffected. Those people firmly believed that they
could not see, but if tricked to walk down a corridor that they have been told has
no obstacles, they steer around things they can‟t see that are put in front of them.
That is, their conscious brain can‟t see, but their unconscious brain can. It uses
the information, but does not communicate it to the conscious brain.
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Photo 15.3 Bill Magnusson and Guilherme Mourão in the Pantanal in 1987. Bill has
been walking around Brazilian wilderness areas barefoot for more than 35 years and
has never stepped on a snake. Photo by Zilca Campos.

Could it be that my unconscious brain saw the snake, made my feet deviate,
but didn‟t tell me about it? Could that be part of the reason that we see so few
snakes? Humans are born with an aversion to snake-like forms; they don‟t have
to learn that fear rationally. Could it be that avoiding treading on snakes is so
important, like breathing and making your heart beat, that the function was
transferred to the unconscious brain long ago in our evolution and that is why
we consciously see so few snakes?
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Most poor people are bitten by snakes because their need to make a
livelihood puts them into a position that neither they nor the snake wanted. In
contrast, most richer people get bitten when they do something stupid. I am no
exception. The only time I have been bitten by a viper was when I was showing
someone how to catch a snake without getting bitten.
Barbara Mann, a thin blonde Canadian, visited Manaus in 1988 and went to
Reserva Ducke to help with several research projects. As with all my helpers, I
told her not to mess with vipers because it would upset them and they might bite
the next person who came along. However, I made no restrictions about other
species.
It was late at night and I had just laid down to sleep in our shelter on the
banks of Acarástream when Barbara walked in and asked if I could identify a
snake for her. I was already starting to drift off and I grumpily told her to tie the
bag to the rafters and I would look at the snake in the morning. There was a lot
of work to be done and for some reason the next day I didn‟t look at the bag that
was strung among other equipment. It was only when I woke up a day later that
I looked up and saw the plastic bag and the distinctive yellow tail on the little
snake; Barbara had caught a lance-head viper.
I was angry and I stormed down to the stream where Barbara was taking a
bath. I said “Didn‟t I tell you not to catch vipers?”
She replied “Oh! I didn‟t know; it was so calm.”
I said “They might look calm because they just sit there, but vipers are so fast
that sometimes people don‟t even see when they are bitten.”
Barbara said “Oh! So that‟s what happened. I thought that I was bitten by an
ant when I was catching the snake.” She then held up her hand, which was
swollen, a nasty yellow color, and with purple bands on the joints.
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Photo 15.4 Thirty years later, Bill’s finger still shows the effects of a bite by a tiny
lancehead viper. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

I said that it was too late to take antivenom and that it was good that it was a
little snake because the babies usually had more neurotoxins than chemicals that
cause necrosis. Otherwise, she might have lost a finger. I told her to come up to
the camp and I would show her how to catch any snake from then on.
When Barbara was ready, I shook the little snake out of the bag onto the
sandy soil. It curled up and assumed a striking stance. I pinned it behind the
head with a stick held in my right hand. As I am right handed, that was my first
mistake. It meant that I would have to pick it up with my left hand. I then
grabbed it behind the head with my thumb and middle finger, with my
forefinger on top of its head. When I looked up to explain to Barbara how to do
it, the little snake squirmed around in the soft sand and drove one its fangs
under the fingernail of my index finger.
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As Barbara hadn‟t suffered any severe necrosis I figured that I wouldn‟t need
antivenom, but a black blister formed on the tip of my finger, which gave me
severe pain for several days, and I ended up losing half my finger nail. If you
want lessons on catching venomous snakes, just ask me and I‟ll find someone
else to help you!

We knew that snakes could be nearby without anybody noticing them. Our
shelter was only a few meters from the stream and a lance-head viper took up
residence among the bushes between the water and the poles we had erected to
support hammocks. It did not try to hide, but just sat curled up on the leaf litter.
As some of our visitors were desperately afraid of snakes we figured it would be
best not to tell them about our scaly friend. None of the visitors saw it, and we
would often have to look carefully to see it even though it was completely
exposed on the leaf litter. It was obvious that if we wanted to work out how
much time the snakes spent exposed on the surface and how often they were in
underground dens we would need something other than our eyes to find them.
An opportunity came when Clarence L. Abercrombie III, better known just as
Ab, came to work at INPA. Ab was in his forties, thin haired and with an
ever-present engaging grin. He was from South Carolina, and in every way a
southern gentleman. He talked quietly, listened attentively, and enjoyed nothing
more than helping other people learn about biology. He exuded goodness, and I
often found myself thinking “I wish I could be like that.” I hope that at least a
little of his benevolence rubbed off.
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Photo 15.5 Clarence (Ab) Abercrombie and Thierry Gasnier measuring the
temperature of a baby caiman in July 1987. Ab’s help was critical for our
radio-telemetry studies of snakes. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Ab brought radio transmitters and had experience working with snakes in the
USA. Snakes do not have a good body form for fixing transmitters, so you have
to implant them surgically. This takes a lot of skill and experience because the
transmitter has to be where it won‟t interfere with the snake‟s movement or
feeding and the antenna has to be strung along the snake‟s body under its skin.
If Ab hadn‟t come to help us, I am sure that we never would have studied snake
movements.
We started with arrow-head vipers near our camp in Reserva Ducke. We
caught two, took them back to the laboratory in Manaus and Ab surgically
implanted the radios. I was impressed by the way he handled the snakes. No
grasping them around the neck; he just induced them to enter a narrow pipe. The
snake could then be pushed forward and it couldn‟t turn around to bite you or get
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into a striking position. We kept them a few weeks to make sure that they had
healed and were feeding normally before releasing them where we caught them.
The snakes seemed to have been little affected by the experience and curled
up close to where we released them. From then on, they spent most of the time
immobile, only moving from one ambush site to another every few days. Even
with the radio signal indicating that the snake was close by, we often had
difficulty seeing it sitting on the leaf litter, and we always worried that we might
step on a snake before seeing it. The trick was to point the receiving antenna at
the ground directly in front of you and then raise it slowly. If the snake was still
far to the front, the signal would get louder as you lifted the antenna. If it were
directly in front of you, the signal would get weaker as you lifted the antenna.
I was tracking one of the snakes and using the lifting trick to see how far
away the snake was. As I lifted the antenna, the signal got louder so I took a few
steps forward, but then the signal dropped to almost imperceptible. I turned
around and when I lifted the antenna the signal increased, but two steps further
on, it faded out again. Perplexed, I turned around and repeated the process, but
this time I bumped the palm leaf that was over the trail. This caused the snake to
fall off the leaf onto my shoulder and to the ground, whereupon it slithered off
quickly. Each time I had turned around I had ducked under the leaf and my head
must have been only a few finger widths from the snake! From then on, I made
sure that if the signal got stronger when I lifted the antenna it wasn‟t because
the snake was perched above ground.
We followed few snakes, but the results were important for another study178,
because they showed that the lance-head vipers spent much more time away
from the streams than our casual observations had indicated. They also showed
that the number of times we registered their presence was very small in relation
to the number of times that we were near them. Lance-head vipers have a
reputation for aggressiveness, but that, fortunately, is a myth.
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Photo 15.6 Unlike the common arrow-head viper, Bothrops atrox, Bothriopsis taeniata
spends most of its time above ground in low bushes and trees. It does not occur in
Reserva Ducke. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

We were fairly relaxed around the vipers at Reserva Ducke. We knew that we
could be bitten, but there was a hospital and antivenom close by. In any case,
despite the possibly disfiguring local effects, you were very likely to survive.
When Thierry Gasnier was bitten by a small lance-head viper during his lizard
work, he showed only moderate symptoms and I suggested that he not take
antivenom because of the possible allergic reactions and he just remained under
observation in the hospital. The next day he was fine, but his girlfriend was a
wreck because she stayed awake the whole night to make sure that he was still
breathing!
The situation was different at Alter do Chão, however. There, the most
common vipers were tropical rattlesnakes179. They can cause nasty necrosis, but
also have neurotoxins on par with those of the Australian elapids. If bitten by
one, without antivenom, you will probably die. Tânia Sanaiotti, a student
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studying birds on the peninsula, had obtained dried polyvalent antivenom,
which we kept at Alter do Chão, but often the antivenom was unavailable or out
of date.
We didn‟t find many rattlesnakes, which were more common on the borders
of the forest than in the open savanna where we mainly worked, but whenever
we came across one we treated it with utmost respect. We sometimes caught
them to send to the Butantan Institute for antivenom production and decided to
put a radio in one to see where it went.
The rattlesnakes apparently needed to drink water during the dry season,
which meant crossing up to 60 m of beach. I went to the beach to bathe one
night and, because there was a new moon, I didn‟t take a light. As I walking
back to camp, I passed someone going the other way with a head light and they
stopped and pointed to a large rattlesnake stretched across the path that I must
have stepped over thinking it was a stick, though perhaps my unconscious knew
what it was.
I nervously lifted the snake into a cloth bag using a stout stick. Fortunately, it
was very cooperative because I wasn‟t about to pin it and pick it up. We would
take it back to Manaus to implant a radio. The snake could easily bite someone
through the bag, so I put it in a large can used for storing biscuits. However, I
didn‟t want to leave the can out because the military used the area for survival
training and their recruits had previously raided our camp for food. I didn‟t want
a young soldier being sent home in a box just because he was hungry and tried
to steal food, so I asked Renato Cintra if I could leave the snake overnight in the
tent he was sharing with his girlfriend.
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Photo 15.7 A tropical rattlesnake, Crotalis durissus, in the undergrowth at Alter do
Chão. The diamond pattern reflects in the flash, but the snakes are very difficult to
detect unless they rattle their tails. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Later, Renato emerged bleary eyed and edgy. He said in Portuguese “As soon
as I got to bed beside the snake in the metal box, it started rattling its tail as they
usually do at night. I knocked the box to make it stop, ... but it didn‟t, and after
the third time I ask her to stop, she still kept rattling, so you can sleep with the
snake.”
I replied in Portuguese “But Renato, rattlesnakes only rattle their tails if
something bothers them.”
I don‟t know what he and his girlfriend were doing to keep disturbing the
rattlesnake, but to this day he is adamant that the snake was rattling its tail
spontaneously.
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Ab implanted the radio and everything seemed OK in Manaus, but soon after
we released the snake it stopped moving and we found the radio in the partially
eaten corpse. Some predator had killed it, but we don‟t know whether it was a
natural death or the snake was suffering from the effects of the surgery. Ab left
Manaus soon after and we did not continue the studies of the rattlesnakes. Still,
the little we had learned indicated that they, like the arrow-head vipers, are
much more common around people than we generally realize, and that the low
number of bites reflects their complacent attitudes towards the people bumbling
around them.

16

Wave to Your Friends

Brightly colored lizards, such as this male rainbow lizard, seem to be a come on to
predators, but they survive quite well. Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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By the end of the twentieth century, there was a large literature on the
benefits of bright colors for animals. Sexual selection was widely recognized as
responsible for brightly colored males in species with drab-colored females.
Some species, such as coral snakes, had obviously evolved bright colors
because these advised that they are venomous. However, bright colors in
juveniles and species in which both sexes were brightly colored, but not
distasteful, did not fit the predictions. Two suggestions seemed rather unlikely
to me. One was that species that were very active developed bright colors to
advertise to predators that they were very fast and therefore it was not
worthwhile for the predators to bother chasing them. The other was that the
bright tails evolved because they attracted the predators to bite the tail rather
than the head. This might make sense if the predator has already seen you, but it
doesn‟t make much sense to attract a predator to bite your bright tail if it
wouldn‟t have seen you otherwise; it could only be part of the story.
I had been collecting a lot of information on lizards, their predators, strange
habits that seemed to have no function, and bright colors. The same things
appeared to happen in other parts of the World. I visited South Africa and was
impressed by the male blue-headed agamas180 that ran around trying to attract
females. In the south of the USA, I saw juvenile five-lined skinks181 with blue
tails that looked much like the black-spotted skinks near Manaus. Adult-male
five-lined skinks have bright red throats. I remembered the Galapagos lava
lizards in which only the females had red throats.
I did not want to invent an ad-hoc explanation for every species. I reasoned
that a few simple rules should apply to all these cases. I started with my
experience with hunting. I knew that movement was the biggest give away.
While you were still, your target, whether it be a bird, mammal or lizard
probably wouldn‟t recognize you, even if you were wearing bright colors or
other distinctive clothing. Not all movements are equally obvious, and if you
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get close, eye movements are likely to give you away. Chameleons and some
fish keep one eye still while the other swivels to follow prey182.

Photo 16.1 Brightly colored lizards, such as this species of Sceloporus from Mexico,
usually hide their bright colors underneath themselves or in expandable flaps except
when displaying to another lizard. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

If you can keep still, it pays to be dull colored, which applies to most
sit-and-wait predators and slow-moving prey, such as sloths. If, however, you
move around a lot it doesn‟t matter whether you are dull colored or not;
someone will see you. In this case, sexual selection can act on both sexes
equally, but as explained above, this doesn‟t happen often because females are
usually laden with eggs or spend a lot of time sitting still while incubating eggs
in exposed nests. Brightly colored female birds are usually only found in
species that nest in holes.
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The first step seems fairly obvious. Movement destroys camouflage, so other
factors that would select for bright colors can only act on animals that move
around a lot and have evolved other means of avoiding being eaten by predators.
All the animals I know of that are brightly colored forage actively, even those
that are also distasteful or toxic to predators. Some, such as the male
blue-headed agamas, only develop bright colors in the season that they are most
active, seeking receptive mates. The females, which do not change behavior
seasonally, remain drably colored.
However, what about the animals with flash colors that are only shown for a
short time, or animals that normally spend most of their time sitting still, but
after they come to rest keep moving some part of the body, such as the tail or
arm? Some of the animals that habitually waved arms or tails after coming to a
stop were cryptically colored, so the movement seemed to be an unnecessary
invitation to predators.
I watched a male green anole moving around in a small tree. Male anoles
tend to move more often than females, perhaps looking for a mate or patrolling
their territories to expel intruding males. Every time the lizard changed position,
it would run a short distance, stop, lift its head high and expand the bright
orange dewlap under its throat several times. I could see no females or rival
males, but I assumed that it was displaying just in case another member of its
own species was watching. Our observations on other species led me to think
that there might be an additional reason it was showing off its bright colors; it
may have been inviting predators to attack it!
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Photo 16.2 Even female and juvenile rainbow lizards, Cnemidophorus lemniscatus,
which are not brightly colored, wave their arms every time they move from one spot to
another. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

All the rainbow lizards we watched waved their arms every time they stopped
after running a short distance, independent of whether they were male, female,
adult or juvenile, and also independent of whether there was another rainbow
lizard nearby. They also do it at any time of day, so they are not lifting their toes
off the hot ground as some desert lizards do. The same applied to tail waving by
Trinidad geckos; it just did not seem to be primarily a social signal.
I thought about the behavior of my aboriginal friends when they hunted feral
buffalo. When the buffalo was walking or grazing, the hunter would creep
forward. As soon as the buffalo lifted its head and kept its eyes still, the hunter
would freeze. When the buffalo started to move, so did the hunter, slowly
closing the gap. In the end, the hunter would be only a few meters from the
buffalo, but it didn‟t seem to notice as long as he didn‟t move.
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I did the same when hunting lizards. I moved when the lizard moved, and I
froze whenever the lizard stopped. When close enough, I waited for the lizard to
move before making a grab for it. My captive snakes showed the same behavior.
When a lizard was moving, the snake moved too, slowly closing the gap. Even
when close enough, the snake did not strike if the lizard was motionless; it
waited for the lizard to move before taking the final lunge.
You can distinguish moving objects against the background when you are
walking, but it is much harder than when your eyes are still, and it takes extra
time for your brain to process the information. That is why we, snakes and other
predators wait until the prey is in motion before making our move. This does
not make sense in terms of simple physics. A stationary object has to overcome
much more inertia, so a moving lizard can get to high speed faster than a
stationary one. However, that slight advantage is outweighed by the extra time it
takes to decide that you need to run.
Moving from one place to another is dangerous for a lizard. Movement
negates most of the advantages of camouflage and the lizard is essentially blind
to predators when moving. It would be much better if the lizard could maintain
its eyes stationary while it moves its body. Some birds do that when walking. If
you watch a chicken or pigeon, you will see that it appears to be bobbing its
head as it walks. In reality, it is using its flexible neck to maintain its eyes
stationary as the body moves forward. It then quickly moves the head to catch
up before repeating the process as the body moves forward again. Lizard necks
are not that flexible, so they have to use another device to keep their eyes still
while maintaining movement that will induce a predator to take action so that
they can see it.
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Photo 16.3 Trinidad geckos, Gonatodes humeralis, move intermittently, and when they
stop they wriggle their tails for a few seconds. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Lizards with flexible tails can waggle the tail as soon as they stop, while
keeping the head up and the eyes vigilant. Waving the tail may just be a device
to distract the predator from the head to the expendable tail, but that is unlikely
to be the whole story, because getting your tail bitten off is a very expensive
defense strategy. If tail movement tricks the predator into moving because it
thinks you are inattentive, and your stationary eyes can detect it, you may get
away with no losses.
Lizards adapted to fast running, the so-called race runners, generally do not
have flexible tails, presumably because floppy appendages would slow them
down. Therefore, they cannot use their tails to maintain movement when the
head is held still. At least one group of lizards, the rainbow lizards, seems to
have overcome this difficulty. Instead of wagging their tails after making a
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move, they wave their forearms as though saying to a predator “Come and try to
eat me.” And that might be just what the behavior evolved to communicate183!
Other species of lizards, such as Australian bearded dragons also wave their
legs after moving from one place to another, but I have not watched enough to
know whether predator defense of social signaling is the most likely explanation.
All the disparate observations on lizards and snakes I had made since I was a
child watching fence lizards at my grandmother‟s house seemed to come
together in a coherent story. As it involved hot males, psychedelic colors, sex
and death, perhaps it would make a nice soap opera!

Two Books

17

Field guides are not only useful for professionals, they create new field naturalists!
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As a child, I had only been able to identify lizards and snakes because of Eric
Worrell‟s book. Much of the nomenclature changed and I later used Harold
Cogger‟s guide184. Without them, it is unlikely that I would have appreciated the
diversity of lizards around me. Later generations could use Rick Shine‟s book
on Australian snakes185. When I got to the Amazon, I used Osvaldo Cunha‟s and
Francisco Nascimento‟s guide to the snakes of eastern ParáState186 and Afrânio
do Amaral‟s iconography187 to identify most of the snakes, but their
photographs were mostly of preserved specimens and were not very attractive.
Marinus Hoogmoed‟s book on the lizards and amphisbaenians of Surinam188
allowed me to identify most of the lizards, or at least to get a lead into the
literature, much of which Paulo Vanzolini made available to me. However, I
realized that these books and papers only allowed me to identify the lizards
because I was already very interested in them, and that it was unlikely that the
general public or school children would go to the trouble of digging through
literature rich in technical terms that meant nothing to lay readers.
Jay Savage sent me a copy of his comprehensive book on Costa Rican
reptiles and amphibians189, which had beautiful photographs by Michael and
Patricia Fogden, and he wrote “To Bill Magnusson. Looking forward to a book
like this on the Amazonian herps.” However, I realized how limited my studies
were and that it would take hundreds of researchers a very long time to make a
dent into our ignorance about Amazonian lizards and snakes. Therefore, I
decided to produce field guides to just the local animals. I didn‟t want to make
books that would only be of use to people already deeply interested in
herpetology; I wanted to publish beautiful books that would inspire young
people to see the beauty in the animals around them, like the guides to French
Guiana190 and Costa Rica.
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Photo 17.1 Snakes are beautiful, but they often lose their personalities when
photographed in artificial settings. This Corallus hortelanus was searching
bushes near our camp. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Color photographs would obviously be very important. I don‟t mean just
images of the morphological details that allow you to distinguish between the
species; I wanted pictures that would make people see more. I knew from
experience that you can only see what you know you are looking for. Many
species have intricate markings with incredible combinations of colors, but how
do you distinguish a bright blue mark from a sun speck or subtle reticulations
from leaf shadows if you only see the animal from a distance? Once you have
seen the animal close up, your unconscious mind filters out the reflections and
shadows and you can identify the real patterns easily from a long way off.
However, if you have only ever seen the species in black and white photographs
of preserved specimens, your unconscious mind has nothing to work with.
Therefore, I wanted a visual guide with close-up photos that showed just how
spectacular the creatures are.
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I didn‟t have much experience with photography, but I had seen working
professionals, such as Xavier Desmier, and I figured that I could learn. However,
a field guide has to be more than a coffee-table book; it has to allow you to
achieve a credible identification. Systematics and taxonomy involve a detailed
knowledge of history and the ability to use new techniques, and even my
knowledge of lizard and snake ecology was very basic. If I wanted to produce
useful books, I would have to recruit researchers far more competent in those
areas than I was.
Soon after I arrived in the Amazon, I went to a herpetology conference in the
USA, and I was on the lookout for anyone who could deepen my knowledge of
the South American herpetofauna. At the meeting barbecue, I met a very pretty
herpetologist who introduced herself as Jan, and we talked about frogs. I was
single at the time and finding an attractive lady who had similar interests to
mine was appealing from points of view other than the purely professional. I
made a mental note to try to find her later when she had to move off to talk to
someone else.
I wandered around reading conference tags and looking for a familiar name.
When I saw the name Laurie Vitt, I remembered the many papers on the
ecology of Brazilian lizards that Paulo Vanzolini had shown me and I walked
across and introduced myself. We had hardly started talking, when Jan came
over and I asked Laurie “Do you know Jan?”
He replied “Yes, she‟s my wife.”
I did a quick back pedal then and decided that my relationship with Jan
would be different from that which I had been planning! Years later, she
became a mentor for my future wife, Albertina Lima, and they published several
papers together describing new species of Amazonian frogs.
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Photo 17.2 Jan Caldwell and Laurie Vitt inspecting an Indian dwelling in Oklahoma in
1998. They have contributed much to our knowledge of South American
lizards and frogs. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Laurie was very friendly, and not the nerdy museum curator that you might
have expected based on his publications. He was ruddy complexioned with
ginger hair that, at the time I met him, was cut relatively short. In earlier years,
he had played in a rock band and you can check out his compositions on
YouTube.
I had no trouble convincing Laurie to collaborate on the lizard book, and he
already had extensive experience with the production of field guides and
desk-top publishing. At the beginning of each book, I wanted to have
introductory sections describing the natural history of the animals presented in
an informal way that a high-school student could use for science projects.
Laurie‟s experience of collecting in the field made him better suited for that task
than anyone else I could imagine.
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While both Laurie and I had experience with lizard ecology, we were not
professional taxonomists. I had met a researcher from the Museu Paraense
Emílio Goeldi in Belém and she had some times stayed at my house when in
Manaus. Her name was Teresa Cristina Sauer de Avila-Pires, but her friends
just called her TC. She had a Masters degree from the National Museum in Rio
de Janeiro, where she had studied starfish. At the Goeldi Museum she had
worked with Osvaldo da Cunha and Francisco do Nascimento, the authors of
the guide to snakes that I had used.
TC told me that she was planning to do her doctorate with Carl Gans, one of
the most famous herpetologists at the time and the chief editor of the series
Biology of the Reptilia. I knew Carl and was impressed by his work on
functional morphology, especially his studies on lizard movement. However, I
didn‟t think that functional morphology was a priority area for the Amazon,
where we knew very little about the basic taxonomy of lizards. I suggested that
she contact Marinus Hoogmoed, the researcher from the Netherlands who had
written the book on the lizards and amphisbaenians of Surinam.
I knew Marinus because he had visited Manaus and I took him to Reserva
Ducke. Tall with a serious demeanor in that Dutch manner, he was meticulous
about his studies and I was impressed by the detailed notes he took with tiny
letters that looked as though they had been typed. The miniscule notebook with
its microcalligraphy seemed out of place in his large hands.
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Photo 17.3 Teresa Cristina Avila-Pires and Marinus Hoogmoed at the Iguaçu falls in
2008. Photographer unknown.

TC accepted my suggestion and went to study under Marinus at the University
of Leiden. Her thesis was on the lizards of Brazilian Amazonia. I was pleased
when she told me that she was going to Leiden, but later on, when she and
Marinus fell in love with each other and married, I thought that I had done the
Amazon a disservice. It seemed that her book might be the only contribution she
would make to Amazonian herpetology as I assumed that she would stay in the
Netherlands. Fortunately, I was wrong. She not only returned to the Museu
Goeldi, she brought Marinus with her. They have produced many advances in the
study of Amazonian reptiles and amphibians, and continue to do so.
One of TC‟s most important contributions to my work was that she came on
board as an author of the guide to the lizards of the Manaus region. Her careful
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revisions ensured that our descriptions were of the highest quality, and she
wrote the taxonomic keys to the species.
The last author on the book was Albertina Lima. We have worked together so
long that it is extremely difficult to distinguish my contributions from hers, and
it was her expert eyes that had detected many of the species when we were
studying their behavior. Most of the photographs were ours, one of us watching
that the lizard didn‟t escape while the other photographed.
Just having experts for the writing was not enough. We also had to have
access to much more of the reserve if we were to be confident that we had found
most of the lizard species. In 2000, we installed the system of trails and plots
known as RAPELD191. In Reserva Ducke, this consisted of 144 km of trails
giving access to 72 permanent plots distributed uniformly across a 64 km2 area.
I was keen to have someone survey the lizards, so when Maria Goretti de
Melo Pinto asked me if I would be willing to supervise her doctoral thesis, I
agreed. Goretti had done her Masters degree with Guarino Colli, Brazil‟s
foremost expert on the lizards of the Cerrado Biome, which is a huge area
dominated by savannas in central Brazil around the national capital, Brasí
lia.
I met Goretti in Brasilia to discuss her thesis plan. The idea was to survey all
the 72 plots in Reserva Ducke, which would mean a lot of hard field work. Most
herpetologists collected by installing pit-fall traps: large plastic buckets buried in
the ground that are connected by plastic fences to direct the lizards into the holes.
However, I and Clarence Abercrombie had experimented with pit-fall traps in
Reserva Ducke with very unpromising results. In fact, we had caught no lizards.
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Photo 17.4 Goretti Pinto (front) and Bill Quatman (right) with a school group that
helped with her research and learned about reptiles and amphibians in the process.
Photographer unknown.

As she would have to do visual searches for the lizards in an area of 64 km2, I
was worried that Goretti might get pregnant and not be able to do the field work.
It sounds a very sexist attitude, but my last three students had fallen pregnant
during their PhDs, which made it difficult to do field work, especially after they
gave birth and had to look after young children. Goretti said in Portuguese
“Don‟t worry, I promise I won‟t fall pregnant during the PhD,” and her husband,
Bill Quatman, standing beside her, nodded in agreement.
When Goretti arrived in Manaus five months later, she was seven months
pregnant. I reminded her of her promise and she said in Portuguese “But I didn‟t
get pregnant, I was already pregnant.” She should have been a lawyer!
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Fortunately, Bill Quatman is a retired zoo keeper with a deep love of reptiles.
He was able to fill in when Goretti was involved in motherly responsibilities
and helped her throughout the field work. Goretti and Bill named their daughter
Naja, which is the generic name for the deadly elapids known in the
English-speaking World as cobras. Goretti‟s sister, Dodora, also looked after
Naja when her parents were in the field. Albertina brought Edivaldo
Vasconcelos, better known as Ed, from Santarém to help survey the lizards. He
had extensive experience surveying snakes and lizards in RAPELD plots, so we
could be sure that any apparent absences of species were not because of
Goretti‟s inexperience in the Amazon. In the acknowledgments to her thesis,
Goretti called him, in Portuguese, “Eagle eyes”.
Because of her work in the Cerrado, Goretti wanted to install pit traps as well
as do the visual surveys of the plots. This was expensive because of the cost of
the buckets and the labor to dig the holes to install them, but we got sufficient
finance to put an array of pit falls beside thirty plots. The pit falls were useful
because Goretti obtained a grant to involve local teachers and school children in
the study. They would not have been able to do visual surveys, but had a great
time checking the pit-fall traps.
Although they were a useful teaching aid, the pit-fall traps did not justify
their cost in terms of revealing patterns in the distribution of the lizard
assemblages. They were about ten times more expensive and captured only
206 individuals in the plots where over a thousand individuals were registered
by visual search. By the end of the study, the pit-fall traps had captured two
species not registered by visual search, but the active surveys had located seven
species that did not fall into the buckets.
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Photo 17.5 Edivaldo (Eagle Eye) Vasconcelos lives in Alter do Chão but accompanies
Albertina and her students in studies of lizards throughout the Amazon.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

When Goretti calculated that the buckets only captured a little over one
individual per bucket per month, I said in Portuguese “See, I told you that
pit-fall traps are unusually unproductive in Reserva Ducke.”
Goretti replied in Portuguese “I compared the results to nine other published
studies. That is the third highest capture rate for pit-fall traps ever recorded in
Brazil!”
As a result of Goretti‟s and other studies, we no longer recommend pit-fall
traps for standardized surveying for lizards. They are a useful adjunct for use in
places that don‟t have rocky soils or water tables close to the surface, but are
hugely inefficient for most conservation-related research, especially in the
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Amazon, where the places you cannot use them tend to have the most
distinctive reptile faunas.
With the team together, both in the laboratory and in the field, it was just a
matter of sitting down and writing. Fábio Sian Martins of Attema Design
Editorial made the layout for the book, which ended up being a template for all
our subsequent publications192. Eric Pianka wrote the Preface. When the book
was finally published in 2008, about 25 years after I had first thought about the
need for such a book, we thought that it was a comprehensive description of the
lizards of the region.
In 2015, Albertina and I bought a new house in a suburb of Manaus just two
kilometers from where we had lived for the past 30 years or so. As I was
clearing the introduced shrubs to plant native species, I saw something blue flip
between the leaves. It took me a while, but I finally caught one. It was a
blue-tailed variety of Gymnophthalmus underwoodi, a parthenogenetic
gymnophthalmid that we did not include in the book. We don‟t know where
they came from or how long they have been in Manaus, but we do know that the
book was out of date before it hit the printing presses! We hope that it will serve
to stimulate some young person to keep studying the lizards of the region.

The idea for a book on the lizards we call snakes came much later than for the
book on what most people call lizards. The main reason was that it did not seem
feasible to systematically study the snakes. They popped into and out of our
World so haphazardly that it appeared that it would take a cadre of very
dedicated people working for decades to start to get a hold on the number of
snakes in Reserva Ducke, and that is what it took!
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Photo 17.6 A Gymnophthalmus underwoodi in the backyard of the house we bought in
2015. It is not in the book on the lizards of the Manaus region we published in 2008!
Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Many students asked me to supervise their theses on snakes, but I always
refused, partly because of my lack of experience, but mainly because I didn‟t
think that it would be possible to collect enough data in a reasonable time frame.
Márcio Martins is a dedicated snake researcher and he did his PhD research on
the Reserva Ducke snakes, mainly in an area near the administrative buildings,
between 1991 and 1994, supervised by Ivan Sazima of the University of
Campinas. Márcio found 685 individuals distributed in 50 species, but he found
less than one snake for every twenty hours of search during the day and spent
more than four hours for every snake he found during the night.
Marcio‟s studies formed the basis of a paper he published in 1998 with
Ermelinda Oliveira in which they described the natural history and presented
color photographs of 66 species, mostly from Reserva Ducke. That paper
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required 1595 person hours of search; the equivalent of one person collecting
day and night without stop for more than two months. This was only a small
part of the effort, because they then had to consult museum collections,
especially those of Osvaldo Cunha and Francisco Nascimento in the Goeldi
Museum, as well as undertake extensive literature reviews.
The paper by Márcio and Ermelinda greatly facilitated future studies, but the
effort involved only deepened my conviction that studying snakes is generally
too difficult for Masters dissertations. Fortunately, I couldn‟t convince
Albertina of that and she agreed to supervise the Masters thesis of Carlos
Abrahão, who went by the nickname of Feliz, and the Masters and Doctoral
theses of Rafael da Fraga, known to everyone as Rato.
We knew that we might find species not listed by Márcio and Ermelinda
because I had found a spectacular snake with salmon pink sides and a black
back many years before. I saw it moving fast across the leaf litter and grabbed it
at midbody. Fortunately, it was calm and didn‟t bite me. I took photographs, but
did not want to kill it for the museum collection. If I had known that it was an
undescribed species, I probably would have. There is a photograph of a juvenile
in Márcio‟s and Ermelinda‟s paper taken by Karlheinz Jungfer, but the species
would not be described until 2008, when Ermelinda with two coauthors named
it Pseudoboa martinsi in honor or Márcio Martins.
Finding new species was not the objective of Feliz‟s study, however. He
wanted to know how the arrow-head vipers were distributed in relation to the
environmental characteristics of different parts of the reserve, especially the
distance to the stream. The area covered by the 144 km of trails was too big for
a Masters student to survey, but Feliz studied the snakes in a 30 km2 area that
had 30 uniformly-distributed plots and 16 plots installed beside streams. The
data he collected were not sufficient for publication by themselves, but Rato, the
undergraduate student who had served as his assistant, carried the torch forward.
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He resurveyed the plots during the studies for his Masters thesis, which was
about variation in the overall snake assemblages in relation to the same factors
that Feliz had studied for arrow-head vipers193.

Photo 17.7 Pseudoboa martinsi is a spectacular snake that occurs in Reserva Ducke,
but was only named in 2008. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Feliz likes snakes, and now works for the Federal Government in the Center
for the Study of Reptiles and Amphibians - RAN, where his experience as a
biologist and training as a veterinarian allow him to make decisions about
reptile and amphibian conservation. Rato, however, is a snake fanatic. He lives
for studying them and they occupied all his time when he was not womanizing
or binge drinking. This sort of dedication is needed to study these elusive
creatures. Many snake fanatics just end up being dedicated amateurs, but Rato‟s
snake fixation extends to the complex laboratory and statistical analyses
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necessary to understand their biology, and he publishes results of his studies in
leading journals194.
The data collected by Feliz and Rato showed that the composition of the
snake assemblages was strongly affected by the distance from streams,
important information for the definition of legally protected areas around water
courses as defined in Brazilian legislation. It also made us realize the difference
between densities and overall numbers. The studies corroborated our subjective
impression that there were more arrow-head vipers per meter squared near
streams195. In fact, you are about six times as likely to find an arrow-head viper
within ten meters of the stream as you are to find one further away with the
same search effort.
The higher density does not, however, mean that most of the arrow-head
vipers in Reserva Ducke are near streams. Most of the Reserve covers areas that
are more than 10 m from the stream. If you take into account the area available,
about three times more of the snakes are further from the streams than close to
them. Even the snakes that live near the streams do not spend all their time there.
Our radio-telemetry studies had shown that individual snakes roamed near and
far from streams.
The importance of the difference between densities and numbers depends on
your objective. If you are worried about snake bite, it is best to keep away from
streams or use protective clothing when walking the banks. If you are more
preoccupied with conserving the species, the areas far from streams hold much
more of the population and are therefore important when calculating estimates
of the minimal viable population size and how much area is needed to avoid
inbreeding depression.
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Photo 17.8 Albertina Lima and Rafael de Fraga (Rato) waiting for the time to start
looking for snakes in a survey plot. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Rato liked the idea of producing a book and made it one of the chapters for
his PhD thesis. However, he had no formal taxonomic training. We therefore
invited Ana Lúcia da Costa Prudente, who had taken over Osvaldo Cunha‟s role
as specialist in snakes at the Goeldi Museum, to be a coauthor. She checked our
identifications and wrote the taxonomic keys.
Albertina and I took most of the photographs. I hadn‟t thought about how
difficult it might be to have such a picky coauthor. Snakes are generally hard to
photograph. They are long and thin, so they don‟t easily fill a square frame, and
if you make them curl up, often they don‟t look natural. However, that wasn‟t
the main problem. When I secured the animal so that I could get a close up of
the head, Albertina said “It‟s not happy; you can see from its expression.” I tried
to explain that snakes don‟t smile, but I had to admit that she was right, and it
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was one of the reasons that I didn‟t like the photos in many field guides. The
only option was to make large sets, which were usually in our bathroom, where
the snake could move around naturally. This even meant photographing the
aquatic species underwater. It took a long time to get enough photographs that
passed Albertina‟s stern eye.
By 2012 we had descriptions of all the species known to be in the area and
Rick Shine wrote a Preface for the book. It was the result of the most intensive
snake studies done anywhere in the tropics. Reserva Ducke is only 10 km by
10 km and is the most intensively studied biological field site in the Amazon
and the Andes196. Besides the many famous naturalists that had passed through,
two Masters dissertations and two Doctoral theses on the snakes had been
largely or completely undertaken in the reserve. We even included species
known to be in the area, but that had not been collected in the reserve197 - we
were content.
In 2013, shortly before the book was to be sent off to the printer, I
participated in a training course for researchers and technicians responsible for
evaluating long-term monitoring studies. One of the activities involved catching
fish in a small stream near the Reserva Ducke administration buildings, and
when I was walking back with Jansen Zuanon, our fish expert, he stopped,
pointed to a small snake crossing the track and said in Portuguese “What‟s that?”
I picked up the snake, which was prettily marked with a yellow collar and red
eyes, and said “It‟s a species of Liophis. There are several in the reserve and I
can‟t tell which one because it has juvenile coloring and I only know the adults.”
Wrong again! When I showed it to Rato he said in Portuguese “I did the scale
counts and that isn‟t a juvenile of any species known from Reserva Ducke.” In
fact, it doesn‟t appear to be a juvenile of any species known from the Amazon,
and it entered the book as Liophis sp.; a tribute to our continued ignorance about
the best-studied field site in the Amazon. There are probably many other species
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occupying parallel dimensions that will pop into our World if enough young
biologists are enthralled enough to go out and look for them!

Photo 17.9 A species of Liophis we could not identify that was found a few weeks
before the book on the snakes of Reserva Ducke went to press. There are likely to be
other undescribed species in the reserve. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

The Future

18

A puff adder, Bitis arietans, crossing a road in South Africa. My fellow travelers
could not understand why I didn‟t want to kill it.
Photo by Bill Magnusson.
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What does the future hold for snakes and other lizards? We are modifying the
landscape, polluting the waters, and even changing the climate. What will this
mean for the Squamata, which is the collective name that scientists give to
lizards and snakes? The effects of some changes are obvious. Virtually no
vertebrates live in a field of soy beans. Species that eat fish will starve in the
streams that now carry only herbicides and pesticides. This human blitzkrieg
will probably leave only the bacteria and fungi that are small enough and breed
fast enough to stay ahead of the chemical weapons. However, many of the less
productive areas for agriculture hopefully will continue to supply the ecosystem
services that support large organisms, such as insects, woody plants and us.
The Squamata stands out from other vertebrate groups in the ability of many
of its species to use solar energy or to operate in shaded areas where
productivity is too low to support profligate energy users, such as mammals and
the dinosaurs we call birds. Will this give them an edge in landscapes
dominated by humans? They have some things going for them, but other aspects
of their biology may make them vulnerable.
Efficient energy use means that individuals and populations do not need large
areas to meet their needs. Species that are small enough to avoid predation by
domestic dogs and cats can live in urban areas. In fact, the high densities of
larger carnivores that people keep as pets may reduce the number of lizard
predators, such as small mammals and birds. We know very little about this
process. Go to a party, ask who is a bird twitcher, and you will probably get two
or three affirmative replies. Ask what species of birds or medium-sized
mammals live around your neighbors‟ houses and you will be given long and
largely accurate lists. However, if you ask what lizards and snakes live in the
area you will be told only about a few venomous species, many of which the
person has never seen. Every school should have a poster with local lizards and
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snakes so that each generation will know about the wonderful creatures in their
midst, and perhaps also what they are losing.

Photo 18.1 A Coeranoscincus frontalis in the Licuala State Forest, in Queenlsand,
Australia. Fossorial species, such as this spectacular skink, could go extinct without
anybody noticing. Photo by Bill Magnusson.

Being cryptic is a double-edged sword. When your main enemy seeks you
out and kills you individually, it pays to know how to hide. Snakes are masters
at this. I remember leaping out of a car in South Africa because I saw a puff
adder198 crossing the road, and some of the other passengers thought it strange
that I wanted to photograph it rather than kill it. This is understandable in a
country where vipers are one of the major causes of accidental death. It is hard
to be attracted to a species that has killed one of your loved ones. The Gaboon
viper is much more spectacular, but it is the cryptic puff adder199 that kills the
most people in Africa. The fact that it hides so well explains both why it is so
feared and why it remains common despite unrelenting persecution.
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People often clear all leaf litter and vegetation from around their homes to
avoid snake bite and, in many areas, that is a sensible strategy. This probably
has little effect on the total number of snakes, but may not be so good for other
animals. Despite almost universal, and often illogical, hatred, snakes are rarely
endangered by direct persecution. Most species can hide well from humans, and
it is the species whose habitats are being destroyed that are the most vulnerable.
However, as they are so difficult to see and count, we don‟t realize that they are
disappearing until it is too late. Lizards are generally better tolerated, but most
people just take them for granted and would not realize if several types of lizard
disappeared from their backyards.
In 2014, I photographed a spectacular legless skink in the Licuala State
Forest in Australia. I couldn‟t identify it and Ceinwen Edwards sent the photo to
Keith McDonald, who identified it as a Coeranoscincus frontalis and said that it
had never been recorded there before. If it could persist in a heavily-used,
almost urban, park for so long without anybody noticing, would anybody know
if it went extinct? The many species that live under ground or in leaf litter could
be gone for years before anyone realizes it. It is for this reason that I said that
being cryptic is a double-edged sword. Conservation is directed at the obvious
charismatic species, which are usually mammals or birds. We only value what
we can see, and most people have to be trained to see lizards and snakes. You
can‟t teach old dogs new tricks. If we don‟t start in the schools, nobody in the
next generation will be interested in the Squamates.

The problems I have related in the previous paragraphs probably apply to
many biological groups. However, in 2010, Barry Sinervo and 25 coauthors
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published a paper in Science that suggested that lizards are especially sensitive to
climate changes due to their need to thermoregulate behaviorally200. That paper,
and several others, suggested that tropical lizards were probably more sensitive to
climate change than species further from the equator. I was initially skeptical,
because the trends reported in the 2010 paper indicated that many of the lizards in
Reserva Ducke, especially the shade-loving species, should already have gone
extinct, or at least had their densities drastically reduced, something that I was
sure hadn‟t happened. I thought that the models had to include other factors and,
although I did not know it at the time, so did Barry Sinervo.

Photo 18.2 Guarino Colli and Santos Balbino look on as Barry Sinervo has a
difference of opinion about the best postion with a Brazilian member of the team.
Photo by Cecí
lia Rodrigues Vieira.

In 2014, Emerson Pontes asked me to co-supervise his Masters thesis with
Fernanda Werneck. He was from Manaus and would work in a large project run
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by Barry Sinervo to investigate the susceptibility of Amazonian lizards to
climate change. Emerson concentrated on my favorite species, the forest
whiptail, which he studied at three sites deep in the Amazon and one site near
the interface between the Amazon forest and the dry savanna areas to the south.
I was unsure of the effects that a simple raising of the temperature by a few
degrees would have on the forest whiptails. Air temperature is important for
species that live in the shade, and if the temperature rises above their tolerance
levels, they have only limited means to cool down, because most places in the
shade equilibrate with air temperature. However, forest whiptails are more
limited by low temperatures than high temperatures, because direct sunlight
rarely reaches the forest floor and mean air temperatures are unlikely to
approach their maximum activity temperatures, which our studies had shown
are up to 40°C.
Emerson carried out a series of experiments at each locality, measuring the
effect of temperature on the lizards‟ ability to run, and their ability to function at
high and low temperatures. He also measured the temperatures that the lizards
selected in thermal gradients in the laboratory, which was the most common way
to determine lizard preferred temperatures that had been reported in the literature.
The experiments revealed many interesting things about the lizards. The first
was that their preferred temperature in the laboratory was lower than the
temperatures they sought in the wild. With hindsight, that makes sense. Several
researchers had said that there is no one preferred temperature for an individual.
What the animal prefers depends on what it is doing. They may have different
preferred temperatures for foraging, digesting food, sex, resting, when hiding
from enemies and other activities. Emerson therefore used field-active
temperatures rather than results of laboratory-gradient analyses in his models.
I met Barry Sinervo and Don Miles at a conference in Gramado in the South of
Brazil in 2015. That was perhaps a good place to think about the effects of
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temperature because it got cold at night and we discussed lizard thermoregulation
over glasses of wine at one of the town‟s famous fondue restaurants. The models
that Barry and Don were using had advanced considerably since 2010 and
included the effects of climate change on the habitat that the lizards needed.
Forest whiptails need forest, independent of their ability to thermoregulate, so the
models that Emerson would use included information on the likely distribution of
forest under the climate-change scenarios.

Photo 18.3 Emerson Pontes conducted experiments to see whether Amazonian lizards
will be sensitive to climate change. Photo by Emma van Baalen.

Emerson‟s experiments had also revealed another aspect that still hasn‟t been
included in the models: the ability of the species to evolve under the new
selective

pressures.

Unsurprisingly,

the

behavioral

and

physiological

characteristics of the lizards varied among localities, but what we hadn‟t
expected was that the greatest variation among individuals occurred in the
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places with the least-extreme temperature regimes. That is, there was plenty of
intra-individual variation that natural selection could act upon, even in the
places with apparently the most stable temperature regimes201. What will this
mean in terms of survival of the species in different places in the face of climate
change? We will probably have to wait and see.
The combined physiological and species-distribution models indicated that
the distribution of forest whiptails is likely to be more restricted in the future
than it is now, but that it is unlikely that the species will go extinct globally.
What about other Amazonian lizards and snakes? Fortunately, most Amazonian
lizards have very wide distributions, which we know from the maps produced
by Teresa Cristina Avila-Pires202.
Future genetic studies may reveal a few more species, but the overall pattern
is unlikely to change. Rafael de Fraga, the famous Rato, has looked at genetic
variation in snakes over more than 700 km between Manaus and Porto Velho.
The effects of distance and geographical barriers are minimal, so most species
are capable of dispersing over large distances. We will keep a wary eye on the
Amazonian lizards and snakes, but at the moment it appears that they will be
less susceptible to the effects of climate change than species in other regions, as
long as forest clearing and the unrestricted use of fire do not combine to take
away the landscapes on which they depend.
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[1]

Pianka, E. R. 1974. Evolutionary Ecology. Harper & Row, New York, NY.

[2]

Pianka, E. R. 1994. The Lizard Man Speaks. University of Texas Press, Austin,
Texas.

[3]

Greene, H. W. 2000. The Evolution of Mystery in Nature. University of
California Press, Berkeley, CA.

[4]

Greene, H. W. 2013. Tracks and Shadows. University of California Press,
Berkeley, CA.

[5]

The species was Kentropyx calcarata, a sun loving forest lizard of the family
Teiidae that goes by the common name of striped forest whiptail.

[6]

The species was Bothrops atrox, the most commonly-encountered viper in
central Amazonia.

[7]

See introduction in Vitt, L., W. E. Magnusson, T. C. Avila Pires & A. P. Lima.
2008. Guide to the Lizards of Reserva Adolpho Ducke - Central Amazonia.
Áttema Design Editorial, Manaus, and the paper by Fry and collaborators [2006.
Early evolution of the venom system in lizards and snakes. Nature 439:584-588],
which shows that the presence of venom glands may be a characteristic of many
lizards as well as the lineage we call snakes.

[8]

Fraga, R., A. P. Lima, A. L. C. Prudente & W. E. Magnusson. 2013. Guide to the
Snakes of the Manaus Region - Central Amazonia. Editora INPA, Manaus.

[9]

Huey, R. B., E. R. Pianka & T. W. Schoener (eds). 1983. Lizard Ecology:
Studies of a Model Organism. Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

[10]

The blue-tongued skink, Tiliqua scincoides, is one of the largest of Australian
skinks.

[11]

Weasel skink, Saproscincus mustelinus.

[12]

Three-toed skink, Saiphos equalis.

[13]

Garden skink, Lampropholis guichenoti.
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[14]

The grass skink, Lampropholis delicata, is sometimes called the rainbow skink,
but it is not very colorful.

[15]

The fence skink, Cryptoblepharus pulcher, is also known as the elegant
snake-eyed skink.

[16]

Burton‟s legless lizard, Lialis burtonis.

[17]

Copper-tailed skink, Ctenotus taeniolatus.

[18]

Red-bellied black snake, Pseudechis porphyriacus.

[19]

Eastern water skink, Eulamprus quoyii.

[20]

Black-bellied swamp snake, Hemiaspis signata.

[21]

Yellow-bellied sea snake, Pelamis platurus.

[22] A diamond python, Morelia spilota. This is considered to be a southern variety of
the carpet python, which goes by the same scientific name. Photo by Bill
Magnusson.
[23]

Jacky lizard, Amphibolurus muricatus.

[24] Eastern small-eyed snake, Cryptophis nigrescens The species is sometimes placed
in the genus Rhinoplocephalus.
[25]

Eastern water dragon, Intellagama lesueurii.

[26]

Death adder, Acanthophis antarcticus.

[27]

Eastern brown snake, Pseudonaja textilis.

[28]

Black-headed python, Aspidites melanocephalus.

[29]

Green-tree snake, Dendrelaphis punctulatus.

[30]

Worrell, E. 1963. Reptiles of Australia. Angus & Robertson, Sydney.

[31]

Lace monitor, Varanus varius.

[32]

Sand goanna, Varanus gouldii.
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[33]

Monitor lizards, known as goannas in Australia, belong to the family Varanidae,
which includes the World‟s largest lizards, though there are several small species
of varanids in Australia. Some species probably have venom glands similar to
those of snakes [Fry and collaborators. 2006. Early evolution of the venom
system in lizards and snakes. Nature 439:584-588].

[34]

Highland copperhead, Austrelaps ramsayi.

[35]

Adam Stow is now a professor at Macquarie University and studies desert skinks
and sharks.

[36]

Anthony
Stimson
now
runs
Australian
Wildlife
Displays
<http://www.austwildlife.com.au/about/>,
Australia‟s
number
one
wildlife-conservation education service.

[37]

David Kirshner‟s You tube video “Can you
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LWTITUgDcmU

[38]

Yellow-faced whip snake, Demansia psammophis.

[39]

White‟s skink, Egernia whitii.

[40]

Cunningham‟s skink, Egernia cunninghami - the coastal form is usually more
brightly colored than the one found in the mountains.

[41]

Velvet gecko, Amalosia leseurii.

[42]

Wood gecko, Diplodactylus vittatus.

[43]

Southern leaf-tailed gecko, Phyllurus platurus.

[44]

The thick-tailed gecko, Underwoodisaurus milii is sometimes placed in the
genus Nephrurus.

[45]

Burton‟s legless lizard, Lialis burtonis.

[46]

Scalyfoot: Pygopus lepidopodus.

[47]

Patchell. F. C. & R. Shine.1986. Food habits and reproductive biology of the
Australian legless lizards (Pygopodidae). Copeia 1986:30-39.

[48]

Broad-headed snake: Hoplocephalus bungaroides.

train

a
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[49]

Shine, R., J. K. Webb, M. Fitzgerald & J. Sumner. 1998. The impact of
bush-rock removal on an endangered snake species, Hoplocephalus bungaroides
(Serpentes: Elapidae). Wildlife Research. 25:285-295; Goldingay, R. L. &
D. A. Newell. 2000. Experimental rock outcrops reveal continuing habitat
disturbance for an endangered Australian snake. Conservation Biology 14:
1908-1912; Webb, J. K., B. W. Brook & R. Shine. 2002. Reptile collectors
threaten Australia's most endangered snake, the broad-headed snake
Hoplocephalus bungaroides. Oryx 36:170-181.

[50]

Webb, J. R. & R. Shine. 1997. A field study of spatial ecology and movements
of a threatened snake species, Hoplocephalus bungaroides. Biological
Conservation 82:203-217; Webb, J. K. & R. Shine. 1998. Using thermal ecology
to predict retreat-site selection by an endangered snake species. Biological
Conservation 86:233-242.

[51]

Smell maps have been postulated for a variety of animals, including those that
we consider primarily visually oriented, such as birds - Ackerman, J. 2016. The
Genius of Birds. Penguin Press, New York, NY.

[52]

Linguatulids, sometimes called pentastomids, are parasitic arthropods that live in
the lungs of vertebrates. They have lost almost all their appendages, which are
reduced to four small hooks. The family name derives from the overall similarity
in body form to a vertebrate tongue. Details of the effects of Merv‟s death adders
are given in Hay, M. & W. E. Magnusson. 1986. A captive breeding of the
Australian death adder, Acanthophis antarcticus. Herp Review 17:13-15.

[53]

Southern water skink: Eulamprus tympanum.

[54]

Stow, A. J. & P Sunnucks. 2004. High mate and site fidelity in Cunningham‟s
skinks (Egernia cunninghami) in natural and fragmented habitat. Molecular
Ecology 13:419-430.

[55]

Tiger snake: Notechis scutatus.

[56]

Cann, J. 1986. Snakes Alive! Kangaroo Press, Kenthurst, NSW.

[57]

Keogh, J. S., I. A. Scott & C. Hayes. 2005. Rapid and repeated origin of insular
gigantism and dwarfism in Australian tiger snakes. Evolution 59:226-233.

[58]

For a description of mutton birds and the mutton-bird industry, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Muttonbird.
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[59]

For examples of Ken‟s wonderful photographs, see
https://www.photographers.com.au/kengriffiths.

[60]

De Vis‟ banded snake: Denisonia devisi.

[61]

Western brown snake, probably Pseudonaja aspidorhyncha. There are now
considered to be a number of species that go under the same common name
<http://australianmuseum.net.au/western-brown-snakes>.

[62]

Bush rat: Rattus fuscipes.

[63]

File snake, Acrochordus arafurae.

[64]

McDowell, S B. 1979. A catalogue of the snakes of New Guinea and the
Solomons, with special reference to those in the Bernice P. Bishop Museum.
Part 3. Boinae and Acrochordoidea (Reptilia, Serpentes). Journal of Herpetology
13:105-111.

[65]

Magnusson, W. E. 1979. Production of an embryo by an Achrocordus javanicus
isolated for seven years. Copeia 1979:744-745. The same year, McDowell
showed that it was an A. arafurae (see previous note).

[66]

King brown snake: Pseudechis australis; also known as the mulga snake.

[67]

Ackerman, J. 2016. The Genius of Birds. Penguin Press, New York, NY.

[68]

Godfrey-Smith, P. 2016. Other Minds: The Octopus, The Sea, and the Deep
Origins of Consciousness. Farrar, Straus and Giroux, New York, NY.

[69]

Balcombe, J. 2016. What a Fish Knows. Scientific American/Farrar Straus &
Giroux, New York, NY.

[70]

Wilkinson, A., L. Mandl, T. Bugnyar & L. Huber. 2010. Gaze following in the
red footed tortoise (Geochelone carbonaria). Animal Cognition 13:765-769.

[71]

Webb, G. J. W. & C. R. Johnson. 1972. Head-body temperature differences in
turtles. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology 43A:593-611; Webb, G. J. W.
& G. J. Witten. 1973. Critical thermal maxima of turtles: validity of body
temperature. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology 45A:829-832.
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[72]

Webb, G. J. W., H. Heatwole & J. de Bavay. 1974. Comparative cardiac
anatomy of the reptilia. II. A critique of the literature on the Squamata and
Rhynchocephalia. Journal of Morphology 142:1-20. Grahame has two other
papers in this series.

[73]

Mangrove monitor: Varanus indicus. This is a very widespread species, also
found outside Australia, that may represent a species complex.

[74]

Floodplain goanna: Varanus panoptes.

[75]

Freshwater crocodiles were severely affected by the introduction of cane toads to
Australia [Letnic, M., J. K. Webb & R. Shine. 2008. Invasive cane toads (Bufo
marinus) cause mass mortality of freshwater crocodiles (Crocodylus johnstoni)
in tropical Australia. Conservation Biology 141:1773-1782]. Nevertheless, the
reduction in the number of floodplain goannas by the toads also drastically
reduced predation on crocodile eggs [Webb, G. J W. & S. C. Manolis. 2010.
Australian Freshwater Crocodile Crocodylus johnstoni. Pp. 66-70 In S.C.
Manolis and C. Stevenson (eds) Crocodiles. Status Survey and Conservation
Action Plan. Third Edition, Crocodile Specialist Group, Darwin].

[76]

Richardson‟s mangrove snake, Myron richardsonii, is widespread in the
mangroves of northern Australia and Papua New Guinea.

[77]

The bockadam, Cerberus rynchops, occurs in freshwater and saline habitats
throughout northern Australia and South East Asia.

[78]

The little file snake, Acrochordus granulatus, is found in estuaries and bays
throughout South East Asia and northern Australia.

[79]

Secretive snake: Cryptophis pallidiceps.

[80]

Black whip snake: Demansia vestigiata.

[81]

Dusky rat: Rattus colleti.

[82]

Water python: Liasis fuscus.

[83]

The interrelationships between Rattus colletti and the water python, Liasis fuscus,
have been investigated in many papers by Thomas Madsen, Rick Shine and their
collaborators. The following papers will give a lead into this literature. Madsen,
T. & R. Shine. 1986. Seasonal migration of predators and prey - a study of pythons
and rats in tropical Australia. Ecology 77:149-156; Shine, R. & T. Madsen. 1997.
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Prey abundance and predator reproduction: rats and pythons on a tropical
Australian floodplain. Ecology 78:1078-1086; Ujvari, B., R. Shine & T. Madsen.
2011. How well do predators adjust to climate-mediated shifts in prey
distribution? A study on Australian water pythons. Ecology 92:777-783.
[84]

Brown tree snake: Boiga irregularis.

[85]

Fritts, T. H. & G. H. Rodda. 1998. The role of introduced species in the
degradation of island ecosystems: A case history of Guam. Annual Review of
Ecology and Systematics. 29: 113-140.

[86]

Frill-neck lizard: Chlamydosaurus kingii.

[87]

Pearson, O. P. 1954. Habits of the lizard Liolaemus multiformis multiformis at
high latitudes in southern Peru. Copeia 1954:111-116.

[88]

Eastern bearded dragon: Pogona barbata.

[89]

Northern leaf-tailed gecko: Saltuarius cornutus.

[90]

Land mullet: Egernia major.

[91]

Southern angle-headed dragon: Lophosaurus spinipes.

[92]

Black spiny-tailed iguana, Ctenosaura similis.

[93]

Brazaitis, P. 2003. You Belong in a Zoo. Villard, New York, NY.

[94]

Spiny-tail gecko: Strophurus ciliaris.

[95]

Knob-tailed gecko: Nephrurus levis.

[96]

Perentie: Varanus giganteus.

[97]

Thorny devil: Moloch horridus.

[98]

Komodo dragon: Varanus komodoensis.

[99]

Giant ameiva: Ameiva ameiva.

[100] Golden tegu: Tupinambis teguixin.
[101] Striped forest whiptails: Kentropyx calcarata.
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[102] A brief summary of Albertina‟s life is given in Magnusson, W. E. 2016. The
Fish and the Frogs. Open Science, New York, NY: Chapter 12.
www.openscienceonline.com/book/newreleases/978-1-941926-83-3
[103] Magnusson, W. E. & A. P. Lima. 1984. Perennial communal nesting by
Kentropyx calcaratus. Journal of Herpetology 18:73-75.
[104] Black and white worm lizard: Amphisbaena fuliginosa.
[105] Red worm lizard: Amphisbaena alba.
[106] Slevin‟s worm lizard: Amphisbaena slevini.
[107] Black spotted skink: Copeoglossum nigropunctatum.
[108] Blackburn, D. G. & L. J. Vitt. 2002. Specializations of the chorioallantoic
placenta in the Brazilian scincid lizard, Mabuya heathi: a new placental
morphotype for reptiles. Journal of Morphology 254:121-131 (the genus is now
considered to be Copeoglossum).
[109] Green iguana: Iguana iguana.
[110] Troyer, K. 1984. Behavioral acquisition of the hindgut fermentation system by
hatchling Iguana iguana. Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology 14:189-193.
[111] Blue-lipped tree lizard: Plica umbra.
[112] Collared tree lizard: Plica plica.
[113] Green thornytail iguana: Uracentron azureum.
[114] Slender anole: Anolis fuscoauratus.
[115] Goldenscale anole: Anolis chrysolepis.
[116] Turnip-tailed gecko: Thecadactylus rapicauda.
[117] Amazon pigmy gecko: Pseudogonatodes guianensis.
[118] Trinidad gecko: Gonatodes humeralis.
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[119] See photo on page 38 of Vitt, L., W. E. Magnusson, T. C. Avila Pires &
A. P. Lima. 2008. Guide to the Lizards of Reserva Adolpho Ducke, Central
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